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ABSI'RACT

Peasant movanents are oftm viewed as isolated phenomena far

removed from the more significant political and develcprrental issues

confronting a nation. But peasant movenents are not isolated

phenomena, Trey are crucial elanents of societal change and are

integral parts of natioral develcprrent. They reflect the essential

PJlitical character of the peasantry which danands a voice in

detennining natioral PJliey. This study enphaai.zes these pomts by

explaining and analyzing peasant movanents in terms of fcur facta: s:

1) capitalist devel.coment., 2) state PJliey, 3) the structural

circumstances of the peasantry, and 4) the process of mobilization.

Capitalist develcpment integrates peasants with ratioral and

internatioral narkets and tht:re1:¥ expands economic oppor turutaes for

all. But the results are differential: peasants with rescurces take

advantage of the opportiundtaes and bmefit; peasants without rescurces

stagnate. state PJliey benefits different groups of peasants depending

on the particular rural policies that are enacted. I argue that

PJlicy-rraking depends not so much on ratioral planning for aqricul.tural,

modernization, l:ut on the power balance among various groups in the

nation. Capitalism and state poliey form a new arena within which

peasants earn their livelioood. wtether peasants become interested in

altering this arena through collective action depends on their specific

circumstances. Eleven social, PJlitical, and econonuc variables form

iv



the structural conditions of peasant; livelil:x:>od and detemine how

individual peasant, commmdtdes respond, Finally, the way a movanent

evolves, depends on what resoorces peasants have, how they mobilize,

and how the state reacts to their tactics.

using secxmdary data, I apply the theory to the peasant; movanent

in Pernambuco, Northeast Brazil. Although the case study generally

contfrms the theory, there are unfor seen coml.usions and implications.

First, the benefi:ciaries of narket opp:>rtunities are not determined

simply by a neutral economic process of resoorce endo-ment., Toose who

succeed use p:>litical and class power to gain an advantage over others.

second, to adequately explain the peasant; movenent, changes in the

structural elanents of peasant; society, such as popul.atd.on, communal

relations, and class must be integrated with how peasante use these

elanents as resrorces for collective mobilization. Finally, sta.te rural

p:>liey is not the mechanistic outcome of balancing interests in the

nation. Rural FOliey can be flexible and irraginative. Moreover

peasants can shape rural devel.cpment; through their collective political

action.

v
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QlAPrER I

INIROrocrIDN

In recent years the debate over the modernization of peasant

societies has taken on a new urgency. The failure of the green

revolution and the "develcprnent decade" to substantially reduce rural

poverty has initiated a serioos debate abwt how the peasantry of Asia,

Africa, and Latin America should be modernized. The debate rai ses

questions abalt the causes of poverty, aboot the efficacy of present

I;X)licies, abalt the benefits of recent agrarian transitions, and the

:tX>tential I;X)litical action of peasants , ~ questions are vital to

most dev'elcping nations where the rrajor ity of the popuj.atf.on is

COInI;X)sed of rural agriculturalists. Not irx::onrequentially, the

questions are of imnediate concern to the industrialized nations which

have a large stake in any Third World structural and political changes.

The follcwing study tries to address these issues by exanining the

economic and J;X>litical forces that bring aboot changes in peasant;

society. By economic forces I mean the growth of a system of world

capitalism which creates pressures towards particular patterns of

resource distribJtion. The econrnic issues discussed in the analysis,

then, do not focus on traditioml tcpics such as raising productivity,

increasing efficiency, or raising per capita rural Ircome, although

these are inq;:ortant factor s in the analysis. Rather, the economic
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discussion emphasizes distril:ution. It emphasizes who gets resoorces

and who does not; who gains and who loses; and ultinately who eats and

who starves.

By political forces I refer generally to the power of various

groups and classes to influence the formation of natioral policy.

Groups such as the international bourgeoisie, whose clients are the

multi-national corporations, and the landed elite are extrenely

powerful and use their power to obtain parti cufar taxation, land

reform, and agricultural modernization policies which benefit them.

The peasantry is a group with considerable potential power. HowE!ITer

peasants seldom act in unison to influence policy or pressure other

groups to recognize their interests. Yet peasants are an integral tart

of national develcpment efforts; they are affected significantly by

nationa.l eoonomic strategies; and when they do act, they heavily

influence national policy. Th2 questions then, .are: when do peasants

act collectively, why do they act collectively; and ~...hat are their

likely actions? This study addresses these questions by focusing on

the process of how peasarrts come to assart their force through

political action.

In sum, the analysis may be classified as a study of political

economy, a study of the interrelationship of };X.\li tical and economic

forces in creating the conditions in which peasants in the Third World

find themselves and how peasants act to alter those conditions. To

accomplish this, the study will be divided into six more chapters.
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In the second chapter, I set the context for the study by

examining the concept of traditioml peasant society. This discussion

establishes a benchmark against which tx>litical and economic changes

can be viewed. But there is no sinsle view of what Feasant society was

like. There is a po.Lemc about; the nature of Feasant society, whether

it was a uni t of I~roup solidarity providing suoai.seence for all, or

whether it was a segmented society riven t¥ internecine rivalry and

feudal domination that prevents progress. To some extent, traditioml

peasant, society was both. Relationshi~ and institutions not only

provided some degree of suoaiscence security l:ut also limited

opportunftaes , In this regard peasants took risks to try and improve

their livelihood, rot their concern fcc existE!'1tial security was more

tx>werful, and was reflected in their institutions which perpetuated

stratification.

The third chapter discusses the expansion of capitalism, which

introduces new pressures and new cpportun.it.i.es to peasant; society

through the extenston of the world markec, The oppor tuni.tii.es , however,

are limited prirrarily to those peasants with the most rescurces , As a

consequence, peasants with the most land, wealth, knowledge, and

influence use the narket to their advantage, solidifying their posdt.ion

and even jrx::reasing their wealth at the expense of other peasants ,

This creates pressures towards greater resource coocentration while

perpetuatanq the &ystan of stratificaton. However, capitalist

economies are characterized t¥ a phenarenon known as the long cycle in

which a period of expansive growth alternates with a pariod of

stagnation" During perd.ods of growth, there is considerable surplus and
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less pressure on poorer peasants. During perioc1s of stagnation, there

is less surplus and considerably greater pressure toward:; rescurce

stratification.

The fourth chapter presents a theory of how state poIi.cies are

made and how they affect peasants , A FOliC-)" subsidizing agricultural

inputs, for example, benefits peasants with land and knowleCge rot does

not assist the landless or the power.Less, The provision of subsidized

fertilizer nay therefore greatly benefit large and medium landholders

and perpetuate income inequities. Cawersely, radical land reform may

benefit the landless b.1t reduce the wealth of rich peasants. state

p:>licies, of course, differ from nation to nation. In this respect,

the specific rural policy of any state depends on the class alignments

within the nation, the p:>wer of varioos groups, the nation's position

within the world eeonony , and the ideology of the state. It should be

emphasized that the state's position on mcx:1emizing the rural secta: is

an independent factor in determining rural p:>liC-)". Tre state is not

simply a rational l:ureaucracy which acts in the bast interests of th,

nation, nor is it a neutral arena where the most powerful, societal

groups determine po.Li.cy , Tre state has particular b.1reaucratic needs

and p:>wer-seeking interests which are neither economically ratioral nor:

neutral.

How do peasants respond to the new pressures and oppor turritii.es

created by state FOliC-)" and capitalist expansion? The fifth chapter

argues that peasanta are competent p:>litical actors and in some

instances they engage in collective acts of p:>litical will. The types

of tx>litical action and their probability of occurring depend on:
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1) structural pressures and opportuni.taes caused by capitalist expansion

and state tx>licy and 2)the ~cific social, economic, and poltical

circumstances of the peasantry. For exanple, under pressures of market

expansion and state subsidization tx>licy 1 land in a part.i cukar area nay

rd.se in value and peasants will have difficulty retaining their plots.

In order to change the situation, peasants nay be interested in

political action. But their action depends on their circumstances. If

the peasant CX>IIUllunity has many associatioral groups, peasants will have

some solidarity and they nay rapidly organize a rreeting. If the

commmity is composed of isolated snallholders, peasant action, if at

all, will be less cohesive. A movenent is also dynamic. It evolves

through the process of mobilization and through interaction with the

state and elite, who both try to repress it. Thus the chapter also

examines the mobilization process.

The sixth chapter presents a case study of noctheast Brazil. The

case study uses the fr anewcr k ::et by the preceeding chapters and

illustrates the overall theory with a core rete situation. In this

respect, the chapter uses all the elanents of the theory and integrates

them with a single example. The case is not an attanI;t to validate the

theory, l::ut illustrates the strengths and weaknesses of it. Tre

significance of the case then, is to FOint out ccmponenta of the model

which appear to be theoretically sornd, l::ut need ref inanent,

qualification, or even major revi.sfon to be more generally applicible

to the study of peasant po.Ii t.i.cs , TIe final chapter sumrrarizes the

findings of the dissertation and briefly discusses some of the policy

implications for rural develcpment.
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QlAPTER II

PEASANTS AND PEASANT SOCIETY

The starting pofnt for a study of peasant, poLi t.i cs is to define

peasants and to examine peasant, society. There are many definitions of

peasants tut no consensus on anyone. Sane scholars have even

suggested that it is fruitless to define peasants , l:ut useful to

examine critical aspects of rural social groupings, such as their

internal colI\EX>sition and their economic and poIi.td.cal, links with each

other and the external society. Similarly, there are conflicting

posrtacns aboot peasant society. On one extreme, peasant societies are

seen as Rwsseau IS idylic village ccmmunities popul.ated t¥

well-adjusted coq;>erating individuals. On the other extrane, they are

seen as poverty-rLdden rural traps composed of vicious bickering

agriculturalists. In the following chapter I pro~se to examine these

conflicting viewpoints as a prelude to discussing peasant pol.i tdcs ,

~ Concept of S! Peasant

Peasants have been defined in nunerous veys, The classic

anthropojoqi.c definition by Kroeber emphasizes the social and cultural

distinctivmess of the peasantry: "Peasants constitute part-societies

with part cultures. They are rural-yet live in relation to narket

towns; they form a class segment of a larger popul.atd.on which also

contains urban centers•••They lack the isolation the r;:olitical
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autonony, and the self-sufficiency of tribal populations; rot their

local units retain much of their old identity, integration, and

attachment to soil and cults. l Robert Redfield similarly anphasires

the distinctive social and cultural aspects of Feasant folk society.2

Other. definitions focus on the Feasant econony , Chayanov was the

first to assert that peasants formed a distinct peasant; econony ,

qualitatively different from other forms of incipient capitalism.3 He

argued that the p:asants'pri.mary economic unit was the family farm

cultivated exclusively by family labor. Unlike rosiness firms, the

family farm did not try to maximize profit. It merely tried to produce

enough to satisfy family needs and then halted operations because the

labor was too much drudqery, Teodor Shanin has similarly used

productive and economic aspects to define peasants e The peasantry

consists of small agricultural producers who with the help of simple

equiptment and the labcur of their families produce mainly for their

own consumption and for fulfilment of obligagions to the holders of

FOlitical and economic FOwer."4 Still other definitions use a

combination of social, cultural and economic characteristics to define

peasanta.f Tre COrnIOOn farndation for all of the defintions is that

peasants are a unique group or class, distingJishable from larger

society, rot at the same tine closely linked with it.

This definition is too restrictive to fit the various cultivators

in the contemporary t ....ri.rd world. ! propose to use a less restrictive

definition. Peasants are rural CUltivators, who are directly linked to

larger society and who depend prirrarily on their agricultural labor

for their livelihood. They do not form a distinct eeonony or class rot
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are a social group within the larger capitalist econOII¥.6 Their

definition thus iocludes a wide range of cultivators from capitalist

farmers to landless laborers. Since the concept of peasant; IrcIudes

virtually all rural agriculturalists, it is useful only if it

distinguishes among categories of peasants , The categories used here

are based on class. Hanza Alavi notes that class in the Marxian sense

is a structural concept; classes are defined i::¥ relations of

production. Based on an analysis of these productive relations, Alavi

pos i ta that there are three broad classes of peasants-e-poor , middle,

and rich. Poor peasants are landless; they are agricultural laborers,

sharecroppera, or tenants , They have no Lrdependent; means of

livelihood and since they do not eontroj land, which is the basic IreCllS

of production, they must sell th·.!r labor power to earn a living. The

middle peasants are Independent, snallholders; they are self-sufficient,

they do not exploit the labor of others nor is their labor exploited by

others. Rich peasants are capitalist farmers who own substantial

amounts of land and hire wage Laborera.? Each class is characterized

not by the relative wealth of their land, tut by the fact that land

ownership confers on them a specif'Lc posdtaon in rural productive

relationships. Thus the larger social group of peasants can be divided

into classes in so far as they produce for themselves, produce for

someone else, or use the labor of others to produce for then.

Alavi I s basic categor ization is sound l:ut must be expanded to

differentiate anong the varioos peasant sub-categories within each

class. Poor peasants consist of three differert categories,
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agricultural laborers, marginal tenanta/eherecroppera, and marginal

smallholders. Each category relies prinarily on their own labor for

their liVelihood, rot can be distinguished from each other by their

relative degree of independence in their productive relationships.

Landless laborers have little independence. They control no land and

u1timately must depend on saneone else to hire than and provide than

with at least subsistence wages. Marginal tenants./sherecroppers have

greater independence in that they retain a portion of what they produce

and have some control over the land. However thei r independence is

limited. They have no rights to the land and must pay rental to the

owner. Moreover, they do not have a secure lease and may be evicted at

any time. I"larginal smallholders own land~ rot it is insuffiecient to

earn a livelihood and they must therefore supplement their income with

wage labor. The reality of the marginal srtallholder's situation is

that his leverage and ability to perpeutate ownership is severely

jeoparadized given the current capitalist transformations. Although

owning land, it is insufficient to provide him any real independence in

his productive relationships.

Middle peasants consist of two groups, independent smallholders

and middle tenants/aharecroppera, The independent smallholder is

indpendent in that he owns land, uses only family labor, and does not

hire out as a wage laborer. He is differentiated from the marginal
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smallholder because has sufficient land both to earn a Livel.Lbcod and

to perpetuate and naintain his poaici.on, In the contenporary

capitalist economy this means he has the resoorces to produce a surplus

which he sells on the market, ~ middle tenant/sharecropp;r can be

distinguished from the ma.rginal one in that he has traditioral or legal

rights to continue tenancy and he controls sufficient land and

subsidiary resources to peq:etuate and ma.intain his relative posrcfon,

Differentiating tenants/sharecroppers partly on the basis of relative

landholdings violates the Marxist concept of class since no

tenants/sharcroppers 0'.'111 land. However, the middle

tenants/sharecropp;rs have essential control over the meens of

production and this control allows them to produce a marketable surplus

and advance in both relative and absolute terms.

Rich peasants have large plots which they cultivate, but they also

hire other wage laborers. Their land and resoorces are sufficient to

perpetuate their p:>sition, which means they are commercial producers

farming primarily for the market. Table 1.1 illustrates the main

characteristics of the various peasant classes.
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Table 1.1

Peasant Classes and Their Defining Characteristics

MIDDLE
PEASAN'IS

SUb=Category

Landless

Marginal
Tenants/sharecroppers

Marginal smallholders

Mediumholders

Medium
tenants/sharecroppers

~ Assetts
Characteristcs

Labor fX)wer

Labor; sane control of
marginal land

Labor; ownership of
insufficient land
for subsistence

Land sufficient to produce
marketable surplus

Secure lease, control of
sufficient land to produce
marketable surplus

Large landholdings
directly cultivated; hired
wage labor
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Visions .Qf Peasant Society

There are two conflicting visions of traditional Feasant society,

the "moral economy" perspectfve which portirays Feasant communities as

cohesive units of solidarity providing subsistence floors for most

peasants, and the nIXllitical economy" persp:ctive which envisions them

as competitive and irrlividualistic, unable to suppor t mininal

cooperative endeavor let alone subsistence floors.

The moral econcmy persp:ctive, articulated in varying degrees by

James Scott, Karl Polyani, Eric Wolf, and others, begins with the harsh

reality that Feasant existence is precarious. This precariousness can

be seen when examining peasant experience with death. Death from

starvation, malnutrition, disease, disaster, and simple poverty was a

harsh reality to peasants. In Viet Nan during the great famine of

1944-1945, peasants were reduced to eating leaves, banana roots, grass,

the bark of trees. During the winter of 1944 an estinated two million

peasants died of starvation and related disease. 8 In Bolivia, Aymaran

peasants chewed on coca leaves to mask the panqs of hunger that was

slowly killing them. 9 In Northeast Brazil. the peasants were so poor

they had to use government coffins for funeral, services. After the

service the corpse was taken to the bJrial site, removed from the

coffin and deposited unprotected in t:he earth. The government coffin

was then reused.lO Josue de Castro describes the prevalence of death

in the Northeast:ll

wmt causes so much dying in the Northeast? People die of
everything, of course, rot rrainly they die of hunger-hunger in
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multiple disguises is the most active of the four horsemen.
Hunger kills as a disease-r-the most serious and generalized of
the mass diseases of the underdeveolped regions-and also by
making way for other sicknesses. 'lbese secorrlary killers are
prinincipally infective bacilli and parastcic c=ganisms, which
flourish in these areas.

Even when peasants did not die, their thin margin of survival

forced them to experience dying through living. Peter Gcethal

describes the experience in the Indonesian village: of Rurak.:12

As the barat months wear on, weather and health give new cause
for worry. Unusually heavy rains can quickly wash out an enti re
hillside and cause the plddy to rot on its stalks•••Already by
early Decanber, food supplies have fallen perilously low in many
households, and the "knobby knees" and empty bellies of the barat
are again familiar. To the anxious villagers, such corrlitions
magnify every small deviation in the weather patzern or threat to
his swidden. Fatigue, anxiety, and increasing malnutrition are
aggravated by sleeping in damp, rickety swidden huts under only
light cover. Illnesses such as pleurisy, pneumonfa, arthritis,
and active tuberculosis spread; malaria, augmented by the barat
mosquitos, invades every household. The meager protein defiecient
di.et of boiled weeds and plain rice adds a faint tinge of red to
the hair of village children. As debilitation increases
sociability and neighborhood coq;>eration give way to inertia,
drowsiness, and resignation. Many villagers await the harvest in
desperate antfci.peci.on,

Many other examples can be cited. But the point of the moral economy

poai.tii.on is not to quantify peasant misery, it is to emphasize that

survival was a real and fundamental problem that shaped peasant

behaviour and determined peasant society's relationships.

In what ways did survival shape peasant behaviour? On the most

sweepi.nq Level., survival amounted to an ethical imperative that guided

peasant behaviour. Janes Scott provides the most careful and complete

statement of this imperative. He argues that peasants in most

pre-capitalist societies lived so near the margin that the question of

subsistence was "most directly related to the ultirrate needs and fears
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of peasant life.13 Subsistence became an ethical right and a standard

from which peasants could jud;e their behavior and the behavior of

others. A quotation from Scott helps clarify the moral force of

subsistence:

From a normative perspective there is sane reason to believe that
the "right" to subsistence as a I;X)litical claim constitutes the
first and priIIary criterion of justice. W.G. Runcinan, drawing on
Rawlr s theory of justice asks what rules of justice or criteria
of distribution woold men agree to in principle before they knew
what their actual place in society Walld be. The first rule he
deduces is based on need-the notion that OlE nan I s right to
subsistence supercedes another nan r S righ~ to surplus.14

Traditional peasant a:mununities thus adopced an ethos based on the

right to subsistence and set a standard of living below which it woold

be inhmane to allow anyone to fall. To this end various redistribltive

pressures and institutions operated in peasant communities throughout

the world. In Viet Nan, communal lands were held for widows and others

suffering disastrous crop years. In Burma, and elsewhere, richer

villagers were pressured to sponsor feasts, celebrations and other

festivities, which not only provided sane sustenance for poor er

comrmmity members, blt also, as Michael Adas points out, "served as

i.m};;ortant means of sharing wealth, canenting social relationships, and

promoting a sense of community.15 In Peruvian and Mexican viJlages,

revolving loan flmds or conununity grain stores were set aside to assist

the unfortunate and those requiring disaster relief.16 To the moral

economy perspective, these cooperative endeavors made the peasant
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community self-sustaining and able to provide subsistence 'for all its

manbers, an ideal expressed in the Mayo vision of their past ecxmomy:17

Such an ideal economy has not existed among Mayos for a very long
time. But certain ideals are very strong: a self-sufficient Mayo
corranunity, each kin group with its own farming lands, dequate to
its changing numbers; each comnnmi.ty with its council to settle
land dispat.esj each COIIlIIIlmity with its own wilderness land for
gatheing, hunting and the provision of firewood and housetuilding
materisls, as well as grazing land for sheep and horses; each
corranunity with free access to salt deposits; wells, and river
sacred and central to its I;:eople; each household free to raise
food crops of traditional value; •••

The p:>litical economy perspect.ive takes a p:>lar posdt.Lon,

envisioning peasant corrnnunities as composed of irrlividualistic

maximizers out only for themselves. Rather than creating cohesive

solidarity and cooperation, peasant communities are shot through with

feuds, conflicts, and competition. George Foster formalizes tnfs view

of peasant, society in his theory of "limited good." He hypothesfzes

that peesants perceive that all goods in life-health, wealth, land,

friendship, love, m:m1.iness, honor, respect , security-"exist in finite

quantity and are always in short supply. "18 Moreover there is no way

for peasants to directly increase the quanti ty of these goods; there is

a constant supply of rescurces, Consequently, an "irrlividual or a

family can improve their position only at the expense of others" and

they must be wary of each other since they are in constant competition.

This distrust and compettion make cooperation imp:>ssible. Foster

elaborates:19

People who see tnemse.lves in "threatened" circumstances, which
the inage of Limited Good implies, react normally in one of two
ways: maximum cooperation and sanetimes communism, burying
individual differences and placing sanctions against
individualism; or extreme individualism. Peasant societies sean
always to choose the second alternative.
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EdYard Banfield's "amoral familism" similarly theorizes that peasants

"maximize the material, short-run advantage of the nuclear family;

assume that all others will 00 Li kewise , "20 The implication is that

peasants will tum inwarcE to their i.Irurediate families for all

necessary support.r moreover peasants assurre that all others will act

similarly. Trere is considerable suspicion when peasants try to help

other peasants. Cmsequently, in peasant societies there is little

organization or coccerataon.

Sanuel Pcpkin extends these views, arguing that peasants must be

identified as ratioml economic maximizers who base their decisions and

actions on risk analysis and cost-benefit appraisal. In essence,

peasants invest their time, effort, and rescurces only in activities

they believe will reward than iooividually. Pcpkin contends that such

an investment logic can be applied to all aspects of peasant life

including "markets, villages, relations with agrarian elites, and

collective acts-whether the collective action is to wild villages or

to reblild them as part of a new society .21 This makes peasants highly

individualistic, and suspicious competitors who will take advantage of

others and take extreme measures to get ahead. As a result, villages

did not truely protect the needy with a subsistence floer. To the

extent that there was protection and insurance, it was limited to a

very few peasants who had full village rights and met certain minimum

wealth and land requirements. Even wcrse, "when a peasant was in

need, instead of receiving welfare, he might be excluded from the

village. "22 Celebrations and feasts were sponsor ed by the rich, not so

much to provide sustienance for the poor,
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but to attain prestige and status that could be used to secure

};X)litical power, This power could then be used to manipulate the

village lottery, assess tax and work obligations, and control village

resources.23 Frequently, wealthy and powerful, peasants "colluded with

one another to their common advantage and at the expense of the

village." As a result, "village procedures were not progressively

redistributive, rot favored the rich," resulting in the perpetuation of

extreme stratification.

Although the £X)litical and moral economy ;;erspectives of peasant

society are quite £X)1arized, the various authors usually qualify and

modify the assertions. scott, for example, argues that the ethic to

provide subsistence was not unfversal.Iy powerful, "but varied from

village to village, from region to region. "24 Moreover it applied most

strongly to cultivators who shared a common existential dilenna, while

less relevant to wealthier peasants and to areas where subsistence

routines did not operate satisfactoril1y.25 Popkin, although more

rigid and strident in his assertions, recognizes that welfare and

insurance schemes did help sane peasants, but claims that they operated

less well than the moral econanists assume. 26 In both qualifications

there is an implicit, if theoretically unyielding, admission that both

maximizing behavior and the subsistence ethic operated simultaneously

and that both cooperation and distrust co-existed. It seems then, that

a convergence of e1anents of both perspectives would yield a more

fOwerful and satisfying model of peasant society. As Jonathan

Lieberson says:

This suggests that a mutual appreciation between the moral and
political economy approaches is posstbl,e, To say that a given
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phenomenon (or some aspect; of it) can be explained in ore way
does not imply that it cannot be explained in other ways; the
subsistence ethic may have coexisted with the factors adduced by
Popkin-it may at times have been OOrninant, at other tirres
dormant; collective solidarity Imposed from above "may have been
held in unstable check by the same phenanenon Imposed from below,
creating pockets of both paternalism and self interest. The
rapproachment of the two views is deairanl.e-e-and not merely for
the sake of the mora1 econanists. 27

I suggest a very simple convergence in blending these two

approaches. Peasants, like anyone else, strive for more, tot first

they must have enough. Poor peasants , posed with existential dUennas,

are most interested in securing subsistence and are likely to act in

ways that guarantee their mi.ninal needs. Wealthier peasants who are

not confronted with existential dUennas are interested in maximizing

their position and act accordingly. This is not to say that there are

two separate motivations for each behavior, rrerely that a peasant i s

priorities are set by his sI;:ecific circumstances and class position.

This suggests that the major question in the analysis of peasant;

society does not corcern irrlividualism vs, cooperation or maximizing

vs, surviving. Both poor and rich peasants act cooperatively or

individually depending on which strategy under the prevailing

conditions is most effective in securing their interests and needs.

Moreover, if a peasant's class position chenqes, his interests also

change and he is likely to change his actions. If the peasant; is

initially poor he is likely to seek security, if he becomes rich, he is

more likely to maximize. The major question then, is how do different

classes of peasants, under different circumstances, interact to produce

particular patterns of institutionalized relationships? I do not

attenpt to answer this question. I merely suggest that, however
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one-sided the resulting institutions and relationships turn out, they

will both contriOOte some degree of welfare to poor peasants and also

perpetuate stratification.

To elaborate on this contention, I will briefly exanine two

Importent; peasant institutions, patron-client relationships and

communal relations.

Patron-elient Relationships

Patron-client relations are relationships in which a powerful

individual, the patron, and a weaker imividual, the client, exchanqe

good:; and services. 28 Patrorage occurrs betwem nany different

partners: betwea1 a teacher and peasants, a politician and peasants, a

wealthy individual and peasants, a bJreaucrat and peasants. HowE.'ITer,

the most wide-spread and ircq;:ortan t patron-client relationship, and the

one on which I will focus, was that between a landlord and his tenants.

Three chaLaeteristics marked this relationship.

First, the landlord tenant relationship was face-to-face and

personalistic.29 Often a Landl.ord knew his tenants by first name, knew

their immediate families, and even stood as godfather to the children

of long-standing tenants. Tre landlord also knew of the speciaf, needs

of individual tenant families and wwld help than acoordingly. secause

of this familiarity, each party expected a dififuse range of

personalized services from the other. The landlord expected some form

of rent, usually a share portion of the crop, labor for cultivating his

fields and maintaining his home, and domestic help such as oooking,
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cl.eani.nq, or watching over his children. Adiitionally, the landlord

expected his tenants to be loyal, to show him respect , and to generally

support him. Tenants expected the landlord to provide them the basic

means of subsistence-land to cultivate. In addition, tenants

traditionally expected a homelot, food during hard times and between

planting and harvesting, snall favors such as a used blanket, used

clothing, perhaps a jug of liquor, and help in dealing with government

officials and outsiders. 30 The personal and diffuse qualities of the

exchange made the relationship an instrumental friendship rather than a

formal contractual agreement. It should fina.lly be emphasized that

this description fits the ideal exchange relationship. In reality, the

terms of exchange differed considerably depending on the landlord and

the prevailing coooitions. From any persp:ctive, whether Marxist labor

theory of value or capitalist theory of margina.l product, peasants were

often exploited.

Second, the relationship was based on unequal status. 3l The

landlord was much more powerful and had more resources than his

tenants. He controlled cultivable land, seed, and stock and could

provide protection and the prestige to deal with ootsiders. Since

these goods and services were essential for peasant Livel.Lbood, tenants

were highly dependent on their patron, The superior status of the

landlord was evident in their social interactions. Peasants deferred

to the landlord, worked at his celebrations, and demonstrated their

loyalty and respect in numerous small ways such as inviting him to

their festivities where he was treated as an honored guest. If the
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landlord was the ideal patron, he usually made a token appearance at

his tenants major festivals and donated a gift to the celebration; when

a tenant had a baby, the landlord frequently offered congratulations

and gave the baby a gift; and at a tenant's wedding he would often send

same provision for the new household.

Because of the landlord's super.ior post.ion, he could clearly

exploit the relationship with his tenants and some landlords did take

advantage of thei r clients. However, two factor s restrained the

landlord. On the ore hand, the landlord's superior status charged him

with the responsfbi.l.ity to safeguard his tenants. EssentiallY this was

a moral dimension, an ethical obligaton from a ruler to his subjects,

which made the landlord responsfbl.a for his tenants' health and

welfare. In many instances, this paternalism made the relationship,

even with its ineqUities, acceptable. 32 Morality alone, however, was

insufficient to prevent ahrse r mutual interdependence also limited

exploitation. In this respect; the landlord needed the tenants because

they provided the basic labor services requi red to maintain his status

and position. A landlord knew there were limits to his J;X)Wer,

especially in labor short areas. The relationship was thus, not simply

one of coercion controlled by morality, it was also a relationship

controlled by mutual self- interest.

Finally, under ideal condi.tii ons and with the ideal patron, the

relationship helped provide tenants with a subsistence floor. Janes

Scott formulates the minimal and maximal forms that this subsistence

guarantee assumed. At a minimium, landlords pledged that their demands

would not jeoparadize the subsistence arrangements of the peasantry.
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During a particularly bad harvest a landlord wculd not insist on full

rent or might even allow late payment. If a tenant had several

children too young to work in the fields, the landlecd might require

less labor on his own fields. At the maximum, the landlord wculd

actually subsidize his tenants, providing emergency aid in tine of

ill-health or giving emergency loons or rations to tide over a starving

tenant family.33

There are many examples of both the maximum and minimum

formulation. In India, the zanindars or, "Lor ds of the land, n were

entitled to only a cust.onary share of the agricultural surplus and they

did not interfere with peasant cultivation. nTrey were not improving

landlords in the modern sense of the term tut as it was in their own

interest they saw to it that the peasantry could work undisturbed and

that local irrigation worKs were maintained. n34 In this instance the

landlords did not interfere with the subsistence arrangements of the

peasantry. In Panpanga, the Philippines, Lendl.or ds treated their

tenants paternalistically, providing rice and cash loans, sorretirres on

a weekly basis, and assuming responaibfl.Lty for their health and

welfare. Between Panpangan landlord and tenants, "Lonqstandi.nq bonds

develcped and few tenants changed landlords during a lifetirre. n35 In

the Peruvian Sierra, the traditional hacienda owner was expected to

provide his tenants with a Livel.Lhood and to ultimately take

respons.ibflLty for their subsistence. I':i such a poor region security;

played an instrumental role in patronage h'~th paternalism acting as a

binding force. ore expression of the landlord's subsistence guarantee

was socorros (me and one-half tushels of corn or barley) that was
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traditionally given to the Indian tenants during a bad year and during

crop growing time. 36 Finally in GUjarat looia, the jajrnani t.enancy

systan was also paternalistic and the landlord was expected to behave

toward his tenants "as a father does to his son. n37 The landlord thus

provided his tenants with seed and subsistence rations, sponsor ed

feasts and ceranonies, and gave energency aid and loans during hard

times. The landlord did not view his aid and support as eompsnsataon

for labor, but viewed it as part of his larger obligaton to na.intain

his tenants' welfare.

Not all landlord tenant relationships, however, guaranteed

subsistence. There were landlords who simply used their tenants and,

in order to naintain their p>sition, forced tenants to go hungry, to

sell all their possesaions, or even to sell their children into

slavery. Sanuel Pcpkin takes a more sw&ping posfta.on, He ar91es that

landlords did not provide subsistence floors; moreover peasants were

not really concerned aboot a floor because they were preoccupied with

trying to raise their income. Pcpkin reasons that if a floor were

actually provided, peasants walld not bargain for better coooitions.

However, tenants did in fact bargain for better terms. He cites the

example that English tenants on large estates negotiated for better

exchanges whenever plague reduced the nunoer of workers. 38 Landlord5,

moreover, restricted oppor tuni.t.Les for peasants. Rather than being

paternalistic, they schemed to create di.sssnaion and conflict among

tenants so as to maintain an exploitative monopoly over them. 39 Sane

scholars argue that landlord tenant relationships in areas of India,
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Mexico, and Peru, although appearinq paternalistic, were essentially

systans of bomage instituted to maintain a work force in labor-short

areas.40 Julio Colter, for example, says that in the Sierra there is a

mental and cultural distance between the patron and his clients. The

patron is perceived as an "al.Ir-superdor" figure, and he uses the

prevailing cultural norms to maintain a relationship that lacks even

the most minimal standards of fairness. 41 Pierre van den Berghe

summarizes the situation of patronage as a systan of bordaqee

This all pervasive systen of institutionalized paternalism and
patronage completely cuts across the class and the ethnic
cleavages I::ut without bridging than. The iooividual linkages
across class and ethnic lines exist bJt the group cleavages
persist. In fact, in many ways, compadraaaqo can be said to
perpeblate and consolidate the structure of inequality while
individualy mitigating its effects. Patron client relationships,
of which compadrazgo is rot one corcrete example, are atsolutely
crucial to the stability of stratification systans in agrarian
societies. They permit at orce great familiarity and great
inequality between rulers and ruled. 'They are at the very core of
the theory of benevolent despotii sm, the most widespread
rationalization for human tyranny .42

'fue alternative interepretations lead to two corc.luaions, First,

patronage differed significantly from place to place depending on

conditions. Any generalization must therefore be carefully qualified.

Second, although the relationship provided sane degree of subsistence,

it also hirrlered vertical mobility and thus perpetuated stratification

and Irequi.ty, A tenant, for example, who wanted to improve his status

relative to the landlord was prevented from doing so because he was

obliged to perform a variety of services for the landlord and was

dependent on the landlord's good will to improve the terms of exchanqe,
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The landlord tE!'1aIlt relationship thus operates fairly well in a

traditional setting of subsistence insecurity, rot cannot respond to

long-tem structural changes that might promote the tenant while

endangering the landlcxd's status. In this regard, patromge is a

self-I:erI:etuating system: the peasants' slbsistence difficulties for ce

him to rely on the patron and therefore accept certain restrictions;

however, it is these very restr ictions that prevent him from increasing

income and gaining independent security. Ncrzalit Selat explains:43

While the peasants need the patron for their survival, it is in
fact the patrons themse lves who have created the need for their
role and existence. It is a perpetnatanq system. It is the
dynamics of the class structure that produces the patron-client
set-up and the peasants' economic and tx'litical insecurity, and
this, in turn, has perpetuated the need for the patron. Thus,
while from superficial and limited view, the patroraqe system
does satisfy some of the neecs of the peasanta, in the long run,
the peasants are iD=reasing their dependency on the system. This
is the beginning of their predicanent, because it is in the
patron's Interests to keep the peasant in a posatd.on where the
role of the patron will be continually needed.

Corrqnunal Relationships

Relations among fellow peasants helped provide a subsistence flocx

for most villagers rot also perpetuated stratification. Although the

extent of a subsistence floor varied from village to village and

depended on an individual peasant, I s kinship, standing in the

coullrmity, and wealth, two types of cccperatave endeavor help:d provide

most peasants with a livelihood. Trese two types were Lnsuraice

schemes and communal welfare.
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Insurance schemes in peasant society involved internal e.xchanges among

peasants where sane degree of reciprocal contrib.1tion was requr ied,

Unfortunate peasants facing existential dangers, bowever , walld

receive freely-givm aid; this was a form of disaster insurance sirx:e

any peasant might someday need help. Trere were three general farms of

insurance. First was gmeralized reciprocity where peasants walld form

parcrersrups with other peasants to share food, allow each other the

use of tools or draught aninals, assist each other when ore was ill or

unable to work, provide a lean or anergency aid when the other was in

reed, and help when the other sponsored a wedding, baptism, or

funeral.44 Gmeralized reciprocity was like Lnsurence because it was

understood that each party walld help when the other was in need and

that, during a lifetine, each party walld contrib.1te roughly equiValent

goods and services to the other, a sort of schedule of insurcnce

premiums and bmefits. However the e.xchanges could never be equal and

each party knew they might end up giving more if the other party was

very unfcrtunate. Tre sec:xmd focm of Insurance was mutual aid, which

was more structured than generalized reciprocity, closer to the pure

concept of insurance, and able to provide subsistence security to a

larger nunher of villagers. Tre najcr form of mutual aid was

cooperative labor exchange. Peasants allover the wcrld used

cooperative labor exchanges to wild or retuild their houses, trap fish

or aninals, and prepare, plant. or harvest their fields.45

A typical cocperative effort in Wilding an trdorasaen house is

detailed by Robert Jay. Early in the morning the family whose house
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is being built gives a slananten, a ritual ceranony where food is

served and conununal solidarity expressed. Following the slananten,

neighbors and kin build the house. At mid-day special. food is prepared

for the helpers; platters of food are sent also to the help:rs' s

families. Work continues lmtil late afternoon when the the work is

usually completed and a dinner party begins.46 Reciprocity is explicit

and the family who!3e house has just been roil t is expected help other

neighbors.

SiJnilar labor exchanges occurred anong Peruvian peasants in

"huaji" or "huajita, n an old form (if communal house-building or any

other stuation requiring many hands .47 The Mopan of Guatanala

cooperatively roilt houses, damned streans for fishing, and cleared

land for planting.48 Although coqx=rative labor was difficult and

onerous sane peasants looked forward to it. Jack Potter, for example,

describes a Thai cooperative effort:

Cooperative labor exchange allows the villagers to carry out the
hardest work in rice agriculture quickly and cheerfully. It
would be p:>ssible for many bouseho.lds to get along with just
their own labor, but the work walld be lonely and not nearly as
much nm, In the fields, there is much camaraderie. Men tease
younger men about their village sweethearts, sometirres unciL the
younger men hit back at than in anger. Villagers tell ribald and
bawdy stories about their fellows. Yoong, urunarried boys and
girls take the opp:>rtunity to flirt with each other. Cooperative
labor exchange turns a diffult task into a pleasant experience
which is looked forward to with anticip:ition rather than dread.49

Through the sharing of labor peasants were able to improve their

standard of living and provide sane degree of reciprocal insurance for

most villagers. Even the poor , for example, woold receive food and
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drink if they helped in house blilding. It should be enphasized,

however, that there always were some villagers or outsiders who did not

participate or ba'lefit from these cocperative activities.

Aoother form of mutual aid was the rotating credit associa tion

where each manber would have a turn receiving a payment from all other

manbers. In effect, the association served as a means of oollectivlely

guaranteeing leans to community rnanbers without having to go through a

middlanan. 50 Other forms of mutual aid Irc.Luded the revolving corn

flD'lds found in Mexican villages, which al.Lowed a villager to bo, row

when in need, and then replace his lean when he mUld,51 or the

cormmmity grain store in iroigenoos communities in Peru, which supplied

poorer manbers of the community during hard tines. strce anyone might

have a stroke of bad luck, the corn flmd and the stare were forms of

disaster insurance.52 A final example of mutual aid was the social

association where neighbors helped neighbors prepare for weddings,

baptisms, flD'lderals, or other occassions requiring large provisions of

food and dr.ink, The social association differed from generalized

reciprocity because it was formally structured, like the arayat in the

Philippines.53 In mutual aid societies, peasants oocperated in

furnishing aid to other peasants, but specific and exact obligations

were required for manbership.

~ third type of insurance was gmeral assistance, where no

explicit reciprocal gesture was expect.ed from the aid receiver.

Ga1eral assistance was usually informal, except in oommunities where

formal institutions provided communal land for widows, orphans, or
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other destitute villagers.54 An almost universal form of assistance

was provided by the various village festivities where everyone was

invited to partake in the eating and drinking. In many cases the

village elite sponsored the festivites as a means of danonstrating and

validating their prestige. Self-serving as the sponsorship may have

been, it provided a formal mechanism for oontri.tuting to poorer

villagers I subsistence. Other examples of general assistance included

hunting and fishing activities, where anyone from the village was

invited to share in the division of the game or fish, "just so long as

they were present at the proper time. "55 Ar¥J for poor villagers,

particularly the landless, there was a guarantee that the wealthier

villagers and larger lanowners walld guarantee them work during

planting and harvesting times. Finally there was the general

assistance given to elderly villagers. For example, in the peruvian

village of HUalcan, villagers with no means of support; were often taken

in by neighbors, given food shelter, and clothing, and treated as

manbers of the family. Although this assistance resembled welfare,

there was a degree of insurance underlying the charitible acts, as

William Stein potncs out:

P.~though peopl,e pretend to ignore what their neighbors are doing,
they know when their reighbors are in need. People want to
acquire things and keep them, rot they are usUally willing to
part with some of their property to help others who have nothing.
One never knows, it is said, when one rnay need sanething too.56

CoinInlJrlcl.l welfare also helped provide a subsistence floor. It must

be enphasdzcd that comnu.m.al welfare does not refer to subsidies given

to the disadvantaged J:ut rather to civic cooperation involving the
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entire village wa: king together towards common goals that add to

everyones well-being. Too type and extent of this cocperation differed

from area to area, I::ut usually centered on peasants preparing for

festive events or working together on ptblic projects.57 Entire

corranunities in Burma, Mexico, Peru, the Philippines, and el~where, fa:

example, frequently joined together to prepare village-wide

festivals.58 Often based on religious beliefs, these festiVals not

only provided food and drink for all community menbers, I::ut also helped

bind the collUIUlity in common purpose and solidarity. Paul Friedrich,

for example, notes that the religious fiestas in the Mexican village of

Naranja expressed the all imp:>rtant value of communal unity; the

fiestas "functioned to integrate iooividual goals with social norms and

to coordinate widespread seqmerrts of the popul.atdon in supreme

collective efforts. "59

Public works also required collective effort and frequently

villages had formal systems obligating every community member to

contriJ:ute or participate in civic duties. In upper Burma, for

example, whole villages cooperated in l:::uilding and maintaining the

local monestary, in repairing the village fence and paths, and in

keeping watch at the village gate. 60 In Mexican villages, a

pre-Spanish systan of village cocperative labor, called cueteg).litl, was

used to repair streets, I::uild communal wash basins, or naintain

religious wildings. 61 And in the Philipines, peasants frequently

formed village committees, called rordas, to keep vigil against the

hazard of fire during the hot months of April and May.62 A final

example of civic cocperataon is the defense of oomnon land. strce

corranunal land is the basds of village
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subsistence, it is not surprising that entire communities rose up to

defend their conuoons against powerful outside expropriators. In Peru,

the indigenous Indian communities in areas such as Frias 1 Chalaex>,

Tocroyac, and Huanacuc fooght bloody battles against land-grabbing

hacendados who sought to steal their corrununal pastures , 63 similar

vigor in defense of land was exhibited by Mexican peaants throughout

the revolution that raged from 1910-1920. Woole villages organized to

defend or take back stolen land. Peasant defense of eomnon land was

synbolized by the Plan de Ayala, which enbodied the ideology of

land-to-the-tiller. Resolve and collective spirit on this issue was

forthrightly expressed by Emi.liano Zapata in the preanble to the Plan,

when he stated: "Let Senor Madero--and with him all the world-know

that we shall not lay down our aIJIlS until the ejidos of our villages

are restored to us, lIDtil we are given back the lands which the

hacendados stole from us... ."64 Paraooxically, however, although

insurance and communal welfare schemes helped provide a subsistence

floor for villagers, they also perpetuated stratification. Janes

Popkin makes a sweeping indictment of these institutions. He claims:

Stratification is inherent in the procedures used in many, if not
all, village societies. Village welfare and insurance systens
were limited, and the use of credit as an alternative added to
stratification. Village procedures were not progressively
redistritutive, l:ut favored the rich•••Village leaders,
furthermore, could use the power that wmt with their control of
village resources to prevent other peasants from opening new
lands, so that a cheap source of labor wOlld be available for
better-off peasants. 65

Several examples of village institutions perpetuating

stratification come from villages in Peruvian highlands. Traditiora1

peasant communities in these areas reflected a stratified class
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structure composed of rich peasants and snaller iooividuaJ. and commmal,

landholders. The villages also conducted communal work partIes ,

supposedly for the benefit of everyone. However, such communitarian

practices were simply a means by which the richer peasants, who were

also the authorities, obtained free labor for wilding irrigation

ditches, roads, and other agricultural facilities for thanselves. 66

Similarly, the entire corrnnunity was mobilized by the richer peasants to

protect corranunal property and rights from the encroaching haci.nedas ,

Unfortunately the rich peasanta be1efited because these fOli tical

actions enabled them to expand their pasturage. 67

In a similar way, the fiestas, celebrations, and other leveling

institutions, althoogh redistrituting some wealth to the poor er

peasants, serves to enhance the posdt.Lon of richer peasants. Pcpkin,

for example shows that in Vietnamese villages, festivals were sponsor ed

by rich peasants in order to gain the necessary status to become a

r:olitical leader and thereby rranipulate village resoorces for their own

enrichment. It Ls therefore not surprising that once peasants had been

mobilized by the Viet Minh, their active dissent prevented the rich

from controlling the feasts. Pcpkin recounts an old peasant comnenta nq

about this: "In the old days, only the rich could officiate at the

f east and have the honor of eating the head of the pig. Now any nan of

virtue and prestige can eat the head of the pig. n68 Similarly, in

sponsor inq the various fiestas and cargo celebrations in Latin AIrerica

and Central AIrerica, the richer peasants do not weaken their economic

posdt.Lon or significantly improve the status of poor er peasants.
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Rather, as Lalg points out, "the organization of fiestas can become a

monopoly of elite groups who use the organizatioral franework and

religioos synix>lism to advance and legitinate their position. The

cargo systan in fact, legitimizes wealth differences and allows for

sane degree of social stratification.69

Two corc.luai.ons, similar to the ones corceminq patrorrclient

relations, can be drawn from the oonflicting views of communal

relations. First, the qualities of subsistence and stratificaton exist

in most villages rot their degree and their balance differ dependi.nq on

the specific ooooitions and the village itself. seeord, to sane

extent, comnnm.al relations provided sane subsistence and welfare rot,

they also created stratification and limited advancement;

Paradoxically peasant society was characterized by both

stratification and a subsistence floor. To sane extent these two

qualities were mutually reinforcing and restricted mobility in the

society. Nooetheless, in many instances the precariousness of survival

dictated that peasant institutions provide a subsistence floor. And

even if subsistence for all, including the most destitute, coul.d not be

guaranteed, there was a foondation of belief that it shoul.d be-that

subsistence was the first criterion of justice in an unjust world. And

one of the prices of whatever subsistence was provided.. was lack of

vertical mobility and stratification. To sane extent there was balance

between these two precepts.
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CHAPl'ER III

CAPITALISM AND PEASANT SOCIETY

In the preceding chapter it was argued that traditioml Feasant

society both perpetuated a system of stratification and provided

peasants with a subsistence nicre , Of eourse , the degree

stratification and the extent to which there was a subsistence floor

differed from location to location, and there were tines when the elite

could not perpetuate their power just; as there were tines when peasants

starved. Ncnethless, traditioml peasant society did provide some

stablity and subsistence justice, along with certain inequities.

Traditional FEasant society, however, was subj ect to the pressures of

world change. Tre most profamd aspect of the changing world was the

growth of a global system of capitalism and the extension of the world

market. In this chapter we shall explore how capitalist market

expansion affects peasants , First, however, the corcept; of capitalism

must be discussed.

~ capitalist System

In the classical Marxist tradition, capitalism is a mode of

production Bin which the bourgeoisie, as the owners of the means of

production, directly OPI,X>ses and exploits, in the production process,
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the proletariat, who a.ms only its labor power and sells it as a

commodity. III1 '.Itle capitalist structure is thus defined by a productive

system based on a class of owners and a class of wage workers,

In analysing capitalism in the third world, however, a number of

authors, rather than examining the sp:cific productive relationships in

a locality, emphasize that the capitalist mode of production enanating

from the advanced countries pre<bminates over the local eoonornies thus

autanatically making them capitalist. Arrlre Gunder Frank and Emnanuel

Wallerstein, for example, take the poaitii.on that the world is an

integrated capitalist ecx:mcxt¥ in which the develcping nations are

exploited and kept in perpetual, underdevel<::prrent by the ioou..~rial

nations. 2 Thus, the so-called non-capitalist underdeveloped nations

are not moving towards a stage of capitalism, rot are fully capitalist,

having been integrated into the capitaliflt class relations of the

advanced nations in the sixteenth century. Frank argues: 3

••• the expansion of the capitalist system over the past centuries
effectively and entirely penetrated even the apparent.ly nost
isolated sectors of the underevelcped world. Therefore, ".he
economic, lXllitical, social, and cultural insitutions and
relations we now otserve there are the products of the histor ical
develq;nnent of the capitalist system no less than are the
seemingly rncce modern or capitalist features of the natioml
rnetropoles of these underdeveloped countries••• The oontemporary
institutions of the so-called backward or feudal domestic areas
of an underdevelcped country are no less the product of the
single histor ica1 process of capitalist develcprnent than are the
so-called capitalist institutions of the supposedly more
progressive areas.

Frank and Wallerstein's thesis has been criticized on several

grounds including: 1) develcpment and underdevelcprnent in the p:ri};hery

cannot be explained solely by external exploitaition and surplus
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transfer, 2) the locus of exploitation has been erroreoosly shifted

from relations between classes to relations between geographic areas,

and 3) by claiming that underdevelcpment is perpetuated by develq;:m:nt

in the center, they mistakenly imply that growth in the periphery is

imp:>ssible. 4 Th: basis of these criticisms is that Frank and

Wallerstein, by defining all nations as capitalist simply because they

are linked to advanced market eamomies, erroneoosly confuse a mode of

exchange with a mode of production. For Robert Brenner, this error

means that they inevitably fail "to take into account either the way in

which class structures, cnce established will in fact determine the

course of econonuc develc:pxrent or underdevelq>nent over an enti re

epoch, or the way in which these class structures thenselves energe: as

the ootcorne of class struggles whose results are incomprhenesible in

terms merely of market forces v "5

The criticisms, especially from a Marxist perspectave, are valid.

But this still leaves unresolved the undeniable presence of capitalist

dynamics and pressures in the third world. To address this

discrepancy, the theory of unequal develcprnent has been advanced by

Sanir lImin. He argues that the mode of production in the third world

can be characterized as peripheral capitalism and that develq>ing

nations have be€n integrated into the global capitalist ea:mOII¥ where

its surplus is transferred to the irrlustrial countries. However, the

capitalist mode of production is not exclusive. Although OOrni.rant, it

co-exists in the periIt1ery with other modes of production. As Amin

explains:6

No mode of production has ever existed in a pure state: the
societies known to history are "formations" that on the ore hand
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combine modes of production and on the other organize relations
between the local society and other societies, expressed in the
existence of long-distance trade relations•••Social formations
are thus corerete, organized structures that are marked 1::¥ a
dominant mode of production and the articulation around this of a
complex group of modes of production that are subordinate to it.

Thus the third world's dominant mode of production is capitalist, rot

other modes of production co-exist with it and are subject, in varying

degrees to its pressures towarcs creating a single productive systan

based on boorgeoise vs, wage labor. 7 In a similar vein, Wallerstein

argues that although productive relationships in the third world can be

characterized as feudal, such relations become a mode of production

"only when it is determinate of other social relations. orce such a

'nexus' is contained within a capitalist world econcny , its autonomous

reality disapp:!ars."8 For Wallerstein then, all forms of productive

relationships including slavery, coerced-crop labor, and share

cropping are capitalist insofar as they are Cbminated by the forces of

the larger capitalist systan.

I do not take as extrane a posf.t.i.on as Wallerstein. Third wcrld

countries are capitalist not because they are integral exchange

partners on the world market, rot because their productive

relationships are based on a division of labor between

owners-landlords, industrialists, rich peasants-s-end workers-tEnants,

sharcroppera, agricultural and other wage laborers. Moreover, the

autonornoos reality of alternative modes of production do not simply

disappear with the dominance of the world market. Rather they exert a

weak force on develcpment rot are subject to and being transformed by

the dominant capitalist mode of production,
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Thus, I anphasize the central posdtrion of class dynamics in

explaining devel<:pment and underdevelq>rrent. For the purposes of this

chapcer , however, I am not interested in analysing the histor ically

specific deve1cpment and interaction of classes that determine

historical outcomes. Like Wallerstein and Frank, I am interested in

the general pressures and tmdencies operating within a capitalist

systan. The follO\l1i.ng di.scusaion thus assurres the centrality of

capitalist class relations, I::ut focusses on the general farces of

capitalism.

~ General Nature .Qf. capitalism

capitalism is characterized l7j the necessity to maximize profit

through the production of goods far the market. Hunan activity within

this systan is thus directed towards producing those goods that can be

sold for the greatest profit.9 In this vein, Richard Edwards argues

that the first prerequisite of capitalism is that "the productii.on of

qoods and services takes the form of production of comnoditaes r that is

qoods and services are produced for sale on a market rather than for

direct use l7j the oonsuner , nlO Moreover, the sole obj ective of of

these sales is to realize maximum profit. II

To fully grasp the significance of capitalism, it must be realized

that naximizing profit and producing solely for the market are not

simply aspscts of the system. They are its prinary objectives and

society is organized so as to facilitate this endeavor. As Karl

Polanyi notes about the organization of capitalist society, nit means
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no less than the running of society as an adjunct to the market,

Instead of ecx>Oat¥ being embedded in social relations, social relations

are embedded in the econanic systan. "12 Hunan relationships within the

systan are thus used to naximize profit. Inteq:ersoral relations, for

example, are dehunanized into contractual bargains; recfprocal favors

performed by ore individual for another are transformed into services

for fees; and social obligations become c:onmercial transactions. 13 Of

course, not all hUIIBn interchange is motivated by profit. But profit

making is the prinary mode of exchange, it supercedes hunan or social

neecE.

This approach to organizing society stands in striking contrast to

traditional systans where the purpose of econanic activity was to

sustain henan existence. Production was intended to provide

subsistence needs and to satisfy social obligatons.14 Pe3.sants, for

example, grew crops, roil t houses, rrade tools, or made clothes, not

because they could be sold for the most profit, rot because they or the

community needed them.15 Only after hunan needs were ensured, were

goods sold to others. Moreover, even when widespread exchange took

place, its priIlary purpose was to redistritute necessities to those in

need.16

What is thus so striking about capitalism, and what contrasts it

so sharply from traditional peasant society, is that under capitalism,

maximizing profit on the market takes priority over hLIIIaIl welfare. It

organizes society and motivates hunan behavior. Urrler such pressures,

all resources become market corrunodities. Food, houses, clothing,

tools, water, wood, and all else are sold and bought on the market for
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a profit. Even land and labor are treated as market comroodities to be

bought and sold for profit.

And it is the transformation of land and labor into COIIlIOOdities

that forms the most revolutionary aspect; of capitalism, for land and

labor are not commodities. Land, a basic and fundanental hUllBI1

necessity, cannot be carried off to be sold on the market and it cannot

be picked up and bought. Nor is it produced or manufactured from reM

materials. Land has always existed~ it is "part, of nature. "17

Moreover, it always existed within the social context of indivduals

living on the land, making thei r livelihood from it, and organizing

their corranunity around it. Land from the very earliest tines acqui.red

definitive social obligations which were bound into the existence of

the commmdty , Under the capitalist system, however, land is st.ri.pped

of its social meaning and unencunbered of its social obligatons.18

More Sp:!cifically, when land is turned into a commodity, those who live

and work on it are driven off, forced to abandon it, and di.spoasessd of

any claim to it. There is no clearer exanple of land being turned into

a cormnodity under capitalist develcpIreIlt than the enclosures in

England.

Until the 16th century, much of the land in England was conunon

land. Camnon land was the life blood of the peasantry. By custom and

tradition, peasants had the right to use the land for l:uilding their

homes, cultivating crops, raising cows, pigs, geese, or other farm

animals, and providing themselves with firewood and other necessities.

The land enabled them to carve out a subsistence niche and landlowners

respected the land I s existential role. Beginning in the 16th century,
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however, yeomen,. that class of nedi.um and snal.L propertyl"Dlders had

increasing opportunity to profit from from commercial agriculture.19

AdJitiorally, lords and large landowners wanted to raise sheep and

profit from the wool trade. Clearly, however, the land could not be

used in these ways until the peasants were driven off. Thus, betwem

the 16th and 19th centuries, English propertyholders drove peasants

from the commons i:¥ enclosing large tracts and claiming it for their

vwli.2C 'Ih2 result ~~6 devestation,. as Hei.lbronner describe:;:21

It is difficult to inagine the scope and force of the enclosure
movenent, which for two centuries gradually pushed the peasant
off the land. Already ~ the middle of the sixteenth century,
peasants were rioting in protest; in ore such uprising 3,500
persons were killed. And yet the proces continued. As late as
1820, for example, the Dutchess of Sutherland dispossesed 15 ,000
tenants from 794,000 acres of land, replaced than with 131,000
sheep, and rented her evicted families 2 acres of submarginal
land.

What happened to the peasants? Sane, no doubt, did benefit t:¥

increasing their holdings or obtaining land of their own. Others

migrated to the cities and helped create the urban labor force. Still

others were able to stay on the land, destitute, but with recourse to

the last right-the right of poor relief. In sane villages as many as

50% of all families survived ~ rreans of poor relief .22 Still others

became the vagabonds for which Elizabethean England is so notor Ious,

But most cruelly of all they died. As ore succinct COIDIre!lt on the

effect of enclosures noted: "sheep flrorished, peasants starved. "23

The tranSformation of land into a conunodity is inextricably linked

with the transformation of labor into a connnodity. If labor is to

transformed into a commodity, peasants must be separated from the land

because they will not voluntarily give up their independent livelihood
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for precarious and uncertain wage labor. Even if some peasants did

voluntarily seek wage anploym;nt, they wwld form an unstable and

erratic labor force bcause they could always return to the land.

Therefore, a necessary prerequisite of commoditizing labor is depriving

peasants of all neens to make a living except selling their labor. As

Gurley has put it, capitalist develcprrent creates free labor, "free in

two senses that it can seek anployment wherever it likes and that it

has been freed of its possessdons, "24 In explaining capitalism,

Maurice Debb clarifies the single process of land and labor being

transformed into commodities :25

Thus capitalism was not simply a systan of production for the
narket-a systan of comroodity-production as Marx termed it-rot a
systan under which laboor power had itself become a commodity and
was bought and sold on the narket like any other obj ect, Its
historical prerequisite was the corcentration of ownership of the
means of production in the hands of a class consisting of only a
minor section of society and the consequential anergence of a
propertyless class for whom the sale of their Labour-power was
their only source of livelihood. Productive activity was
furnished, accordingly, by the latter, not by virtue of legal
compul.sdon, rot on the basis of a wage contract.

Under capitalist develcprnent then, labor becomes a commodity. But

labor is not a commodity. It is the technical term used for hunan

beings. Thus, if ore treats labor as a commodity, then ore also treats

hunans as coIIlIOOdities. Under the capitalist systan, this is precisely

what occurs. War kers are dehunanized; they become surplus labor,

non-productive labor, or underutilized labor .26 Give., the pressure to

maximize profit, the anployer can thus rid himself of any social or

hunan obligation owed to the worker. wtere traditiorelly the anployer,

whether he was a landlord or a merchant, rraintained a personal interest

in the well-being of his anployees, he now disclaims any social
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interest or resp:>nsibility to them, a theme which Hei.lbroner expands

uIX>n:27

No longer was labor part of an explicit social relationship in
which one nan wcrked for another in return for at least an
insurance of subsistence. Labor was now a nere question of
effort, a "mnnoodity" to be dtsposed of on the market-place for
the best price it could bring, quite devoid of any reciprocal
resIX>nsibilities on the part of the royer beyond the payment; of
wages. If these wages were not enough to provide subsistence,
well, that was not the royer's responsdbi.Li.ty,

In a ca~italist society then, the emphasis upon maximizing profit

causes entrepreneurs to transform all resources into market

conrrnodi.ties• Hunan beings themselves are subject to this

transformatii,on, beooming the objects for sale. orce beooming

commodities, workers are treated in any manner that makes a profit.

Thus under capitalism, labor is not treated by standard; of what is

right, proper, or humane, bIt by what is profitable. In pristine form

then, capitalism can be the most dehumanizing of systems

CaPitalism's Competitive structure and Constant Expansion

But what compal.Ls entrepreneurs to value profit-naking above hunan

welfare? What inexorable forces cause maximization of profit to be all

Important? Classical econanists, such as Adan Smith and David Ricarcb,

postulate that the comp:lling force is man's inrate ecqui.smiveness and

his natural "desire for betterment. "28 They argue that all civilized

men strive to produce more, strive to possess a greater quantity of

goods, and seek to Ircrease their holdings. Man is, in short, a

maximizer. He is satisfied only when he produces and aequi.res more.

Thus, instinctive self-interest motivates man to be ruthless in pursuit
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of profit; and a natural state exists when profit maximization is held

as the most Imporcent; goal in life. In this view, capitalism is an

instrunent of natural law. It provides a systan through which the

expression of these natural tendencies can be articulated fully.

This ~sition is certainly debateahle. 29 More imp::>rtantly,

although hunan motivation does play a vital role in encouraging

profit-rraking, it cannot, by itself, explain the ruthless means that

individuals in a capitalist society will anploy in its pursuit. A more

powerful, facta:: is the narket structure, which nakes profit

maximization an existential reality. That is, in order to survive in

a capitalist society the individual must sell his goods or services on

the rrarket for sufficient profit. Tl:l:! only way to ensure sufficient

profit is to make the greatest return from ones activities. The

Independent; l:::usinessnan must maximize the profit from his sales to

gurarantee his livelihood; similarly, the wage earner must sell his

labor for the highest possdbl.e price. In this context, Robert

Heilbronner argues that maximizing profit was not so important in

traditional society, rather it evolved into a critical activity as the

market expanded. He corx:ludes :30

With the spread of the narket, bowever , tranffie:tions became
critical activities. Now everything was for sale, and the ter:rns
of the transaction were anything rot subsidiary to existence
itself. To a man that sold his labor on the market, in a society
that assumed no responsibility for his u};keep, the price at which
he concluded his barqain was all irnt:Ortant. So it was \"lith the
landlord and the l:::udding capitalist. For each of these, a good
bargain could sl;ell riches-and a bad one, ruin, Thus the
pattern of economic maximization was generalized throuqhout,
society and given an inhererent urgency ~l1ich made it a powerful,
force for shaping hunan behavior.

Thus it is not greed that drives the SIIBII tuainessnan to seek the
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highest profit, nor is it the innate urge to maximize that comp:lls the

craftsnan to hire help at the lowest possfhl,e wage. Rather, it is a

question of survival, sirce livelihood is dervied from whatever profit

that can be made on the market.

There is a cx>rollary force within the market that comp:lls profit

maximization. Not only must maximum profit be made to ensure survival,

but also it must be made in direct comp:tition against all others.

Entrepreneurs and all workers are pitted against each other; they all

must strive to maximize profit. This is true for. even the snallest

entzepreneur , A tenant fanner must compete against other landless

peasants who want a plot of their own. Tre tenant must therefore match

the land rent that his landless cx>mp:tita:s are willing to pay. In

order to do so he must grow the highest priced cash crop, pay the

lowest possdbl.e wage to wa:kers, and obtain an advantage wherever he

can. It may be that the tenant wwld undertake these actions in any

case since he wanted a higher living standard. But the podnt; is that

the competdtdve pressures of the market leave him no choice. He must

maximize the profit of his plot or lose it. As for the landlord, he

has little choice rot to charge the highest rent. Although his

survival may not be directly at stake, he is still subject to the same

competitive pressures.

Since capitalist expansion ananates most strongly from the centers

of industry, comp:titive pressures can be seen most clearly from the

perspectdve of the large entrepreneur. From his perspectave, other

firms are cx>nstantly striving to take a:way his share of the market.

The entrepreneur is thus forced to find the cheapest source of raw
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materials, to Increase productivity, and to pay anployees the low€£t

possible wage. If such measures are not taken, other firms will soon

gain an advantage and force him cut, of rosiness. Y.S. Brenner

analogizes this com~titive process to a Darwinian struggle for

survival, mting that ·oom~titionmeans the crushing of the weaker by

the stronger. "31 In the following illustrative passaqe, Richard

Weiskopff explains the competd.tdve pressures similarly and describes

the pressures on an entrepreneur:32

capitalists act as capitalists because if they are to
survive as capitalists, the market forces then to act that way.
For example, suppose a certain capitalist decided on his own to
pay higher wages, not to introduce oppresaive kinds of new
technology, and to distril::ute the product to the oomJtmity at a
lower price. He woold be succesful for a while, making srraller
profits than other capitalists, rot nonethel.esa ranaining in
rosiness.

But sooner or later other capiaists wrold enter the scene.
'!bey wrold realize that they could make higher profits if they
simply paid the narket wage rate, not the higher rate that our
"hunane" capitalist voluntarily decided to pay. They woold also
realize that they could make higher profits if they were unafraid
to introduce more efficient technology, which our hunane
capitalist refused to do because of the alienating
characteristics of that technolocy 0 Finally, with the savings
gained by paying lower wages and using more efficient technolocy,
these new capitalists woold realize that they could reduce the
price even a bit further than the hunane capitalist did, and
still nake a profit. By doing so, they wCllld underprLce the
hunane capitalists I goods and drive his qoods from the market;

Thus, again it is the inexorable pressure created by the competdtdve

structure of capitalism that drives entrepreneurs to continUally

maximize profit. Tl'e motivating force in capitalism then, is not the

individual, rot the systan itself which nakes profit maximization

synonomous with existence.

Aoother aspect; of capitalism is evident from the foregoing

discussion: Not only does the eompetdtdve pressure of the market make
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profit maximization all imp:>rtant, rot also it makes maximization an

unendinq process of growth and exp:msion.33 orce an entrepreneur

derives profit from an tmdertaking he cannot cease. He must proceed on

to the next venture to make more profit. To step e:xpanding and to halt

accumulating profit means to submit to sane other comt:eititcc who will

gladly replace you, Andrew carnegie, in a frank statement about the

necessity to continuously expand ones holdings, cormrented, "always we

are hoping that we need expand no farther; yet, ever we are finding

that to step expanding woold be to fall behind•••when the manufacturer

of steel ceases to grow he begins to decay, so we must keep

extending. "34 Because of this process of growth, capitalism is a

dynamic system. Entrepreneurs continuously produce IOOre goods,

transform more land and labor into market cornroodities, and constantly

expand the market.

Significantly, such expansion is tmlirnited. Entrepreneurs begin

in urban areas and spread outwards to the most remote hinterlands in

search of p:>tential markets or scurces of raw materials.

Internatiorally, all nations are become part of the capitalist process

of expansion, far, as Jchn Gurley notes, "capitalists must push their

mode of production into every nook and cranny of the globe. "35 Thus,

the finite limits of the globe are the boundaries of the expanding

capitalist system, as Wallerstein explains:36

What distinguishes capitalism from prior systems is the
orientation of production to capital accumul.atd.on via profit
realized on a market-this narkee is, and has been from the
beginning, a ',arId market. T'nis makes capitalism into a form of
social organization whose prime object is its own perpetnatd.on in
an ever-expanding form (the true Promethean II¥th). The major
weapons in this process are increased efficiency of production
and the denial of the desires of most p:q;>le in ter:rns of
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immediate consumpci.on, Efficiency is translated into plenty and
prosperity. Denial is translated into hunger and poverty.

The comI;etitive pressures of the market; thus provide capitalism with

the internal dynamic both to stimulate the profit motive and to expand

contir.uously.

LQng ~.Qf. caPitalist Deyelognent: ~p.tradictions.Qf .!;hg System

There is one significant caveat. Although capitalism expands

steadily along an upward trend line, it does not grow wi th fluid

continuity. Quite to the contrary, capitalism expands in a jerky

cyclic rhythm. A period of rapid expansion is followed by a per.iod of

stagnation or even contraction. 3? For the individual in capitalist

society, this cycle is manifested by a perdod of prosperd.ty and high

employnent alternating with a period of econanic difficulty and high

unemployment. The most connoonly known of these ossilations is termed

the trade or the tuairess cycle, lasting abalt ten years, with a 3-5

year period of prosperity followed by a 3-5 year period of stagnantion.

Less well known, l:ut of greater irn[:x:>rtance, is a longer cycle

known as a Kmdratieff or long wave. 38 The long wave takes sore 50

years, dJring which a 20-30 year trend of expansion is followed by a

20-30 year trend of stagnation. During the expansionary trend,

capitalist nations should expect high production, good wages, steady

prices, expanding world trade, and full enpl.oynent, During the

stagnating trend, one should expect rising unemployrrent, falling wages,

depressed prices, and shrinking world trade. TOO fluctuations of the
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trade cycle still cperate, rot during the expansiomry trend of the

long wfNe, the utMard fluctuations are longer and more booyant while

the downward fluctuations are shorter and less proneunced, Cawersely,

during the long wfNe's stagnating trend, the upward fluctuations are

short-lived and the downward fluctuations are proncunced and long.

There is considerable debate and scepticism of the long wfNe's

existence. Sane argue that the 50 year cycle of growth and stagnation

cannot be empirically verified.39 Others point out that the economic

data appear to substantiate the cycle, rot strce no systanatic theory

has ever been proposed to account fa: these trends, the data nay simply

provide patterns of random coirx=idence.40 Recent Irqui.ry, however,

suPJ.X>rts the existence of a long WfNe. Tre Research Working Group on

Cyclical Rhythms and Secular Trends corcludes that, "the data are beset

by technical inadequacies. Nevertheless, there certainly exists a

prima facie case fa: the existence of Koodratieff cycles worthy of

further investigation."41 A less cautious cxmfirmation of the long

WCNe is made by J~ Forrester, who has modelled the phenanenon and

provided a theory for how the econamic long WCNe is generated.42

Forrester's theory of the long WfNe converges with theor ies

advanced by Nikolai Koodratieff, Ernest Mandel, and others.43 This is

not the place for an In-depth di.scussdon of the various p:!rsp:!ctives,44

rot in general teIlIls these theor ists agree that the 50 year WCNe of

economic expansfon and contraction reflects the long-term tendency for

the rate of profit to fall. This tendency takes corcrete form through

the contiruing process in which Irduser ial. infrastructure becomes worn

out and is retuil t. The process begins when basic Infrestructure,
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plants, factories, transportation systans, energy systans, and other

steel and concrete fixtures, deteriorate and must be replaced.

Coosequently, an approxinately 25 year period of nassive capital

investment is made in l::uilding a new infrastructure, with much of the

construction occurring within the first few years of the period, a

phenorrenon known as "bmching·. However, the total investment is so

large that it must be financed over a period of 20-30 years. The

spreading out of capital spending and its multiplier effect generate

the period of high anployrnent and general expansion. The period comes

to an end when further investment in develcping the infrastructure is

no looger profitable. At this point, the new infrastructure is

complete, large scale capital spendi.nq ceases, and a prolonged period

of savings begins. The period of savings lasts anywhere from 15-30

years, when the infrastructure must again be replaced. During this

period, some funds are spent on maintaining the infrastructure, rot

there is no large-scale capital spending and this results in a general

contraction of capitalist economiea,

Replacanent of old infrastructure is the most direct cause of the

long wave, tot we must not confuse it with the deeper underlying cause ,

At the most fundanental level, the 50 year cycle is caused by the

structure and operation of capitalism. ENen while capitalist economies

are expanding and enjoying a period of full anploynent, they are moving

towards a long-term crisis of unemployment and decreasing production.

This contradictory situation occurs for two reasons.

First, the competitive structure of capitalism forces

entrepreneurs and capitalists to battle each other for control of the
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market; Ccnsequently, wring the expansiona.ry phase of the long WCNe,

when anployment is high and the rrarket is strong, capitalist finns

eagerly wild huge productive capacities hoping to sell all that they

can produce. As a result of the fierce com~tition, the infrastructure

is overbIil t and there is excess industrial capacity. A crisis of

overproduction results, the goods produced have no I::uyers, and the rate

of profit falls. This inevitably leaes to a halt of infrastructure

investment, cut-backs in production, lay-offs of anployees, and a

Lonq-tierm stagnation of capitalist expansion.45

second, after ~ding intensively for infrastructure, capitalists

and entrepreneurs must recoup their investment through a per.iod of

profit taking. SnaIl ventures and projects are financed, rot no new

rrassive investment can be made tmtil the infrastructure provides a fair

return. This means that once the infrastructure is paid for, usually

20-30 years, capitalists will tend to save and accumulate their profit

for years. And this creates a problem. Capitalists control such a

large proportion of the wealth that the perfod of saving causes

significant drops in demand, In other words , the tendency to

accumulate profit after infrastructure investment causes a crisis of

underconsumption, Few purchases are made, production is cut back, a

general contraction ensues.46

But if there are pressures towards crisis in a capitalist eeoncny ,

there are also pressures towarcE restoration. Just as the drive to

maximize profits inevitably forces capitalist finns to overl::uild, the

same drive eventually forces capitalists to reinvest their profit. At

some po.int., capitalist f Lrms must rel::uild their infrastructure or they
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will lose their means for continual accumulation. Tte precise timing

of replacanent depends on hi-stor ical circumstances that nake investment

profitable, including technologic revotutdons, an increase in the labor

supply, the discovery of new soirees of raM naterials, an ootbreak of

war or structural social changes. 47

What verification is there for the long waes and how are they to

be dated? Data verifying their existence is extensive rot also

inconsistent. For exanple, tine series data on the volurre of world

trade indicates approxinately 25 year pardods of rapid growth

alternating with 25 year perdods of slower growth. Similarly, rates of

industrial production, as well as interest rates, and world output,

indicate the same approxinately 50 year cyclical I;:henomenon.48 The

dates of these cycles roughly correspond, Ho.¥€Iler, inconsistencies in

the data and absence of data at certain points make it i.rnp:>ssible to

precisely date the long WCNes using economic indicators alore. An

approach to dating the long WCNes, which seems to be well-balanced and

thorough, is used by Ernest Mandel. Canbining empirical indicators

with historical analysis, Mandel arrives at the following tine periods

for the long WCNes :49

Lcng WCNe I

Lalg WCNe II

Leng WCNe II I

Lcng WCNe N
years)

1793-1847
(54 years)

1847-1893
(45 years)

1893-1940/45
(47-52 years)

1945-

Expansion 1793-1825 (32 years)
Cmtraction 1825-1847 (22 years)

Expansion 1847-1873 (25 years)
CC!1traction 1873-1893 (20 years)

Expansion 1893-1913 (20 years)
Cmtraction 1913-1940/45 (Z7-33

years)
Expansion 1940/45-1966 (20-26
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Up til nO'N, the long wave has been discussed as a phenomenon that

affects the industrial areas. But it also has a profamd effect on

rural areas. During the expansiomry phase of the long WCNe, there is

a high danand for agricul'blral products and prices are high. This

causes considerable investment in the rural sectocs and intensifies the

expansion of capitalist relations in the countryside. AIthough the

full force of capitalist narket relations may be mitigated by the

general prosperity, a growing Imperaora.Lity and profit rootivation

characterizes relationships. During a contracting period of the long

wCNe, there is an overall decline in prosperity. If the area is

already fully integrated into the world market, the full brunt of

economic difficulties are experienced. If the area is only p:irtially

integrated into the world market; there is a decline in the growth of

capitalist relations, and traditioml authority and relationships may

be revived.

Capitalism And Peasant SOciety

In the preceeding section it was anphasized that capitalism

intensifies competititve pressures as it integrates all areas into its

constantly expanding market systan. HO'N does this process affect

peasants and peasant society? To answer this question, we must examine

the gmeral consequences of capi.cafLsm' s expanding market rural areas,

and look specifically at the effect on peasant landholding,

patron-client relationships, and horizontal coalitions.
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Peasants~ Market Expansion

There is tx>lanic about whether capitalist world market expansion

increases peasant; vulnerability or benefits peasants. At the JOOst

general level, one can look at the q;>eration of the traditional local

economy and contrast it with the operatfon of the world market. In a

local ecoIlOII¥, the value of a peasant's crop is determined by local

supply and demand, If conditions such as a storm, flood, or fire cause

a poor harvest in the area, the per tmit value of a peasant's crop

increases because of relative scarcity. The peasant has a SIraller

harvest, rot p;l.ys less to fulfill his obligations. In essence,

localization provides a form of insurance because the bJrden of a bad

harvest is partially shared by all who receive a por tdon of the

peasant's crop. However, when a peasant; is integrated into the world

market, be loses this security because the value of his crop is

determined by world price fluctuation which may not reflect the sutply

of or danand for food in the local area. Janes Scott elal:orates :50

The insecurities of the wa:ld market; were, on balance, greater
than those of the traditioral local narket, In a snal.L
restricted market, price and yield tended to offset one another,
the snaller the local harvest, the greater the per tmit price and
vice versa, since supply and danand were largely determined by
the harvest itself. Within a world narket, however, this nexus
between lccal harvest and price is broken and the world price
varies more or less independently of local supply-a snal.L
harvest is as likely to fetch a snaIl unit price as a large
harvest.

In essence then, peasant integration with the world market; jeoparadizes

peasant subsistence by stripping away the responsiveness of the local

economy to the peasants' particular circwnstances.
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'n1ere is a counter-argmrent to the claim that the expansion of

world market increases insecurity. Sanuel Pq>kin argues that linkages

with the world market tend to increase peasant, security far two

reasons. First, the supply of food is more assured because "me areal s

good year cancels another areas I s bad year. "51 This creates more

certainty that food will be available during famine since crops are

unlikely to fail in all areas of the world. Of course, just because

food is available roes not rrean the peasant; can afford to wy it.

However, airce peasant; production is now integrated with the werld

market, his land has value to outsiders and he can sell it to survive.

1'q?kin agrees that this may be tragic, "rot given the lack of village

aid for persons with bad harvests, the tenancy that results from

selling land in bad years may not be such a bad alternative to wage

slavery, infanticide, or selling of chif.dren, "52 Second, prices in a

world market tend to be more stable over tirre than prices in a local

econaI¥ because there is a more reliable supply of food in a larger

economy, This provides peasants with a more consistent and certain

livelihood.

Other evidence is used to support, the poLar posdtiions that

capitalist market expansaon either Increases insecurity ar benefits

peasants. On the one hand, with the expanaion of the market, outsiders

are able to parti ci.pate in the village econony and compete with local

villagers in providing goods and services to the community. Since a

critical source of subsistence far rrany peasant comes from naking

tools, housewares, and other handicraft itans, which are sold or

exchanged for vital food and seed, the a:>mpetition from urban and
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foreign goods seriously threatens peasant livelihood. In Jendran

Hilin, Malaysia, for exanple, the introduction of inexpensive iqx>rted

goods by urban merchants resulted in the destruction of traditional

handicrafts such as weaving, carvi.nq, and tool-naking. The local

peasants could not comp=te with the rrass-produced qoods and lost a

vital source of livelihood.53 Similarly, in China, the oomp=tition

from i.mp:>rted manufactured goods slowly lowered peasant Ircome by

driving local hand-made goods from the narkec, AcHitiorally, income

was drained from the oountryside as payrrent fa: the :irnp:>rted goods was

transferred to merchants in urban areas.54

Expansion of ootside relationships can also lower the Ircome of

landless laborers. Tl'ese peasants earn a livelihood by preparing

fields, planting and harvesting the crops of landowners. As

entrepreneurs expand their activities into rural areas, however, they

provide cheaper alternatives to traditioral labor practices and

lanoowr.l:rs take advantage of these cppor tuni.tf.es, In Indoresia, for

example, Javanese and smdenese rice farmers traditiorally allowed

neec¥ villagers to harvest their crops. The harvesters received a

share of the crop called bowon, which varied between one-seventh and

one-ninth of the harvest depending on size and number of harvesters.

'1lle bowon was a vital source of income and landholders had a

traditional obligation to see that all who depended on it oould

partacdpate in the harvest. As population Ircreased, however, the

number of harvesters rose dranatically and landlor& had to pay an

increasingly larger share to the workers. To stop their loss of

profit; landowners used external agents to arrange less oostly
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harvesting methods , one such method was called tebesan. Uooer

tebesan, a merchant wculd purchase a fanner's crop just before

maturity. S~e the fanner no longer owned the crop, he coul.d not

render the traditional bowen. The merchant, under no obligation

to Local, peasants, used his own harvesters or selected a few peasants

from the village, thus effectively eliminating the agricultural

workers' traditional source of irx:ome.55

capitalist develcprnent does not reduce all peasant income,

however. In some cases and for some peasants it increases income

opportmities. For example, in China during the early 1900s, the

British American Tobacco Canp;my began nanufacturing cigarettes in a

variety of treaty pores, At first the tobacoo had to be inq;:orted from

the United states, l:ut after a while Chinese peasants began growing the

crop because they could receive extremely favorable prices. The growth

of the market; thus provided op~rtunities for rural cultivators and

stimulated the peasant eeonony by supplying cash income to over

2,000,000 peasants.56 In Morelos, Mexi.oo, peasants in many villages

suffered slavery and exploitation at the hands of village leaders.

However, when a hacienda was created in the area, the peasants

benefitted because there occurred a "wage spiral between oornp=ting

danands of the hacienda and the caciques. n57

In La Ccnvencion Valley, Peru, the develcprnent of a world rrarket

for coffee greatly benefitted peasants. The valley was dominated by

traditional hacendacos, who gave tenants usufruct plots on the arrid

rnoontain slopes in return for labor services several days a week. The

feudal system was broken when world demand for coffee rose dranatically
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Ciuring the 1950s and 1960s and created a lucrative market for the crop.

The tenants, whoose plots were unsuitable for growing food rot ideal

for coffee, wade large profits from the sale of their crop and were

able to free themselves with the help of their new economic power.s8

Aside from the direct benefits of capitalist develcpment, what is

striking abCAlt this example, "is the willingness of a most traditioral

type of peasantry to transform thanselves into sorrething like

commercial cultivators."59

Given the contradictory evidence, one cannot generalize that

capitalism is either a p:>sitive force of develcpment or a negative

force of i.mI;x>verishnEnt. As Bruce Cumings pofnts out, "capitalism is

simultaneoosly dynamic and destructive••• it constantly rrakes and

remakes itself in waves of creation or destruction, and in so doing it

makes and remakes societies. 60 In so doing, it also benefits certain

peasants and endangers others. Thus, in order to meaningfully assess

capitalism's im):;act on peasant society,· we must ask: which peasants

benefit and which peasants lose from capitalist develcprnent? First of

all, woo benefits when capitalist expanston opens peasant society to

iocreased market opp:>rtunities and involvanent? It is peasants with

the proper resoorces, or to put it in economic terms, factor endownents

such as land, food reserves, cash, jewlery, farm anirrals, utensils, or

labor to eomnand, Peasants owning such resources can afford to take

risks and thus benefit from market opp:>rtunities. A peasant who owns

land and has surplus rice, for example, can ris< planting part of his

field in a lucrative cash crop such as sugar cane because he knows that

he will still have food and land in the event of failure. Similarly,
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peasants with cash can afford to store their harvests and then sell

when the worId price is highest. AID if integration with the world

market stabilizes prices, then rich peasants and elite benefit because

they not only stabilize their income against fluctuations in local

yields, l::ut also take advantage of price shifts through their storage

reserves and their knowledje of planning and investment opp:>rtunities.

Thus it is not simply wealth that enables a peasant to take advantage

of external involvenent. It is also knCMledge and appropriate contacts

that enable him to profit from the operation of the world market.

w110 loses from increased external involvanent? In general, it is

the reverse of those who benefit. Marginal tenants are hurt I:¥

increased market involvanent because, Q1 the one hand they 00 not have

the rescurces to take advantage of market opp:>rtunities, rot on the

other hand they are subjected to its non-localized price fluctuations.

Landless laborers, although not sharing fully in village reswrces are

also hurt because increased external involvment may mean they will have

to compete against non-villagers for harvesting and planting wark

traditionally awarded to them. Many poor peasants who earn their

livelihood through handicraft or I:¥ performing traOitional services,

are also hurt because external comI;:etitors take away the traditonal

patronage of villagers.6l

It can be argued that market; expansion provides even the poorest

peasants with cpp:>rtunities to improve their livelioood and also

creates jobs. Marginal t6'1al1ts, for example can use new inputs to

increase crop productivity, or traditional craftsmen can learn more

productive methods; or the Lendl.esa, who 00 not share fully in village
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resources, can get competdtave jobs, However, even in these cases

peasants require some wealth or knowled3e, or they must be strong or

skilled to take advantage of cppor tunftaes; If peasants are weak,

elderly, or unskfl.Led they are much less likely to be hired. If the

peasant has barely alcugh to eat, let al.ore investible rescurces,

taking risks on the market is not posaibf.e and any irx:r-=-ase in external

involvrnent without p:irallel guarantees of suasi.seence, can be a serious

subsistence threat.

I&nQ and capitalist Develognent

Land was the basic productive resource in peasant society,

providing peasants with food and livelihood. Given the land's

eXistential role, peasants oftm owned land oornrnunally. Even when

private claims were recognized, certain land was always oornmunity

property: forests, pastures, watershed areas, streans, and virgin

tracts could not be privately appropriated. As the market; expands into

rural areas, however, land becomes a market, comroodity and various

entrepreneurs compete with each other to obtain or increase holdings.

Of course there was always pressure to sieze land and stratification of

landholdings always existed. Nmetheless, with the expanaion of

marketa, competition was intensified and external capitalists, or

landlords, or even peasants souqht; to obtain a fellow peasant's land.

No natter who the entrepreneur, oornpetitive pressures almost always

resulted in the disp:>ssession of the traditional peasant owner.

Mexico provides a classic example of capitalist Clevelcprnent

generating pressures under which peasant land was dispossessed,
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Beginning in the l870s, narket denand for sugar cane, cotton, coffee,

and sisal nade COITIIIercial agriculture profitable and entrepreneurs and

hacienda owners aequi.red as much land as they could. Cmsiderable

tracts of land on which peasants traditionally grazed their aninal.s,

collected firewood, grew subsistence crops, used as water source, and

reserved for future gmerations, were claimed as private property. It

is estinated that dur.inq the Diaz regirre over 134.5 million acres, 27

percent; of the entire land area of Mexioo, was transformed into private

property and closed off to peasants. 62 Ad::Utionally, colIll1Ul1"'.a1 land,

to which the free villages held deeds pre-dating the Spmish corquest,

was stolen by a few entzepreneura, Sane land was simply siezed; other

land was legally expropriated by specul.ators woo ootmane:wered the

Indians with superdor knowled:Je and the help of oor rupc officials; in

other cases hacendadas took advantage of the law of denunciation and

legally di.spoaseased whole villages; finally, by cutting off a

villages's water supply, some entrepreneurs forced villages to abandon

their land.63 Whatever methods enployed, the result was certain:

peasants and villages lost their land. Perhaps the feeling of

violation is best sumnarized by AOOres Molina Enr iquez who provides the

peasants' perspectdve after being swindled out of their land:64

Many of the Indians were not owners of their lands for even one
day. And an investigation of the purcbase price wculd show that
some pieces of land were purchased for a few pieces of bread, a
few cuartillos of maize or few jars of pulque or other alcoholic
drink. OOCe the Indians passed over the titles to their
individual pieces of land they had no scarce of firewood or wood
for their house posts or walls, no charccal, which they could
sell, no sticks UFQn which to make their tortillas, no dead wood
to tum their pot.eery, nothing which to feed their aninals, nor
any place to pasture them, no place to hunt or fish, nor the use
of any fruit trees g
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Other areas also bear witness to the general process of peasants

losing traditioml land rights under pressures of capitalist

develcpIreIlt. In the delta region of Burma during the mid-19th century,

world narket danand for rice transformed peasant, agriculture into a

commercial enterpise. Sensing large profits, speculators amassed great

estates by bribing officials to give them deeds to peasant; owned land.

wren cor rupcfon proved too tedioos a route, these entrepreneurs simply

siezed the land from peasant cultivators.65 In the Philippines during

the 19th century, coffee, tobacco, hanp, and sugar became increasingly

profitable crops and nade land a valuable narket cornroodity. As a

result, prominent families took land from the peasants, di.sposseaainq

whole village popul.atd.ons, After 1800, the oompeti.tion for land

deteriorated to the level of rempant; land grabbing.66 In Peru there is

a continuing history of landowners siezing communal lands and forcing

Indian peasants further and further up the Sierran slq>es. Beginning

in the the early 1900s, however, competition for land accelerated as

capitalist landowners discovered that large profits muld be nade by

develcping a sheep irXiustry. As a result, Indian peasants were forced

off communal pastures, which were transformed into private grazing

lands for sheep.67

After being striPJ:ed of usufruct rights or direct ownership,

peasant income and subsistence ~indle significantly. For those

peasants fortunate enough to retain sane land, the only alternative is

self-exploitation-laboring longer hours, hiring out as wage laborers,

growing subsistence crops such as roots and vines, or simply doing with

less. For peasants transformed into tmants there is a loss of control
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over the land as they are required by their landlocd:; to grow specific

crops, or switch to comrrercial crops to p:ly the cash rent, If the crop

is a traditional narket crop, such as rice, the peasant can directly

consune part; of what he grows although his income is reduced by the

rent p:lymeIlts. But if the landlord danands sugar cane, coffee, cotton,

hemp, tobacco, or other non-edibl.e cash crop, the peasant; must sell the

crop and then my food. He is thus at the ~rc.y of the narket and his

vulnerability is nagnified as he can no longer choose the crops that

will best meet his own subsistence needs.

In gB'leral, the transformation of land into a commodity and the

develc:pment of a competitive land narket helps powerful, ootsiders,

landlords, and wealthy peasants who can sieze comnu.mal land or who have

the knowled3e to legally expropriate traditioml owrers. Because

these elites use their comI;:etitive advantage to obtain land, they

threaten the weak: the SIlallholders, tenants with Insecure title, and

peasants who rely on communal, holdings. 68 There is ore exception.

When land is already highly concentrated and controlled I:¥ an

inefficient owner, such as a hacienda owner, capitalist competition nay

increase the percentage of peasant owners. More oftien than not,

however, th~ hacienda owrer is FOwerful enough to naintain his

domination and extract any surplus from enterprising tenants. And even

when increased repression is not FOssible, it is only knowledgeable

tenants or tenants with sane resources who can gain from the situation.

Thus it is prirrarily elite peasants who benefit from the transformation

of traditional peasant land relationships.
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capitalism and Patron-Client Relationships .

Capitalist rrarket expansion also affects peasant; society's

patron-client relationships. The ideal relationship was characterized

by the patron acting as his clients' benefactex , providing than with

adequate land, cash leans, anergency rations, help in dealing with

outsiders, and, if the patron was the landlord, allowing than a great

deal of leeway in paying rent. If the patron was good, his exchanqes

helped provide a subsistEnce floor for clients. As market, relations

develq> in rural areas, however, the landlord becomes more corcerned

with profit than with his clients I welfare. No longer does he regard

his clients as loyal retainers or extended kin for whom he is

resp:msible. No longer is he guided by fairness and reciprocity in

dealing with them. Instead, driven by narket pressures to naximiae

profit, he treats them on a formal contractual basis. If they are his

tenants, he expects the exact rent or percentaqe of the crop to be paid

on tim: without excuse. He ceases or eliminates nany traditional

services, such as providing free seed for the new planting, lending

them tools or draught anirrals, giving interest free leans, or

guaranteeing anergency aid during inevitable bad tirres.69 Jam Larkin,

examining the Panpangas during the early 1900s, provides an excel.Lent;

descrdpc.ion of the comp;titive pressures on the patron landlords and

the dilanrra it created for client tenants:70

By the end of the perfod there were several indications that
satisfaction anong the Lendlor ds with the old tenant systen was
diminishing. Certainly the i.lnp;ratives of the new comrrercial
agriculture reduced the desirability of the traditional
tenant-landlord relationship. The general aim of naximum
production could not be naintained by a labor systen which
respected longevity of service rather than efficiency of output.
With their property in jecparady, Lendownera' narqi.n of leeway to
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carry old and faithful tenants, even if they had worked the same
land for years, was severly reduced•••To nake the tenant system
comtatible with modem ooIDIrercial fanning, the planters could
only retain the best wcrkers and reduce their share of the
harvests as far as posstbl,e, Landowrers coutd no longer carry
less able tenants-the Old, the ill, and the inept-or provi.de
that extra measure of economic security during the off-season,
attrib1tes milt into the traditioral system.

Nowhere can the loss of patroraqe be seen more clearly than in

what Janes Soott calls the "shift of the distrimtion of risk. A7l

Where formerly a patron landla:d assumed all risk, guaranteeing the

clients subsistence and consfderdnq their needs before taking a rent

portd.on of the crop, under the pressures of capitalist develcpment he

shifts to share tenancy or a fixed rent. If share tenancy is adopt.ed,

the landlord denands 50 percent; or more of the crop. The risk of crop

failure is shared sirce a bad harvest means both landlord ana tenant

lose while a good harvest means they both gain. Of course, the tenant

has much more to lose since he loses subsistence. If a fixed rent is

implemented, the peasant; assunes all risks since the landlord recieves

a specdf.i.c amoont of crop or a fixed rnoretary sum. regardless of the

harvest. If drought, flood, storm, or p:stilence destroy a peasant.t s

crop, that is unfortunate rot roes not lower the rent. The i.JnI:ersonal

rent, Ir responsdhl.e ana ruthless though it nay be, must be paid, even

though it threatens peasant; subsistence.

Not all patrons were generous, however, and patrons sanetirres

denaed peasants opportunities to part.Lei.pate in the market end imp!=ove

their livelihood. As Pcpkin points out, it is often the patrons who

forcibly blocked clients from the narket because the develcpment of

narket skills might nake than independent. Thus in instances where
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patronage restricts op};X)rtunities and where peasants are objectively

exploited 1::¥ patrons, the transition to comrrercial relationships

benefits peasanta, For example, if peasants have opp:>rtunities to

improve their status 1::¥ growing a comnercial, crop of high value, then a

contract and a fixed rent provides them with a chance to raise their

living scandards , Similarly, if the area is rich, fertile, and

high-yielding, then peasants benefit 1::¥ cutting themselves loose from

traditioral relationships that extract most of their surplus and

restirct their errtrepreneurshdp, In this instance, the peasants ' risk

of losing subsistence is minirrel and they wwld fare better by paying a

fixed rent and keeping any surplus they could grow. In Chile, when

commercial firms expanded into the area, they provided market outlets

for peasant; produce and created competation for the hacienda. Since

the new firms needed labor, they offered high ~.,;ag$ to the hacienda's

tenants. In order to retain the tenants, the hacieCla was forced to

allow them to sell their crop on the narket, The JOOst enterprising

tenants took advantage of this opp:>rtunity and transformed themselves

into efficient comrrercial producers. The hacienda, unable to exploit or

compete with them, was forced to sell them the land. 72

Amther example of capitalist expansion ratioralizing patron

relationships and benefiting tenants is provided l::¥ Ann Waswo. In

Japan, landlords initially had complete control over their talants and

set rents according to their ovm needs. At the end of the harvest, the

landlords oftal prepared a banquet for the tenants and also gave

speeches praising them for their hard work. Follcwi.ng the banquet, the

tenants were forced to pay the rent. However as the market expanded
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into the countryside and the tenure and narketing systan was

rationalized, tenants learned of the differential rents and were able

to obtain fai rer and more uniform treatment. Waswo describes the

situation:73

At the wharehouses t6'laI1ts whose social world in the past had
been confined to their own villages and whore najor scarce of
information aboot external affairs had beEt1 their own Lendl.orca
now were able to meet tenants from the surrounding countryside,
to exchange information on faoning corrlitions, and, because of
uniform standards for rice quality and baling, to compare rent
levels. Sane of them discovered that the rents they had taken
for granted for so long were actually higher than those Imposed
by landlords elsewhere. As a result, there was a t.endency toward
uniformity in rents. Indeed, L'1 many corranunities landlord:; met
together after adjustment was ex>mpleted to agree upon rents for
all land in the village; in SOIre commmlt.i.es tmants also
participated in the negotiations. But whatever the procedure,
the determination of rents becane a collective, oot an
individual, matter.

Who then benefits from the 1087 of patronage and the transition to

commercial narket relations? To some ext6'lt, it depends on the

patron's reaction to capitalist expansion. In this respect; three

different reactions can be illustrated. First is the entrepreneurial

landlord who is at the advmt of capitalist develcpment. Err'bracing the

ideology of profit maximizaton, this landlord invests in various

enterprises, such as land expansion, corrarerical agriculture, and

enbryonic irrlustry in the urban areas. str iving to accumulate capital r

he treats all relationships as rosiness transactions and extracts the

greatest profit from all his enterprises. The tenants, his former

clients, thus become mere economic actors in the corn:r;etitive race for

profit and they are given market contracts set by supply and denand,

In this situation, the landlord benefLtis considerably because he can

eliminate formerly free services while stabilizing his income. Tenants
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with money, extra food, or other rescurces can also benefit from the

transition to comrercial, relations since they can take chances on the

market. However they can ba1efit only in areas where there is a

relatively short sUWly of tenants and where the competf ton for their

services forces landlords to grant them better tenns of exchange and

free access to the narket; In labor surplus areas, landlords nay

simply use the oompetdton among tenants to bid up the cost of tenancy

to the disadvantage of all tenants. 74 Pcor tenants are hurt most by

the decline of patronage because they lose the landlord's subsistence

guarantee and thus have no insurance against the existential dilannas

of market price fluctuations, fixed rents, and natural disascer ,

The second type of landlard is a semi-capitalist landowner,

unwilling or unable to completely comrerctalfze his holdings. Although

maintaining certain aspects of traditioml patromge, prinarily those

that ba1efit him, he ceases rrany of his former obligations. This

landlord might be attracted to the Iuxrries, entertairnnent, and social

life of urban centers and thus he hires an adninistrator to manage the

property while he is away.75 In order to pay both for the expense of

living in the urban center and for the services of the aOministrator,

the landlord must obtain a greater profit from the land. He therefore

uses a variety of approaches. Sane land will be rented to

sharecroppers on a strictly competdtdve contractual basis; some old

tenants will be allCMed to pay rent with labor and a percentage of

their crops; some tenants will be forced to pay a fixed rent, either in
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cash or produce. Whatever the terms of tenancy, there is an overall

decline in patronage without increased opporutrdtaes, In this instance

all peasants are disba1efited.

A variant of the semi-capitalist landlord is one who roes not

alter the tenancy arrangements, rot will otherwise aCbpt ratioral

capitalist relations. This landlord naintains a feudal mode of

production, requiring labor services for rent, rot stops the emergency

aid and other patronage because it is unprofitable. Canpletley

integrated with the world market, he sells the crops obtained from the

peasants labor according to the pr:irJ:iples of supply, demand, and

maximum profit. Jorge Icaza, an EOJacbrean writer, describes this type

of landlord in his depietion of hacienda owner Den Alfrecb.76 Den

Alfredo provided his Irxlian tenants with scm: poor rnamtain land; in

return they woold cultivate his fields and perform varioos domestic

services. The hacendacb also provided each peasant with snaIl favors,

the most :inq;:ortant of which was succoros, a gift of one and one-half

tusbel.s of corn that enabled subsistence. one year, however, AlfreCb

decided succoros was too expenaive, He needed the Indians I traditional

gift to to fill his wharehouses so he could control the market price.

There were threats on him and the IOOians were near starvation rot the

traditioral gift was refused because it wwld reduce profit. Although

Alfredo's method of extracting surplus from his estate was fal&l, his

ultirrate disp:>sition of the surplus was purely capitalist. What is

irop:>rtant in this illustration is that pressures to maximize profit

diminishes traditional patronage, even in a system which has the

appearance of being feudal.77
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'l1le third type of landlord tries to naintain traditional patroraqe

and tries to treat tenants as extended kin. Perhaps the clearest

illustration of this in:1ividual is the "good landla:dR who naintains

face-to-face contact with peasants, lends than morey, shares the costs

of production, and provides them with anergency aid. 78 The position of

this landlord, however, is fiercely eroded by competdton from neighbor s

and the added costs of living in a cash econony , In many cases, these

landlords must resort to the tactics of the semi-capitalist landlord or

sell their land. In this situation poor peasants benefit because they

retain patronage. HVtiever, middle peasants and peasants with the right

resources are denied opportunities and are disbenefited.

capitalism and COImIUDal Relations

CaTIII1l.U1al relations both provided most peasants with sare welfare

and subsistence insurance, rot also denied than opportunities and

peq::etuated stratification. wren capitalist expanaion intensifies

competiitdve pressures for individual accumulation, however, collective

welfare and insurance institutions break down thus sirnultaneoosly

reducing mechanisms of subsistence and stratification.

Under pressures of narket expanaion many peasants do not connider

their individual interests best served through community-wide

cooperation. In Peru, for example, iroigenoos Iroian commmi.tdes

cooperatively harvested and planted corn, potatoes, and other crops;

they also collectively bull t meeting halls and schools, and

collectively guarded the village's comrron land. Trese practices helped

raise overall community Income, But as competi.Hon for land increased
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under capitalist develcpment, communal work practices fell into disuse

and there was no longer community-wide coq>eration.79

Similarly, in the Mexican village of Tepotztalan, communal

cooperation in sharing COIIIIOOn forest land broke down when growth of the

market provided opp:>rtunities for private exploitation. Ori9inally the

forest was a cx:munon area, providing villagers with wood to make

charcoal. Tre forest was thus a communal rescarce sUWlying everyor:e

with a vital need. But construction of a railroad and highway nearby

allowed certain villagers to market charcoal. in Mexiro City and they

tried to sieze the forest for cornrrercial production. This created a

heated battle, with individuals and various villages challenging each

other for cxmtrol of the land. oscar Lavis sumrardzes the situation:

liAs long as production of charcoal. was primarily for household use,

there semed to be no conflict between oollective ownership and

individual exploitation of the resources, However, with oomnercial

exploitation of the limited communal resoorces, comp:titon became

intense, and the corx:ept of communal land ownership l:¥ the municipio

was attacked.80

Perhaps the clearest and most critical analysis of capitalist

competdtion undennining peasants I communal welfare institutions and

reducing subsistence floors are J .S. Furnivall ' s works examining the

tx>litical econony of Burma. He argues that relationships in the

pre-colonial villages of upper Burma were characterized by widespread

cocperatdon, wrole villages worked together in maintaining extensive

irrigation syst.ems, Moreover, since all those who labored on the

irrigation works dananded equity in the distril:ution of water,
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elaborate agreenents had to be wcrked out to let water into the

irrigation system from alternate locations, otherwise peasants living

nearest the entrance wrold always receive the most water. Thus, roe

year water woold be let in on ore side of the irrigation system, the

next year from the other side, the next year from the head, and the

next year from the tail e This ensured a certain degree of fairness for

all peasant cultivators; it also demanded close cooperatdon.Bl,

With the develq;m-ent of narket relations in the villages, however,

conflicts arose. Sane cultivators switched from traditioral rice to

more profitable cash crops such as onions and sesamum. Since these new

crops required large ancunts of water at different tines than rice,

each crop threatened the water needs of the other, and each peasant

sought to control the water for himself. Given the competdbon for

water, it was no longer possible to sustain the harmonious oocperatfon

necessary to maintain the irrigation system. Other forms of village

cooperative relations also deteriorated. Distrust and oompetition

broke down the villagc-wide systems for guarding the village gate,

repairing the village fence, bJilding the village morestary, and

maintaining the village patlls.82 Furnivall' s reaction to capitalism

upsetting communal relations was blunt:83

Thus chiefly through attrition t:¥ economic forces ••• the village
community even in upper Burma, broke down into iooividuals. Now
it has become a catchword that inability to cx:>mbine for COIIIIOOn
ends is a Burmese characcerLstdc, oft€:li attLituted to the
influence of Buddhism.. Of the modern Burman this is probably not
untrue, esp:cially in Lower Burma, where the wild beasts that
roamed the forests have passed with the felling of the jungle,
bJt nan has preyed on man as a condition of survival in the new
ju.'lgle growth of unrestricted compatf.Hon,
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An example of srra.ll, group relations being undermined by capitalist

expansion is the diminishing of various forms of reciprocal ezchanqe

among peasants. Although reciprocal exchange still flwrishes in most

areas of the world, there is strong evidence that it is declining

because of cornp:titive pressures.84 In the Peruvian Sierra community

of lca, for example, agricultural exchange is seldom practiced now

because it is both cheaper to hire wage laborers and Imposaible to keEP

precise accounts. Exact accounting is necessary because the

cooperatiinq peasants are now cornp:titors.85

In another Peruvian community, Hacienda Ga1adanbanbana, peasants

often cooperated with neighboring peasants in exchanging food. Indians

who grew naize, wheat, and squash , walld exchange SCIre of their crop

with a few trading partners who grew potatoes , ocas, and barley.

Exchange was conducted with the same partners and was based on a

traditional sene: of equity and fairness. ~ exchanges were thus

personalistic realtionships of trust, confidence, and compassdon,

These relationships were transformed, however, when a comrercial, fim

bought the hacienda, took away land from SCIre peasants, corrarercialized

work relationships, and created a narket for the produce. Wit.\-} the

develcpment of the narket, bartering partners becane comp:ti tive and

ceased their cocperative exchange. Instead they sold their produce in

direct competdton with each other.86

It must be anphasized, I am not claiming that capitalism created

COIDp:tition. This condition existed in peasant society long before the

develcpmo...nt of capitalist relations. And there \'lere, of course,
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factions, rivalries, and bl.ood-feuds that periodically divided the

pre-capttafLst cxmununities. AdJitiorally, the oommu:nal relations

thanselves perpetuated stratification and SOIre peasants were anxious to

initiate cornp:titive practices and engage in market relations rot were

hindered by the oorrununity. Ccncedinq all this, bowever , it still

ranains that oommunal welfare and insurance institutions, which

provided some security and subsistence were prominent in rrany

traditioral peasant oorranunities tnt disappeared or declined with the

aa"ent of capitalism. Capitalism, after all, Introduced to peasant

society the full force of a oonstantly expanding world market; thereby

giving certain peasants virtually unlimited opportunity for persoral

accumulation.

As previwsly nentioned, howE.'ITer, communal relations did

perpetuate stratification and restrict upward mobility for various

peasant classes. In some instances then, capitalist expanaion and the

growth of markets benefits peasants by providing new cpportunihi.es and

reducing restrictions. In the Irrlian village of Wangala, for example,

conrrnunal social relations were based on caste and they reinforced the

power and posdtii.on of higher caste groups. Potters were regarded as

lower than peasants and their upsard mobility was restricted because

t.~e'l were forced to exchanqe their wares within the community for

predetermined gooCls and services based on caste. In this respect

everyone in the village from the lowest sweepers and barbers had a

particular niche where they were guaranteed subsistence rot denied

mobility. However, when a sugar cane factory and cane plantation moved

into the area it stimulated farmers to grow sugar for cash and to
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irrigate their fields. The village was converted from a subsistence to

a cash eeonony and this enabled potters to sell their wares for cash,

with which they purchased land and rose to the status of ~asants.87

Similarly, as markets have extended into areas in Latin AIrerica,

new opportunities have iocreased the umber of Indians eaming a

surplus, thus enabling than to sponsor part of a fiesta. Ccna:quently

a r.umber of clubs have anerged that collectiv~y sponsor fiestas

through sna.l.l, contr Ibrtfons of many nembers, "Tro.s arrangement does

not seriously effect their own eoonornic positions and interests rot

Irereases their standing in the pueblo. "88

Arother example of capitalist development elimirating communal

relations that perpetuated stratification comes from the village of

Tepotzalan. A fa:m of conmuma.L labor, called cuatESlitl. was used in

the community to wild public works and enhance COIIIIImity welfare.

Lewis, however, argues that cuategyitl was not simply a voluntary

coeperatave endeavor to raise the community's standard of living.

Rather it was "forced labor Imposed by the local cacique groups whi.ch

ruled the village. II The cooperation, in fact dated back to the Spanish

period when Indians were used as a source of enslaved labor. With the

expansion of rural narkets and commarcfal, enerprise, however, such

labor had to be paid in wages and was abandoned, thus depriving

Caciques of free labor and enhancing the position of the ~asants.89

Firally in the village of Ban Ping in Thailand, kin relations are used

to mobilize labor, and frequently, wealthier households will use

kinship and other traditioml communal relations to obtain labor.
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Unfortunately, the large landholders' sornetines do not pay as well as

they should rot use their oommunal IX>sition to obligate the peasants.

Recently, however, as the narket has expanded, and consrercdal,

opportunttaes iocreased, harvesting labor has been in short supply;

Sate peasants are thus able to hire out elrewhere for higher standard

wages and have forced the original landholder to be more careful in his

use of the oornrnunal network.90

Who then, benefits and who loses from capitalism's di.srupcion of

oomrnunal relations? To some extent, it depends on specdf.ic situations

and the prevailing circumstances. In general, however, the rich

peasants ba1efit most. Although they lore the labor services from

cormwnal endeavors, they can mere than oompansate for the loss by

paying for labor and eliminating the unproductive expenses of oommunal

obligation. AdJitionally they can drop their contrimtions to

insurance or welfare schemes that they will never use , Direngagement

from a variety of coq>erative alliances also pemuts the wealthy to

increase flexibility in investing their resources, Finally,the wealthy

can actually use the breakCbwn of oocperative endeavor to intensify

oomp:titive relations among other peasants and thus enhance their own

bargaining posf.tfon, Although their ability to restrict mobility and

dominate the comnnmity is broken, in most instances, their ed3e in

resources allows than to expand their economic dominance.

Middle and poor peasants mayor nay not benef it, from the erosion

of COIIIIlDJl'lal relations, depending on the specifii,c oonditions. If

communal relations are overly oppressive and restrictive, rot do not
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provide a reliable subsistence floor, narket expansion benefits both

poor and middle peasants. Poor peasant security is miniml to begin

with, and they are presented with new opportunities for employrrent.

Even in this case, however, it is prirrarily the stronger or skilled

poor peasants who be1efit. Tre middle peasants definitely benefit

under these conditions because they have the rescurces necessary to

take advantage of new rrarket opportunities. If connnunal relations

restrict mobility rot provide a secure subsistence floor, middle

peasants and peasants with some rescurces again benefit because they

are free to use their assets to expand production and part.i.ctpate in

income enhancing activities. The loss of a subsistence floor does not;

affect them.

Most poor peasants, however, are nade more vulnerable. Even if

the poor and mrginal villagers 00 not have full access to village

institutions and are not fully guaranteed village subsistence, a vital

portion of their income is derived from cocperative endeavor. Their

labor for COIIUllUI1al housetuilding, village fiestas, cocperative hunting,

or other coJIllIll.B'1al work is rewarded with some share of food which is

vital to their survival. Ad:Jitionally they frequently benefit from the

village's water system or commma'l, land, from the right to glean fields

and from the partial use of village welfare institutions. Although the

breakdown of cooperation may force wealthier villagers to hire same

these less fortunate peasants, they will hire prinarily the skilled and

the strong.
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StmtnarY

'!hus far it has been argued that, although capitalism has

deleterioos .impacta on peasant livelimod, it also has Sate positive

i.JnI;acts. on the one hand, the loss of control over local resoorees

deprives peasants of vital irx:ome, l:ut on the other hand, the expansion

of a labor market may provide jots arid give peasants a chance to earn

subsidiary or even prinary irx:ome. Tl:e integration of peasants into

the world market Increases uncertainty in an already precarious

existence, but the expansion of the world market into peasant society

also provides opportunities to expand or diversify crop production.

The develqmant of competitive relations inhibits cocperative endeavor

that helps provide a subsistence floc:c, rot competition can also break

the domination of repressive elites who stifile peasant initiative~

However, a close analysis of the various capitalist

transformations indicates the central position of class in detennining

who benefits and who loses. Capitalist develcpm2Ilt favors rich

peasants, strong peasants, knowled:jable peasants, peasants with sane

resources, landlorcE, and powerful ootsiders. Poor tenants, marginal

villagers, certain middle peasants, and peasants in densely populated

areas lose income and are threatened i:¥ the intensification of

competi ton and the di.srupcfon of internal relations. Thus, the clear

beneficiaries of capitalist development are peasant society's elite:

those who are strong and healthy, those with skill and knowledge, and
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those who have land and wealth. Although these groups always fared

best in traditioml peasant society, they do even better under

capitalism. On the ore hand, these groups have the right resoorces to

take advantage of narket ~portunities and thus have a big head start.

On the other hand, capitalism intensifies competi.tive pressures so that

these groups use their dominant position to take full advantage of less

fortunate, less powerful peesanta, This allows elites to increase

their wealth, partially at the expense of the less fortunate and

Increase the econanic dispuities between thanselves and the rest of

society.90

But there are certain cordrtdcns that alter the full Impact of

capitalism. Sane of these cordat.ons, which will be discussed in the

next chapter, involve the actions of the state.
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OIAPI'ER s»

'!HE srATE AND PEASANl' SOCIETY

The modern state plays a promirent role in the lives of peasants

and has profcund imp;lct on peasant society. On one level, the state

extracts surplus from peasants in the farm of taxes. It uses these

funds for a variety of purposes e to provide cash fwd transfers to

certain groups, to support; subsidies for other groups, and to tuild

public works such as water and t.rensport; systems. strce these actions

benefit some groups more than others, government poIictes clearly have

broad societal Impacta, On another level, the state replaces

traditioml authority with its own and establishes new systems of law

that remgnize certain rights and support, the contentions of certain

groups over o.aers, Again, state policies clearly affect the entire

nation in:=luding peasants.

Put in a way directly related to peasants, the issue might be

stated in the form of several questions: what walld the state do in the

case of widespread fantine in the muntryside? Walld it use some of its

tax revenues to issue emergency rations to starving peasants? Walld it

go about its tusiness as usual, collecting taxes as if nothing was

amiss? Walld it order its soldiers into the countryside to shoot any

peasants who stole food to survive? WOlld it begin a proqran to
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increase agricultural productivity? Amther question might be, how

would the state respond to widespread alienation of peasant; land in the

process of capitalist develcprnent? Woold the state simply allow

individuals to amass landholding through legal rraneuvers? Woold it

institute a systan of legal protection for the unknowledgeable? Walld

it pass laws with mininal restrictions on bJying and selling? Walld it

recognize only certain land claims? i'1Olld it institute sweeping land

reforms? Whatever the action, I think the point is clear. State

action has profound Impacts on peasants , This leaves us with two

significant questions: what rural poticdes will the state enact, and

how will these poLi.cdes affect peasants ,

Before cutlining how this chapter proposes to answer these

questions, two qualifications must be noted. First, the term "state"

does not refer simply to the government. The government, whether it is

a legislature or a dictator and his entoorage, form the visible arena

where decisions are made and IX>licies are pronalnced. But the state

includes the total J::ureaucratic apparatus that formulates, decides, and

carries out national po.Li.cy , This involves the military, the welfare

agencies, the justice systan, the tax department, the poLi ce , the

education system, and the other institutions that make up the plblic

sector. The state then, is the public institutioral structure of the

nation. Second, the analysis in this chapter applies only to third

world capitalist states. These include nations in Asia, Africa, and

Latin America that have not experienced socialist revolutions and whose

economies are predominantly rrarket or Ient.ed,
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To address the questions of what rural po.l.i.cdes will the state

enact and how will peasants be affected, this chapter will be divided

into foor parts. First, a drscusston of rural I;X>lley naking requires a

theory of the state. Th= first section provides an overview of various

corcepttons, Basically these cooceptions hold that the state is an

arena where societal classes and groups eompete to control state action

and to enact pol.Lcies that bE31efit than. ~ second section rejects

this notion. It argues that the state is a semi-dndependent; actcc.

Within limits the state enacts rural po.lf.cdes that conform to its own

interests. Based on this corception of semi-independence, the third

section presents a model of national {Olley naking. This model views

the dynamics of natioml rural :fOlley-naking as the outcome of the

interactions among various groups, iocluding the state. The foorth

section discusses the Impact; of the state's rural po.Licies on peasants.

Conceptions of~ state

Theor ies of the state nay be placed into three categor ies,

liberal-pluralist, Marxist p and dependency. The pluralist model

conceives of the state as an arena where groups in society compete to

enact the poLi.caes that will benefit them the most. This corception

can be traced to classical economic theory, which held that the best

economic systan was the free market operating without regulation or

interference. l Aecordinq to classical theory, rosiness enterprises

would succeed or fail depending on how well they competed in a free

market where the public freely selected or rejected their products,
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This systan was most efficient because individuals wC1lld naturally

select the best products and price them according to what they were

willing to pay. For pluralist theorists, the po.Ii.td.cal, analogy to the

market; was the state.2 The state provided the open arena where

individuals and groups wculd freely compete to enact the best state

J;X>licies. 3 The demands of the groups were regJ.lated ~ open

competf,tion. No group could demand too much because other groups wC1lld

organize against them to protect their own interests. Daninance ~ a

single group was further limited because success depended on apr;ealing

to a large bloc of voters. This meant a group had to compromise and

Incorporate the demands of as rrany other groups as possfbl.e, Power

would thus be equally diffused throughout society; no group could

monopolize J;X>wer.4

The pluralist model nakes three assumpcions about the state.

First, the model assunes that the state i.s a relatively ~en

competdtave systan with all groups having equal access to the poliey

making arena. The very process of competdt.ion, with individuals

pursuing their self-interest, forces the systan to provide everyone an

equal chance to influence and shape state J;X>liey. seeord, since the

state is an open arena where all groups in the society articulate their

interests, societal consensus is achieved. So long as this open access

is maintained, the state cperates srroothly without di.srupti.on,

rebellion, or revolution.5 Third and most importantly, the pluralist

model assumes that the state is a neutral mechanical structure through

which societal will is carried out. The state does not act; it is

merely the forum where the best ideas become societal FOlley. In the
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pluralist model then, the state is reduced to a set of structures and

ftmctions which ImperaonaLly and neutrally carry out societal will.6

Marxist corcept.ions of the state differ considerably from the

pluralist notions, particularly with regard to whether the state is

simply a neutral mechanism. CcntanFOrary Marxist analysis sees power

within society as dominated by the boorgeoisie, the dominant class that

controls the means of production. 7 Thus, the state acts, not in the

interests of society as a whole as the pluralist model contends, rot in

the interests of the dominant class. However, since even the dominant

class is composed of competii.nq factions, it is not possible to enact

state FOlicies that Lmarnbigoosly aid all of than. Therefore the state

must be relatively autonorncus from the bcurgeois factions which it

serves.8 socn aut.onony gives the state both the freecbrn to carry out

policies that serve the long teon interests of the entire bourgeoisie

and the neutrality to effectively settle disputes among its factions.

A number of l'"Jarxist scholars have adapted the classical concept; of

the state to situations in the contenporary third world.9 Although

their basic thesis ranains the same-that the state acts in the

interests of the class that controls the means of production-they cite

two crucial factors that alter this relationship. First, third world

countries have develcped within a franework of subservience to the core

industrial countries. I O Although core countries seldom interfere

directly in a third world country, they us: their economic and

aiplanatic power to indirectly structure the };€ri};heral country to

their own needs. For exempl.e, an industrial nation can pressure a

third world state to allow unrestzicted foreign investment within its
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territory by extending or refusing economic and military aid, by

creating i.mp>rt or export; restrictions, or by denying loans for crucial

itans such as medical supplies and food. The I,:erithery nation is thus

forced to allCM rnultinatioral corporataons into the country to roild

extractive export, industries or routine manufacturing plants which

serve the markets in the core countries. ll Actions of contemporary

third world states are thus severely constrained by the industrialized

nations.

Second, the OOininant ruling class in the third world state is

COInJ;X)sed of three distinct factions, the landed elite, the oompadre

bourgeoisie, and the natioral bourgeoisie. The landed elite is the old

oligarchy, the large landholders whoose wealth and J;X)wer are based on

the control of large tracts of land and the extraction of surplus from

the peasantry. The natioral borrqeoiaie is the indigencus comrrercial

class that uses local capital to finance its local rosiness ventures.

Since a perIphery nation's eeonony is structured to serve the core

nation's needs, the domestic market remains snaIl and consequently the

natioral bourgeoisie tends to be weak. The oompadre bourgeoisie is

composed of the aCkninistrators, nanagers, and executives of

multi-natioraI subsidiaries located in the perd.paery, The individuals

are actually citizens and indigencus residents of the perithery

country, who represent the multi-natiorals' interests in the internal

r:olitics of the third world state. Since this faction's economic power

is based on the vast assets of the rnulti-natiorel compan.iea, it tends

to be the most powerful and i n.fluential of these three groups.12
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Since the three dominant groups have different interests and bases

for capital accumul.atrion, their conflicts are deeper and more intense

than the boorgeois conflicts in the core. To resolve the oonflicts

while sirnultaneou£ly protecting overall I::aJrgeoisie interests, the

perf.phery state must be stronger and more autonomous than the core

state.13 Above all, the state must protect one principle: the right to

held and accurnlate private property and capital. Preservation of

private property rights and the right to private accumulation are

critical to the Landed elite, the national I::aJrgeoisie, and the

compadre bourgeoisie.14 The state is therefore autonomous in carrying

out various po.Licdea that protect and guarantee private property.

In SUIII, Marxist theor ies contend that the state is capable of

taking autonomous action and is sanewhat dynamic and independent. But

the state's ultinate goal is to preserve the dominant class interests.

Thus Marxian oonceptions ultinately see the state as a tool of the

dominant class.

Dependency models begin t¥ accepting the Marxist argument that the

core nations control the structure of per.i.paeral, nations' economies.

They take this argument one step further, however, oorc.ludinq that the

needs of core countries not only dictate the social, economic, and

I;X>li tical structures that anerge in the periphery, rot also are the key

mechanisms generating the periPherys' underdevelopment. IS Considerable

criticism has been directed at the oontentions of dependency theory,

much of which is not relevant to this section.16 It is relevant to
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point out, however, that dependency theory focusses on the internal

organization of the FeriIbery, providing a micro-view of its social and

econanic relationships within the franework of the world market.

Sioce dependency theorists focus so heavily on the Feriphery's

internal social and economic organization, roe wrold think they also

examine closely the role of the state. This, however, is not the case.

Despite a few noteable exceptions,17 dependency theorists view the

state action as a reflex of the dominant class and the core cxmntries'

economic needs. As one critic has argued, dependency theory suffers

from excessive economic deteDIlinisrn. l 8 For exanpl.e, P<.rrlre Gunder

Frank, a priociple dependency theorist, argues that the cere countd res

linked the FeriIilery countries to the world market in order to satisfy

their expanding economic growth. The FeriIbery, however, did not enjoy

dynamic economic develq;;ment. They were transformed into satellites,

producing agricultural goe><E and extracting raw materials for the core.

Ironically, the capitalist exchange re.i.aci.cns that had enr iched the

core, brought to the r-eriphery underdevelqmteIlt. l 9 Frank's entire

analysis focusses on the econOOlic forces. Political actions of the

state are viewed as reflections of the dominant economic focces. 20

In a similar vein, Theotonio Da3 SCI'ltos examines underdeval.cprrent;

in the p:riFt.tery. He hypothesizes that the periJ;:hery's political,

social, and economic devel.cpment; can be attril::uted to dependency, "a

situation in which the economy of certain countries is condi.ci.oned by

the develcpment and expansfon of another econony to which the former is

subjected. -21 Historically there were three types of dependency:

colonial, industrial-financial, and industrial-technological. Each
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type was created by the changing needs of the core rountries'

economies, Initially the core needed gold, silver and other precious

metals, hence colonial dependency arose; later the core needed

agricultural commodities, cotton, sugar, copra, sisal, bence

agriOOsiness along with imustrial-finanical dependency arose; most

recently the core need;) cbeap labor and expanded markets, hence the

rise of imustrial-technological dependence. 22 In each instance, the

periphery's social and political structures evolved to fit the core's

economic neecs , Thus economic dynamics explain all social and

I;X>litical action. Tre state is again reduced to a mechanistic

structure.

A final dependency view is articulated by Inrnanuel Wallerstein. 23

Although not a dependency theorist per se, Wallerstein uses a franewerk

similar to Frank's in depicting the werld as a single capitalist

systan.24 He argues that the core countr ies have Impoverdshed the

periphery countires by integrating them into the werld system as

unequal partners in capitalist develq;nnent. Tre prirrary mechanism

creating and peq:etuating the inequity is a unified werld division of

labor in which the core moncpoLi.zes the skilled higher paid labor

I;X>sitions and can thus exploit the r;eriphery's cheap labor via world

market exchange. 25 For Wallerstein, then, the wcx:ld system is all

Important., Within this systan the state is merely none kim of

organizatioral structure anong others••• n26 Moreover, the state

structure as well as state policies are determined by the need to

preserve the werld systan.27 Again, the state is reduced to an

Inscrument; of the economic forces.
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~ ConceRt of .!;hg Modern l1:lit:.Q WorId state

state AutonomY

The basic argument of this section is that the state has its own

interests and, within limits, acts semi-independently to advance than.

This contention seans to defy logic because the state, unlike a social

class, cannot be identified as a distinct group with self-interest.

Blue-collar workers, by contrast, can readily be identified by their

collective interest in a high minimum wage, a progressive tax systan,

legislative sUPIX>rt for unions and collective bargaining, and policies

stimulating high anployment. The state cannot be identi fied so

distinctively. For ore thing it is composed of wage earners; therefore

state interests might simply be classified as working class interests.

For another thing, it is composed of a diverse group: acminist.rator a,

managers, politicians, generals, soldiers, clerical workers, laborers,

poLice, educators, and many others. The state therefore cannot act on

behalf of its manbers because they have conflicting intersts. Beyorrl

these podrrts , it is difficult to see how an Iranine te anorphous

institution, which is supposed to safeguard the natdoraI interest, can

possibly be independent. There are, however, two reasons to view the

state as possesainq self-interest and acting to advance it.

First, the state is an organization; and once an organization is

formed it takes on unique dynamics of its own. A lengthy literature

demonstrates that organizations make decisions autonomously, change

their geals independently, and adapt to changing situtations for
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self-preservation.28 An organization may be created for a sp:;cific

purpose and may initially be controlled by specific groups, rot soon it

becomes an irXIependent entity respondmq to its own neeCls.29 Like any

organization, the state has the characteristic of semi-independence.

HCMever, the state is unique. It is composed of the entire public

tureaucracy composfnc the institutionalized power of the nation. Its

unique missions of nation-roilding and serving the public interest give

it broader goals than a rosiness finn, and certainly broader goals than

sirr.ply serving the needs of the c1omi.nant class. 30 MoreoVEr, its unique

structural pos.itaon as the guardian of national interest gives it

independent authority to expand its functions with little reservation.

These characteristics mean the state must be studied as an Irdependent;

and relatively autonomaJs institution.

Second, the simple linear model of dominant cless intersts

detennining state actions does not fit empirical situations. careful

case studies of national develc:prrent iOOicate the situation is

exceedingly IOOre complex. For exanple, Treda skocpoj and EllEn

Trimberger show that in Russia, Japan, Turkey, France, and China,

revolutions created the totE!1tial far breakthroughs in natioral

econanic develc:prnent by giving rise to more powerful, centralized and

autonomoos state organizations. 3l Once these autonomous states were

formed, they acted as Independent entities to bring about; the evolution

of class and social structure. Similarly, in a carefully written book

of essays on the formation of nation states, Charles Tilly and several

authors demonstrate that the process of state-wilding provided strong

Impetus for the evolution of class and economic structures in Western
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Europe. 32 Economic forces did, of course, have an impict on the state

and help shape state I;Olicies. But the state, along with the social

and economic classes in society, interacted in an interdependent

process that formed national tx>licies.

More recently, careful studies 1:y dependency theor ists33 and by

others34 indicate that there is a complex interdependency between the

state and the various economic classes. In particular, states in the

'n1i.rd world have increasingly taken a key role as the nation's

industrial entzepreneur in order to exert national authority over vital

economic interests.35 Rather than allOtl foreign controlled

multi-nationals to control key Irdustries, the states are investing and

gaining control of the steel, chemical, heavy nachinery, and other

industries perceived crucial far natiore.l develq;rrent. 36 'l11is action

is not done for the sole benefit of the ~1aIlt class rot is done also

for the benefit of the entire state organization, which sees itself as

the nation's agmt for progress and modernization.

In sum then, it is the dynamic interplay between the state, acting

in its own interests, and various groups in society that shape national

FOlley. But if the state does act semi-independently to further its

interests, what exactly are these interests?

Interests .Qf~ Modern .lbiI.Q l'lQtlQ~

The basic prinal interest of the modem third wa:ld state is to

increase and perpetuate its authority.37 'n1i.s interest is expressed

when the state acts to accumal.ate power, to extend its authority over

other national and international coqetitors, and to make its demands
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preaninent. The state's striving for power is partly the result of its

organizational dynamics: "state managers are interested in expanding

their own power within the structural situation in which they find

themsaIves , n38 In third world countries the internal dynamic to expand

is particularly intense because the state blreaucracts form a

relatively large, well-educated and well-organized cadre whose will to

power is "formed largely be the adninistrative milieux in which they

are located. -39 The urge to accwnulate power is also motivated by a

natural urge to control ones own destiny: "In its raw form r.his is an

expression of a will to power, the urge to control and to dominate, to

imprint a pattern on events. "40 Since this will to power is global, a

vital aspect, of state {X>licy involves attanpts to c10minate other

nations or, conversely, to avoid being controlled by thern.41

In order to extend and perpetuate its author ity, modern third

world states adopt three strategic interests. These interests, which

may be considered state strategies are: state-Wilding, modernization,

and distril:utive national welfare.

State-building is the process of creating and expanding a diffuse

range of adninistrative organizations which control societal resoirces

and decide how to allocate thern. 42 Although the process differs from

nation to nation, it basically includes the creation of a central

decision-making apparatus, the establishment of a single nation-wide

legal systan for settling and resolving di.sprt.es , the creation of a

national pol.ice force, the expasion of the military, and the funding of

a welfare systan that may include schools, health facilities, and

various social and economic relief prograns.43 Tt.e state attanpts to
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institutionalize these bureaucracies and then to specialize and expand

their functions. 44 For example, the military is nade a permanent

insti tut.Ion, it then grows larger and larger and is divided into naval,

land, and air forces. Similarly, the state's legal systan becomes

permanent; it penetrates into all areas of the country, and it is

divided into an acmini.st.ratdve division, a judicial division, a law

enforcanent division, and a penal division. The growth and

specialization of these institutions increases the state's power and

extends its author i ty •

Beyond expanding political power, stat~building is perceived by

many third world states as the only way to promote national economic

develcprnent. In this regard, third world states confront a very

different situation than the advanced nations did. When advanced

nations industrialized, there were few competitocs, nany colonies from

which to exploit natural rescurces, plmtiful cheap labor, and

relatively simple l~cost technology. Today, third world nations face

established competition; they need complex, rrassive, and costly

technology; they require expensive rescurces; and they confront a

global structure of finance with unfavorable terms of trade.

Confronted with such high "entry costs" into the world market, the

state must make the most efficient use of all natioral rescurces, The

state therefore expands its functions in order to coordinate and

mobilize natioral devel.eprrent; effarts.45 Ccnsequently, the modem

third world state tends to take a dominant role both in directing

r;olitical activity and in guiding the nation's eeonony 9 46
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The seconc1 stratesic interest of the state is to modernize, that

is, to use rational scientific techniques to increase productivity.47

Underpinning modernization is the ideology of developmentalisrn.48 This

ideology holds that a ration will achieve power and prosperd.ty most

quickly if it industrializes and milds the recessary urban

infrastructure. Although this strategy requries that great wealth be

concentrated in the hands of a few iOOustrial entrepreneurs, it is

assumed that prosperi.ty will eventually trickle down and be diffused

throughout society. Tre ideology of devel.cprrentaf.Lsm has become a key

interest of the modern third world state. It is the driving force

behioo state J;X)licies that tax the rural agricultural sector heavily

and transfer the funds to urban iooustrial projects.49 It is behind

economic rationales that justify the cash transfer because the rural

sector is backward and irefficient while the urban sector is modern and

therefore uses the morey more efficiently. Firally it underpins the

biases inherent in statanents such as, "We do not want to be hewers of

wood and drawers of water. -50 Modernization, then, is perceived as a

way to Ircrease the state' s power, Not only Gees it enable

constructaon of an internationally competitive irilustrial econcny , l:ut

also it promotes an infrastructure capable of develq>ing sophisticated

weapons systans.

The final strategic interest of the state is to promote

distril:utive welfare, that is, to provide a more equ.itabl.e and balanced

distril:ution of wealth for its cft.i.zens; Devel<:pr:entalism and

distributive welfare are competing strategies. On the one hand,

develcpmentalism requires that large amounts of capital be ooocentrated
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into the hands of a few entrepreneurs who will wild facta: ies in urban

areas. on the other hand, distritutive welfare requires that incoIIlP.

and government reswrces be mere equitably dispersed and be spent;

especially in rural areas where the najority of the citizens live.5l

In contrast to develcpmentalism's prinary anphasis on rapid inequitable

growth, distritutive welfare holds that the state should reduce the

disparity between the few who are rich and the many who are poor , By

bringing everyone to some ndrdne.l livir,g standard, redist.r ibutf.on will

in the long-run most benefit the nation.52

The state enacta distritutive welfare p>licies for several

reasons. They help stabilize and extend state power; Su:h fOlicies

also reduce dissatisfaction and minimize potential protest. There is

also a very strong moral argument that a nation cannot advance unless

everyone shares in the benefits of modernization. 53 For rrany third

world nations, such beliefs are compal.Li.nq because the great masses of

their citizenry live in poverty while the elite lives extrenely well.

Finally, if the state adopcs policies focussing on equitable growth, it

can mobilize great masses of citizens as an effective instrurrent of

state policy.

But distribltive welfare competes with develq;nnentalism therel:¥

forcing the state to choose which strategy has priority. Many third

world states try to compromise, supportd.nq growth with equity.

Nmetheless, the state's dominant strategic interest is

develqmentalism. Develcprrentalism most directly adds to state power

through creation of urban areas which generate large con:entrated

markets and through the construction of an industrial infrastructure
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which suppor-ts high technology and weapons develqnnent. This provides

the basis fer internatioral power and natioral stability. Finally,

develcpmentalism has the most inmediate and visible inq;acti it is

widely used as a fast-growth model, despite the inequities it

generates. By contrast, distribltive welfare is a 10ng-term hunan

strategy which does not have high visiblity.54

~ Policies Qf !lJg Modern~ rlQtlQ state

In translating its strategic interests into action, third world

states adopt three rural po.Iicdes that have profrxmd Impact, on

peasants. First, they establish state author ity over the countryside

through the creation of numerous state institutions. seeord they

implanent varioo.s methods of extracting the rural surplus so that it

can be transferred to urban/industrial areas. Third, they attanp: to

modernize and uplift the agrarian secta: , which should improve

distrib.1tive welfare.

Establishing state oontrol over the autonomous areas and various

pockets of rural resistance is the state's most iJnIx>rtant rural

poliC¥' .55 The state must penetzate the rural areas, exert its

domination, and establish order. To this end the state replaces local

authority with state authority, replaces traditional law with state

legal-judicial institutions, and most significantly, assigns pennanent

state agents to enforce the new laws. In con::rete tenns, the poIice,

military, national conscripc.ion agent, jUdge, health officer,

agricultural extension agent, tax collector, and various other state

officials Impose regulations on the peasantry.56
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The modern third world state must also extract the surplus from

rural areas so that it can effectively coordinate national develcpment

efforts. Invariably the surplus is transferred to the urban sector to

promote industrial modernization. 57 The rationale for the transfer is

simple. The rural sector in third world countries is by far the

largest sector and therefore the area from which surplus must be

extracted to finance modernization. The rural sector is also

considered to be inefficient, often characterized by p)licy nakers as

the primitive sector of a dual econony which retards the dynamic urban

sector. It is also considered the sector of unlimited redundant

labor .58 Trerefore the state is justified in draining the rural

surplus and transferring it to urban areas where it will be used

effectively. Several methods of transfer are COIIlIOOn: forcing peasants

to sell their crop to trade boards at a low price, directly taxing

agricultural in:ome, and "influencing the terms of trade between

industry and agriculture a&reresely to agriculture. "59 Whatever method

used, "a net outflow from agriculture has been the typical pattiern

since 1950; this has resulted, not from private savings and investment

decisions, bJt from actions of government. "60

Finally the state atcenpca to modernize agriculture through a

balanced strategy of technologic modernization and land reform. In

promoting technologic modernization, the state subsidizes agricultural

in~ts such as irrigation, fertilizer, miracle seeds , harvesters and

pesticides. Agricultural modernization greatly increases the yield per

unit of unit land and thus has the p:>tential to improve peasant;

well-being. 61 But this strategy has negative consequences when applied
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to most Third world countries, As has bea1 danonstrated l:¥ many

scholars, improving agricultural technology does not improve welfare

for the najority of peasants. 62 For one thing, large landholders and

rural elite tend to control and monqx>lize the new technology; thus the

benefits of IOOdemization are limited to the already rich.63 For

snother thing, the new technology increases land values, thus inflating

rent beyond the means of most tenants and even forcing snallholders to

give up their land.64 Finally, the new technology, by itself, does not

increase total agricultural ortput; Frequently improved technology

reduces a nation's output by naking it more profitable for the large

landholders to cultivate the most fertile areas l:ut to keep the rest of

their land cut of production. Iocentives are thus created to keep

potential peasant competitors off of productive land.65

The state tr ies to balance the negative Impacts of IOOdemization

through land reform. By redistril:uting the elite's large holdings,

more peasants will have land to earn a livelihood, and they will bring

a larger area into intensive cultivation. If these peasants obtain

some of the technology used l:¥ the large landholders, then natioral

agricultural cutput will be increased and peasant welfare will be

enhanced.

It must be anphasized, however, that the state's purpose in

moc1ernizing agriculture is not solely to help peasants. The state has

three other reasons for implementing an agrarian reform: (1) it wants

to increase rural productivity so that a greater surplus can be

transferred to urban areas, (2) it is interested in integrating the

rural sector into the natiora1 economy as a supplier of labor and a
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market for Lrdust.r ial gC>O<E, and (3) it must relieve p::>tential

unrest. 66 To achieve these goals, the state must create a rural

structure of medium and snaLI conerercta.l fa II1ls, As will be discussed

later in the chapcer , such fanns produce the greatest surplus, provide

a vigorous market, ferce escess peasant labor out of agriculture, and

satisfy enough peasants to dissir;:ate unrest. At the most basic level

then, agricultural modernization is intended to transform a seg:nent of

the peasatry into a middle class of cormrercial yeoren farmers while

forcing the rest into wage labor .67

state Policy Making in the Third World: Bounded Autonomy

The modem third world state, however, cannot simply implenent its

strategies and long teII1l goals. State actions are bounded by three

elenents: 1) other nations which compri se the wcrld capitalist systen,

2) the limits of its own strength, and 3) other comI;:eting groups within

the nation.

International Constraints

The modem third world state is limited in its actions by the

overall capitalist world systen. This is a single global systen within

which the trade of most commodities takes place. Moreover it is a

system of unequal exchange that transfers the surplus of third world

nations to the industrialized nations through mechanisms such as

differential wages and dependent technology transfer. Since these

transfers occur at the level of the global market, the total structure
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of inequality is hidden from third world producera.fif Moreover,

because the systan covers the entire world, an individual third world

state is limited in its actions to alter the systen. It can improve

its tenns of trade or semi-withdraw for brief periods. But unless it

can become completely self-sufficient, it must operate within the world

market systan and accept the structural inequities. 69

On a direct tangible level, this means that the modem third world

state is constraired from pursuing its own rural interests t¥

individual industrial nations. 70 For exanple, an industrial nation nay

try to step a third world state from nationalizing foreign owned

plantations or instituting radical land reform t¥ threatening invasion

or t¥ threatening to cut off trade or aid. The weaker a third world

state is, and the more deeply it is enmeshed within an industrial

nation's sphere of influence, the more constrained it will be in

implanenting its own rural ~licies. However, clIring a declining

period of the long cycle, that is during the 20-30 year period of

economic stagnation, a relatively strong third world state has great

opFOrtunity to pursue its own goals. During this period, the

relatively strong third world state can exploit the intense competition

among the industrial nations and carry out poIicies in its own

interests. A relatively weak third world state that has ffM vital

resources, however, becomes even more constrained. 71

State Strength and Organization

'lbe actions of the third world state are also boonded t¥ its own

internal strength. State strength lies first of all in size. If the
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bureaucracy is quite large, comprising a significant proportion of the

nation's workers and performing functions at all levels of society,

then it has great p:>tential strength.72 Whether it can use this

strength to advance its interests depends largely on the degree of

tureacratic centralization. 73 In a diffuse system with many autonomous

units, the state will not have much control or coordination in pursuing

its rural policies. In a centralized system, the authority structure

is corx:entrated and there is greater likelihood that the state will act

cohesively in pursuing its Svals. 74

Amther crucial element of state power is its coerecive apparatus,

'!he stronger the military and the p:>lice farces are, the more powerful

the state will be and the more likely it is to openly pursue its rural

interests. '!he princiJ;a1 of centralization also applies. If the

military is feuding and disjointed, it will be an ineffective

instrument of state authority. If the military is united and

centralized, it will provide great assistance to the state. There is

one other comroon situation: the military is powerful and united, rot

conflicts with civilian state elements. HowelTer, even when the

military siezes oontrol of the state and inq;x:>ses its policy on the

nation, the military is still an integral part of the state and will

ultinately implement strategies oonsistent with rural state-wilding

and modernization. 75

state size and power is not static. States increase their

organizatioral and functioral capacity in response to their own

interests and national needs: oonsequently they tend to extract

increasing resources from society.76 In third world states there is an
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even greater pressure towards expansdon because the state increasngly

places itself in the role of the prime modernizer and thus assunes

control of the accumulatdon procesa.Z? As a result, modern third world

states tend to grow at a faster rate than the e<X)IlOn¥ rot roughly

proportiomte to it.78 Two corditaons greatly accelerate growth.

First, if there is an internal or external threat, the state can

mobilize societal resoorees to combat this threat and will increase its

size and centralize its fmctions. secord, since neny third world

states take a direct role in the acannulation proces, they will be

likely to mobilize natiorel resources to exploit a unique economic or

political cp{X)rtunity. Two hypothetical cp{X)rtunities might be the

discovery of a rare mineral in the rural areas or intensified rivalry

among the irxlustrial nations that makes the nation strategically

prominent. In such instances the state will take advantage of the

situation in the natiorel interest. Both threats and uni.qae

opportiun.itii.es are most likely to occur during a declining period of the

long cycle. 'Iberefore, the stronger a third world state is, the more

likely it is to gain strength and power during this period. 79

1bg Constraint .Qf SOcial Groups on state Policy

No matter how strong the state is, its power to advance its own

interests is relative to the power of other societal groups against

whom it competes for na tioml resources. Sane of these groups may be

more {X)werful than the state and may dominate national po.Licy , Thus

the state must constantly make accornodations and form coalitions with

with these groups in jockeying for power;
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'!be third world state must deal with foor indigenous groups: the

metropolitan bourgeoisie, the national bourgeoisie, the landed elite,

and the peasantry. There are other groups such as urban workers, rot

these foor represent the nation's dominant power blocks. Tre

metropolitan bourgeoisie consists of the indigenous enployees and

representatives of the multinational corporations and is the most

powertul group with which the state must deal. In situations where the

state is relatively weak or heavily penetrated by industrial nations,

the rnetropoli tan bourgeoisie has as much power as the state and

controls I;X>licy in its area of interest. 80 The state has both a

hannony and disharmony of interest with this group. It clearly must

cooperate with the MNC's to obtain the capital and technolO<1i to OOild

the nation's industrial capacity. But the state also competes with the

metropolitan bourgeoisie over how to devel.op the rural areas, who

controls the technolO<1i, who decides what to produce, and how much

profit should be taxed.8l Because these issues involve disprces over

the exchange of global surplus, the dishannony of interest is intense.

But the state and the metropolitan bourgeoisie need each other and

compromises must be reached. From both persp:ctives then, the question

is how to obtain the most favorable corx::essions from the other.

Several factor s are crucial in determining which side gains the

most. In general, the weaker the third world state, the less leverage

it has and the more it must comede to the metropolitan bou:r:geoisie. 82

Two situations, however, can improve the state's posftaon, First, if

the state can form a solid coalition with both the natioral bourgeoisie

and the large landholders, then it can gain greater control over the
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rnetrop::>litan boorgeoisie. This situation requires the metropo.ti tan

bourgeoisie to have a disharmony of interest with both landed elite and

the natioral boorgeoisie.

second, the long wave has a profcund i.mI;act on the situation.

During an expansiorary phese of the long cycle, the multi-natiorals are

willing to make greater cor.cessions to the weaker third world states

and help them in advancing their rural interests. The stronger third

world states, bowever , find themselves in oomp:!tition with the

multinatiorals and must fight the netropoji ten bourgeoisie over rural

p::>licies. During a declining phase of the long cycle, the stronger the

third world states have greater leverage over the rretropoli tan

bourgeoisie because they can take advantage of the multinatiorals'

fierce comp:tition for scarce profits. Ccnversely, a weaker third

world state obtains very unfavorable terms from the metropolitan

bourgeoisie because the multinatiorals must retain control over their

nee-colonies.

The natioral bourgeoisie, composed of indigenous entrepreneurs and

businessmen who use local capital, tends to be the weakest class in

third world nations.84 This group is weak because of its historical

cirClIDlStances: a srrall domestic market, limited local capital, little

time to develcp, and well-established foreign competd t.on, Ncnetheless

this group can playa pivotal role in a coalition with either the state

or the metropolitan bc:urgeoisie. However the natioral bourgeoisie

competes with both the state and the metropolitan bourgeoisie for the

same resources. But it has a greater harmony of interest with the

state. Economic and political control must be kept within the nation.
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If control is lost to the metropolitan boorgeoisie then surplus will be

expropriated by the multinatiorals and lost to both the state and local

business. The indigenous bourgeoisie thus tends towardS a coalition

with the state.8S

The state, the natiom1, and the metropolitan bcurgeoisie COID};ete

for the same rescurces, But they all share a common interest in

maintaining the capitalist system. Both metropolitan and iIiligenous

bourgeoisie rely on private market mechanisms for continued profit and

the state must retain control and stability. Thus, in terms of rural

policy, all three support, the repression of popular peasant movements

and egalitarian demands of the peasantry, Trese three groups also

support the growth of a danestic market, the growth of wage labor, the

develcpment of a middle class of yeanen farmers producing for the the

market, and the destruction of a self-sufficient paasantryBf In

general then, all three groups support; the state's rural policies,

except that the metropolitan boorgeoisie opposes expropriation of its

large conunercial plantations.

The landed elite is the dominant rural class whose wealth and power

is based on extensive landowrership. This group should not be confused

with the self-contained feudal lards who have largely di.sappeared from

the capitalist world system. Unlike the feudal class, the landed elite

is closely integrated with the larger society, both producing for the

world market and using market focces to maximize the profit from their

land. Nor should the landed elite be confused with modem

agro-business interests, which are part of the metropolitan

bourgeoisie. Unlike modern agro-I::usiness, which naximizes profit
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through capital intensive agriculture, the landed elite naximiaes

profit by manipulating its control of land and labor. The landed elite

thus uses alternative forms of labor control, tenancy, share-croppinq,

wage labor, or some other variant, depending on which is most

profitable.87

'!he landed elite plays a critical role in national power

interactions and the state must have their sUPFOrt. If the landed

elite forms a coalition with the metropofiten bcurqeoisie , based on a

division of labor in which the landed elite produces agricultural

corranodities and the rretropolitan ba.1rgeoisie narkets the produce

globally, then the state is likely to become subservient to the

coalition. If the state isolates the elite, then it lOEEs key support;

in the countryside, necessary for national develq;nrent efforts. If the

state attanpts to crush the landed elite then it risks civil war and

loses its mffer with the peasantry, Ccnsequently the state tries to

reach an accomcdatfon,

But the landed elite and state have fundamential, conflicts of

interest. On the one hand, the state tries to promote technological

modernization and land reform to create a middle class of commercial

fanners. On the other hand, the landed elite is interesed in

maintaining its control of land and labor to maximize profit.88 Urder

certain conditions neither technologic modernization nor land reform

will return the greatest profit. If there is a scarcity of arable land

(which forces rents up), if there is a large IX>01 of poor peasants

(which makes human power cheaper than mechnical power}, or if there is

a shortage of capital (which nakes modernization impractical and
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exp:nsive), then the landed elite nakes the greatest profit not by

modernizing, rot by simply squeezinq larger and larger rents or share

crops from the peasantry.89 Since these cord.itii.ons exist in most third

world countries, state and landed elite are frequently at odds over

agrarian reform.

Likewise there is a conflict over land reform because it does not

profit the elite landholder. He will be compensated little for the

land. He will be forced to give up sane land to peasants who will

become his competitor a, Finally, a loss of land means a loss of

monopoly control over the critical productive facter and hence a

reduction in the landholders economic and political power.90

Becauoo the clash betweEn states and landed elites centers on

control of the means of production, it is difficult to compronuse ,

However both groups reach an accomodation on three Lssues , First,

they both cooperate in maintaining stability in the countryside and

stifiling popular peasant p:lrticiI;ation.91 Second, both parta.es agree

on technological modernization. The state provides anple econcmic

incentive, such as free seed and fertilizer, subsidized prices for,..
tractors and other expensive nachinery, anpl,e low-interest credit, and

large tax breaks for initiating modem market production.92

Finally there is a compromi.se on land reform. Becauoo any reform

reduces the landed elitel s power and status, there is a fundamental

clash. The landed elite tries to limit land reform, while the state

attanI;:ts to enact a reform that transforms idle land into comrrercially

productive land. Despite the basic conflict, some reform must be

enacted because of the peasantry I s extensive rural poverty, Therefore
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both parties must compromise on how much land is to be redistril::uted,

what will be the land ceilings and what exceptions, and how much

compensataon will be given f<X redistrituted land. wtatever

compromises are reached, the scope of land reform will be limited. The

landed elite is interested in comestic change at most.. The state is

interested only in transforming a segment of the peasantry into middle

class cornnercial fanners who are totally integrated with the market as

producers and consumers.93

All compromi.ses , of course, are relative to each group's strength.

The stronger the state, the greater its ability to implement a balanced

strategy of modernization and moderate land redistritution.

Cooversely, the stronger the landed elite, the more likely it is to

control the countryside and implement policies that retain the status

quo. Several conditions are instrumental in determining each groups'

relative strength. If the landed elite is a large agricultural

exporter, then it is likely to form a coalition with the metropolitan

bourgeoisie. There will be basic cocperation on expanding export

agriculture; and the state will have difficulty in implementing a

thorough middleclass land reform. However, the long WiNe must be taken

into consideration. During a declining phase of the long cycle, the

stronger the third world state is, the more likely it is to gain

strength and dominate rural IX>licies. But the weaker third world state

is likely to lose strength and will have increasing difficulty in

controlling rural policy. During an expanaiorary phase of the long

cycle;- there is greater surplus and both strong and weak third world
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states are likely to provide sufficient econanic irx:entives so that the

landed elite will modernize and accept moderate land reform.

The effective group of peasantry with which the third world state

must deal consists of medium size landholders, srrallholders, tenants,

and landless peasants; The groups pr iIIary interests center on

obtaining suostscence security and improving its living standards.

GOals for achieving these interests include acqui.aitdon of land or more

land, reduction of societal obligations such as rent and taxes,

increased yield, and guarantees of rnininal welfare.94 Since the

peasantry comprises up to 60 percent, of a third world nation's

popul.atd.on, it is FOt61tially the most powerful group in society and

has considerable leverage in achieving its goals. However, the

peasantry can seldom act to further its interests because it is

segmented, dispersed, and disarganized.95 Moreover, it is not a single

class; it is differentiated and each segment has different, sornetirres

conflicting interests. Finally, the state and the landed elite often

divert the peasantry t::¥ coopt.i.nq it for their own purposes.

The state has dual purposes regarding the peasantry, On the ore

hand it is interested in mobilizing the peasantry both to promote

modernization and to contain the landed elite. On the other hand, it

is interested in neutralizing the peasantry so that it Clore not become

an independent force or competdtor , Therefore the state may advance

peasant, welfare, rot these advances are limited to transforming a snaIl

port.ion of the peasantry into oomrercia.l producers. The state nay

provide rninirral subsistence security, rot only to rraintain rural

stability. The state nay advocate land reform, rot only to stimulate
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commercial productivity• And the state may rrake corcesaions to a large

portaon of the peasantry tot only to retain its support; against the

landed elite. The state is, of course, interested in promoting

distributive welfare, rot its other interests take priority. Thus the

state does not promote {X>licies to make the peasantry an independent

self-sufficient group.

The peasantry seldom acts to further its own interests. The next

chapter will discuss the factocs and oordi.tdons leading to peasant

political action and organization. For now, it is appropriate to point

out that when the peasantry does act as a group to further its

interests, Increased pressure is put on the state to expand its rural

prograns and to benefit a broader group of peasantry.

In sum, the state is an organization that has its own interests

and tries to further than. But the other groups and cl.asses in society

attemtt: to advance thei r own interests and try to prevent the state

from carrying out its po.Licdes if there are conflicts. Within the

context of this dynamic situation, we can now examine the Impact; of

the state's rural {X>liey on peasants.

Th§. state's Impact on Peasants

The state attempts to carry out three f.Olley actions in the rural

areas. First it tries to establish and extend its control and

authority over the countryside. Secooo it attanpts to naxirnize

transfers of the rural surplus to the urban sectcr , Finally it tries

to modernize agriculture. Each of these actions fundamentally affects
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peasants. Of course, as discussed in the preceeding section, the state

is bounded in its atcenpcs to carry rot these policies by its position

in the world capitalist systan, its own strength, and other groups in

society. Nmetheless, whatever state rural policies are finally

enacted, they will benefit only a snaIl proportion of peasantry,

primarily the middle strata comprising perhaps 25-35 percent of the

rural population. To a much lesser degree, if at all, state policies

aid srrallholders, poor tenants,and landless laborers. This

generalization and its limitations can be explicated by exanining the

Impact; of the state's three rural policy actions.

Peasants~~ Extension .Qf~ Authority

In pursuing its vi tal interest of state-I:llilding, the state

extends its adninistrative, legal, and coercive institutions into rural

areas. Replacing traditional local author ity, the state establishes

its authority over rural life.96 In concrete terms, the state's tax

agents Impose the new COllection structure, legal-judicial processes

replace traditional p:ltterns of conflict resolution, and most

significantly, permanent government agents enforce the new rules.

Peasant society's internal boundaries are broken as law enforcers, the

judicial agents, the educational authorities, the health

representative, the national conscriJ;t.ion agent, the agricultural

extension agent, and the tax collector s exert some control over

peasants. weaving a fine J::ureaucratic net about peasant activities,

they Impose central state authority over peasant relationships. Wiat

irnp:ict does this have on peasants?
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There are two q>{X)sing views. One view, argued forcefully by

Janes Scott and Ba'ledict Kerkvliet, holds that the extension of state

authority into rural areas erodes traditional subsista'lce

relationships, to the advantage of wealthier peasants and elites, rot

to the disadvantage of poorer less powerful, peasants. They argue that

prior to the extension of central state authority, landlords and other

village elites depended on local sUPIX>rt to maintain their claim on

local resorrces, The elite therefore had to CUltivate "a substantial

local follQdng by observinq essential community norms. "97 With the

rise of the central state, however, these elites no longer had to be

wary of local <:pinion. The state could and walld support; their

position with force.98 The result was a narked shift in the

distri1:ution of power, Local elites and landlords could violate their

traditional subsistence obligations and take advantage of poorer

villagers with relative impunity.

There is considerable evidence to sUPJ:Ort this contention. Jdm

Furnivall, for example, in examining Uwer Burma, notes that village

elites and more powerful, peasants traditionally respected communal

subsistence obligations because they required considerable popular

support to maintain their position.99 But when the British colonial

state expanded into rural areas and began replacing village headmen,

the fundamental organic unity of the villages was eroded. Camnunal

land was encroached upon by more powerful villagers who could disregard

the anger of the poorer peasants because they were protected by the

state.100 Similarly in Sunatra and the outer islands of Indonesia, the

village headmen were ofta'l the wealthiest and most powerful villagers.
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However, custrmary adat law, backed up by popul.ar. consensus, forced

than to honor traditional obligations and provide a certain amount of

subsistence security for the unfortunate. l Ol With the expansion of the

colonial state, the wealthier villagers were recruited as rolonial

aQni.ni.strators and were given new FOwers. The result was an inflation

of their power which enabled than to disregard traditioral law.102

In Colanbia, similar Impacta occurred. In the Cauca Valley, the

peasantry held a slight balance of power and the large landowners were

forced to respect and honor traditiorel usufruct rights. Following the

War of Ore Thousand Days (1899-1901), however, the state began rapidly

expanding its p:>lice and military force into rural areas. The large

landowners, support.ed by the state, began ignoring traditiorel

usufruct. Ore haeendado even proposed that the state establish a

speciat corps of polfce to guarantee that the interests of the cattle

owners and large landholders would be protected and upheld.103

Finally, in El salavacor , the expansion of the central state

systanatically inflated and naintained the power of the large

landholders at the expense of the peasantry. Prior to the extension of

state forces, the El satvacoreen peasantry frequently organized to

force landlords to honor traditiorel peasant rights. Hcwever, as the

state expanded, peasants were brutally suppressed in favor of large

landholders.104 In 1872, 1875, 1800, 1898, and 1932 the state bloodily

put down peasant rnovanents. And in a brilliant study, William Durham

shows that even the Soccer War (1969) fought against Hroduras was

actually an attanp: by the El Salvadorean and Hrodura1 states to

suppress the peasantry. Although the Soccer War has been popul.ar'ly and
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acadanically analyzed as a response to overpopulation, the actual

situation was that both states tried to maintain the holdings of the

large landholders t¥ for cing the pesantry to move to the others

territory.lOS Each of these examples danonstrate how the expansion of

state authority benefitted the wealthier peasants and elite at the

expense of the great mass of peasantry,

The q:>posing view, articulated elcquently t¥ sanuet Pcpkin,

contends that state expansion does not lower peasant; welfare rot

benefits all peasants and espeoia.Lly poorer peasants.l06 He argues

that state authority breaks the dcminatf.on of tzadi.tdoraI rural elites

and gives peasants new cpporbunit ies and market access previously

denied. Although local village elites may initially benefit the, most,

"in the longer run new elites anerge who form alliances with the

peasantry against both feudalism and colonialism. "1(11

There is considerable support for this view. Pierre van den

Berghe points out that in Peru, hacendados virtually dictated living

conditions to peasants and restricted thei r movements and

opportunities.108 Peasants were treated as feudal serfs and had no

alternatives. In one extrane case, Alfrero Rarainville, known as the

'monster of La Crnvencion,' coerced peasants into labor servitude.

Peasants who disobeyed were flogged all day in the presence of their

wives and daughters, severely beaten, or even murdered. But beginning

in the 1930s the state began markecU.y expanding its activity, building

roads, schools, industrial zones, and military outposts. This gave

peasants a chance for an education, provided them with some basic

benefits, opened up new cpportuni.tdes for them, and curbed the ablsive
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power of the elites. Even Rarainville was stepped and driven out of

the valley and his land given to sane of the };easants.109

There are further examples of Pq>kin I s view. In the Bangaldesh

village of Bardapur, a zanindar had dominated village po.Ii tdcs without

challEnge. Even after local representatives were elected, they wwld

meet in front of his house. Following the passage of the ZaniOOari

Abolition Act and the extension of central polfce agents, however, his

hold over the village was broken and other peasants were able to OPIX>se

him and reallocate village resources to a broader group.110 A similar

exparience occurred in the village Mehupur just outside of Dacca. The

central state passed the local self-government act requiring that local

village officials be freely elected. This opened up opI;X)rtunities for

l<Mer status groups and provided than with a way to reduce the atusive

IX>Wer of the landed elite.lll And in India, the expansion of the

British colonial state provided certain basic 0pI;X)rtunities for many

lower caste peasarrts , In Kurnoan, located in northern uttar Pradesh,

the dominant peasants were able to restrict the welfare and

opportuni.tf.es of the poorer peasants through caste control. wren the

British expanded state authority, however, discriminatory caste laws

were abolished, slavery was trade illegal, all castes obtained property

rights, government service was opened to all, and educatioml

opIX>rtunities were provided to even the poorest peasants .Llz There are

thus instances when state expansion appears to benefit all peasants

including the poorest.

Which peasarrts , then, benefit and which lose from state expansion?

Clearly, as can be seen from the contraclictcry e-vidence, there are
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differential benefits depending on the situation. First of all there

are two general situations: the situation where the rural elite needs

popular local sanction to retain power, and the stuation where the

local elite has sane internal means of social control and does not need

popufar local sanction.

First, when the landed elite must rely on local sanction to

maintain its power and status, state expansion allows wealthier and

more {Xlwerful peasants to exploit poor er peasants and deny than

traditioral help. In Colanbia, El Salvador, Burma, Indonesia, and

elsewhere, state expansion allowed elites not only to ignor e

traditioral obligations rot also to repress and exploit the peasantry

in new ways. Thus, in situations where the elite needs popular

support, state expansion disbenefits poor er peasants.

But just exactly who bE!1efits in this situation? Clearly local

elites benefit because they can Ircrease their resorrces , In addition,

a snaIl strata of wealthier and middle peasants benefit. For example,

in Indoresia the growth of a modern state apparatus inflated the power

of local elites, rot also led to a broader recruitment for individuals

with adninistrative and professioral skills. Sane of these recruits

were drawn from the most talented of the upper and rnidc1le class

peasantry and they began to roild new bases of support; that included a

broader network of the peasants. l13 Thus sane new avenues of

advancement; were opened to the snaIl strata of middle peasantry who had

some resources and talent. In Colanbia, when the central state

expanded into rural areas, urban based opponents of the landed elite

tried to mobilize the peasantry. state expansion of the natiorel
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political process thus gave the peasantry sane q>p:>rtunity to nake

advances. Again, however, the actual benefits were limited to the

middle peasancs, whom the national political partd.es tried to coopt for

their larger p:>litical naneuvering.114 Finally in El salvacor ,

although state expansion repressed the peasntry, some new avenues of

advancanent were created. Su::cessful peasant leaders were given

positions of authority in the goverranent and were able to provide sane

help for other peasants , Even these benefits, however, were limited.

p...J3 Alastair White interprets the situation, "the Salvadorean government

operated so as to repress the nasses, bJt also gave than cosrretic

concessions to alleviate thei r di.scontent, "115 Thus, when elite power

is based on popular peasant sanction, state expmsion benefits wealthy

and middle peasants bJt provides little if any aid to poorer peasarrts ,

In the second situation, where elites are I;:Owerful locally, state

expansfon breaks the power of the elite and provides peasants with new

opp:>rtunities and market; access. In Peru, India, and Bangladesh, the

local elite used race and caste as a method of local social control,

but could not use this power to control the state. p..s a consequence,

state expmsion broke the repression of the rural elite and provided

many peasants with vertical and geograJ;hic mobility. In such situations

then, state expansdon provides new oppor tuni.t.i.es that benefit all

peasants.

But these <:pp:>rtunities are more illusory than real as the main

beneficiaries are the middle and wealthier peasants who have some

resources to take advantage of the new situation. w1Ule it is true

that the repressive domination of elite coerecion is broken, only the
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middle strata and the wealtheir peasants have the norey, education,

land, or knowledge to take advantage of new opFOrttmities. For

example, in India, the extension of central state authority broke

zaninClari domination and opened up new opFOrttmities in the civil

service far all. Tb:! posataon of the lower castes and poor er peasanta,

however, was not appreciably altered, Janes Freeman points out that

despite the legal abolition of caste discrimination, little actual.Iy

changed. The real Impact of state expansion and supposed new

opp>rtunities was "to channel the poor-e-nen, wanen, and children-into

low paying, unakfl.Led jobs, while denying than anything more than

minimum earnings which barely keep them alive. "116 Similarly in

Bangladesh, the state succeeded in breaking the domination of the

zanandari and enabled a broader seganent of peasantry to benefit.

However, these beneficiaries formed a new elite which exercised

dominance over poor and Landl.esa peasants through the control of land

and wages. Thus, although state expansion provides new rescurces and

opportunities for all peasarrts , it is the middle and upper peasants who

alreac;r have some wealth and other rescurces that can take advantage of

the situation.117

In sum, several ga1eralizations can be made about the Impact; of

state expansion upon peasarrts , State expansion allows elites to

eliminate or reduce their subsistence obligations and patronage to the

peasatry. State expansion, however, eliminates or reduces the most

repressive forms of servitude for all peasanta, ~.dHtiorally, access

to the market and to other resources such as public education, medical

assistance, and agricultural extension are made available to peasarrts ,
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on balance, these cpp:>rtunities benefit the middle strata and uPJ;er

peasants who have the right rescurces, For the rest of the peasantry,

however, these opp:>rtunities provide some assistance but do not improve

their livelihood al:solutely or relative to the middle and upper

segments.

state Transfers Qf~~ Surplus

In order to promotel::ureaucratic expansion and to promote

industrial develcpment, the state must extract and transfer to the

urban sector a larger and larger share of the rUIal surp.lus,

Traditionally this extraction has been acoomplished by taxing the

peasantry. wren modern states first began expanding, taxes were levied

seemingly on every conceivable rural activity. In Vietnam, a popular

song, the Asia Ballad, protested that everything was taxed-the oxen,

chattering pigs, ferry beats, bicycles, betel and areca nuts, tea and

drugs, lanps, houses, talICM, boats, banboo and tinber, cotton and

silk, iron, Lacquer , copper, birds , vegetables, land, rice, and even

salt and wine.IIS So threatening and l:ordensorne were these taxes that

they provided major Impe tus for Vietnamese peasant, protest. In Burma,

the colonial state Imposed both head taxes and fixed land assessment

taxes. Not only were these taxes regressive in collecting a set amount

from all regardless of income, but also they were parti.cularly

oppressive because they were collected with rigor and thoroughness.

Like Vietnam, the taxes were a najor scarce of Feasant discontent and

protest.119

In Irrlonesia, the irnI;X)sition of capitation, narket, and land taxes

was particularly onerous to peasants and led to popular discontent and
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rebellion in the late 1800 's and early 1900 's.120 Even in the 1960 is,

Sukarno wwld appeal to the peasantry with the traditional millenarian

prophesy that envisiored "a just world of ahmdant food and clothing,

and freeCbm from crushing tax burdens, "121 Gabriel Ardant takes a more

sweeping view of taxes. He argues that state taxation has been the

single most Important; stimulus to popul.ar rebellion throughout western

history.122 Taxation's most repressive feature was not simply the

expropriation of surplus, l:ut the fact that it was rollected in cash.

Collection in cash forced peasants to parti ci.pate in the natioral

narket and thus become exposed to the Insecurrty and uncertainty of

narket forces.

But taxation is a crude and all too visible means of transferring

the rural surplus to urban areas. The state is the obvious villain and

thus risks widespread p:>litical protest. Therefore several indirect

methods are devised. Michael Li};ton broadly classifies these methods

as "price twists. "123 There are several kinds of price twists. First

are food price interventions, where the state forces peasants to sell

their rice and grain to government food boards at below narket pr ices.

The boards then transfer the grain to state distribltion centers which

resell it to urban consumers at the same lew price.124 Arother food

intervention is for the state to Import grain, sometines through

foreign aid prograns, and flood the market; secause these Imports

create a greater food supply than denand, agricultural prices are

artificially lowered. This p:>licy effectively transfers the lost

peasant income to urban areas in the forro of cheap ab.mdant foOO.125

Such food price interventions in the past have depressed the price
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peasants should have received for their cereal crops by 25 percent; in

India, 36 percent in Burma, and 39 percent in Ceylon. l 26 The savings

from these low prices are passed on to urban consumers and, in effect,

result in a transfer of peasant income to urban areas.

Amther price twist involves the state's international trade

policies. Although international trade seens far renoved frcm peasant;

reality, import and export p:>licies have far reaching inq:acts on

peasant; livelihood. Tb: state frequently erects tariffs to protect

domestic iOOustry from foreign nanufaetured goods. Industrial

protection, however, helps drain the rural surplus becuase peasants and

fanners are forced to pay more for their tools, irrigation pumps, tube

wells, seed drills, threshers, and so on. If the peasant purchases

Imporbed tools, he pays a price inflated by the tariff. If he

purchases a domestically nanufactured tools, he pays a similarly high

price because the local nanufacturer can charge about the same as his

foreign compceta td.on, Arrl even if the peasant does not use a tractor

or other machinery, he must pay the higher cost of threshing,

transporting, and storing his crop. In addition to the tariff, there

are various tax breaks given to domestic rranufacturers: risk

deductions, pioreering industry allowances, investment allowances, and

tax-holidays.127 The Impact; of these tariff and tax policies are to

provide a subsidy to the urban-industrial sector at the expense of the

peasantry which receives no such advantage.

A final aspect of the state's internatioml price twists deals

with export policies. Si..11Ce most develcping countries export

agricultural commodities, these twists severely ham the rural sector.
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One significant fX)licy price twist is for the state to devalue foreign

exchange. In this process, domestic food exporters are farced to trade

in all their foreign currency earned from export; sales. But the

exchange rate they receive is considerably lower than the intematioral

exchange rate. In Argentina, for exanple, the state bank gave

domestic food exporters 5 pesos far each American doLlar , rot the

international exchange rate was about 15 pesos to the dollar .128 Since

the exporter received such a poor rate from the state, he pai.d peasants

a low price for their produce and forced down their Income, .Mrl what

does the state 00 with its foreign currency? Frequently the state

resells the currency, at below the internatioml exchange rate, to

domestic industrialists who i.mp:>rt foreign goods far their factories.

These industrialists thus gain a substantial subsidy, when they i.mp:>rt

oil, diesel fuel, heavy nachine puts, steel, or other itens

unavailable domestically.129 The overall result of these exchange

FOlicies again forces the rural sector, particularly the peasant

producer, to subsidize urban-industrial growth.

A final method the state uses to drain rural income is through

discriminatory practices in funding public projects and extending

natioml credit.BO The state funds projects such as hydroelectric

plants, roads, airp:>rts, transp:>rtation systens, health facilities, and

social prograns for all its citizens. However, airce the

urban-industrial sector consumes the most energy, uses the most public

transp:>rtation, requires roads and ai rports for daily rosiness, and

receives the most extensive social prograns, pabl.Lc projects benefit

primarily urban residents. In essence, the rural surplus is transferred
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to the urban sector because peasants pay for the public projects

through their taxes rot cannot use then. In Colanbia for example,

although the rural sector anploys 50 percent of the total workforce and

accounts for 40 percent of national Income, it receives only 13 to 16

percent of the total expenditure for pml.Lc projects. I 3l Similarly in

Bolivia, the agricultural sector has received only 0.7 - 1.9 percent of

total public investment despite accounting for 60 percent; of the

nation's workers. 13l

In terms of receiving cash leans, the rural sectcr gets

significantly less public financed credit than the urban-industr ial

sector, yet it accounts for far more of the labor force and national

income. Even Robert McNanara, former World Bank president, bas

emphasized the discrepancy. In Bangaldesh less than 10 percent of the

total institutional credit is used in rural areas, rot 82 percent of

the work force is employed there. In Thailand, the Philippines, and

MerlC() Lesa than 15 percent of the credit; qoes to rural areas, yet 76,

70 g and 47 percent of the workforces, respectdvely , are anployed

there. 132 Credit is vital to all sectors and is a scarce resource.

Therefore, when the urban sector receives proportionately more public

credit than the number of workers it anploys or the amount of national

income it generates, it is being subsidized at the expense of the

countryside.

In sum total, 15-20 percent of the rural sector's income is

transferred to urban areas through various price twists and

discr iminatory public financing. B3 This represents a substantial

income loss to a peasant family which is alreac¥ close to the marqfn,
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For landless laborers and tenants, the income 1055 is probably higher

because the greatest b.1rden is passed on to them in lower wages and

higher rents. Thus, although state transfer policies hurt the entire

rural sector, the landless, the snallholders, the ta1al1ts, and even the

middle peasantry is hurt the most. As will be discussed in the next

section, the landed elite and the wealthy peasants can gain certain

concessions such as subsidized prices and large tax breaks that

partially offset the iIrrfact of transfer policies.

In sum, the subj eet of the state taking the peasants I surplus has

a long history as the antagonism between town and cx>Untry.134 This

topic still has great relevance today and is perhaps best sumnarized in

contemporary terms by Glaucio Soares:135

It is mistaken to present the Latii.fundist; as the only histor ica1
villain who exploits peasants and keeps Latin American countries
underdevel.oped, Other social sectcrs also benefit, to a greater
or srraller extenc, from the exploitation of peasants and
agricultural workers. In nany Latin American countries••• the
urban industrial sectors are active participmts in this
exploitation and appropriate part of the surplus produced by the
artificial reduction of the peasants' and agricultural workers'
income. This allows these Latin American countries to increase
capital accumulation in spite of the fact that they are
themselves victims of a constant transfer of resorrces to the
hegemonic countries.

AgriCUltural Modernization and Peasants

But not all state fiscal policies disbenefit peasants. Although

transfer policies drain the rural sector, some investment is put back.

The state blilds roads , health clinics, sanitary water supplies,

schools, and other ptblic works in rural areas, Ad:litiorally, famine

and relief aid are frequently given to peasants suffering crop
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disaster. Finally and most importantly, the state invests in

modernizing peasant agriculture, which is a crucial component, of its

overall rural strategy. But agricultural modernization has

differential i.mp;icts upon the peasantry. The wealthier and middle

peasants benefit the JOOst, while landless and poorer peasants are not

substantially aided or may even be harmed. To explicate this contention

we must examine the two major components of the state's agricultural

modernization progran, subsidization of inp.rt:s and land reform.

state Subsidization of Agricultural Inputs. Every year, the modem

third world state spends large anoonts to subsidize tractcrs,

fertilizer, irrigation, credit, and other inputs. In SCIre instances,

free seed, fertilizer, and pesticide are given away to raise rural

productivity .136 But these prograns, benefit primarily the wealthy and

middle peasants. To explicate how and why this is so, we must divide

all state subsidy prograns into the following two broad categories: (1)

prograns controlled by a strong state which dominates the landed elite

and (2) programs controlled by a strong landed elite which dominates

rural policy. There are, of course, fluid situations when neither

state nor landed elite is dominant. But these situations result in

compromise prograns that divide the benefits between the middle and

wealthier peasants. 137 If the state is dominant, it targets subsidy

prograns towards the middle peasantry, which \olill be transformed into a

modem c::orrnrercial faIIning class.138 NE.€dless to say, only 25-35 percent

of the peasantry, primarily middle and wealthy peasants willing to

switch to capital intensive cultivation, actually benefit. The state

must single out this strata because the landless, the snall and
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marginal tenanta, and the smallholders, do not have sufficient land or

capital to use modem inputs. Moreover, the state cannot transform all

peasants into comrrercial fanners because there is insufficient land,

insufficient resoorces, and too many peasants. Thus, even though the

inmediate plight of the peasantry nay be to obtain a basic secure

subsistence, the state's subsidy progran is not intended to create an

independent self-provisioning peasantry, l:ut to create a snaIl middle

class producing a rrarketable surplus. Tha examples of Taiwan and

Korea, which are widely acclaimed to benefit the poor peasant, prove

illustrative.

Taiwan's subsidy prograns have been analyzed as progressive,

stable, and equitable. From 1947-1974, rural Ircome rose, agricultural

production grew at an average rate of 5.1 percent; and the gini

coefficient for rural irx:ome inequality declined from .286 to .179.139

These figures reflect both continued improvanent in welfare and greater

income equality than most industrial countries. Swsic;r prograns are

centrally controlled by the state through the Joint canmission on Rural

Reconstruction (JCRR). Farmers associations, encompasainq nearly

two-thirds of all Taiwan farm families, receive and distril:ute the

state inp.Its.140 Tha associations are strictly reg.tlated and adhere to

a 480 paqe manual of rules and reporting procedures. ACIiitionally,

every association activity such as credit approval, sale of farm

machinery, sale of fertilizer, or technical extensfon, has to be

approved by several layers of government. This tight control has

enabled the state to assist most peasants and transform then into

commercial farmers producing a marketable surplus.
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Although Taiwan' s experience supports the cxmtention that state

subsidy proqrans help transform the peasantry into a rural middle

class, it appears to oontradiet the contention that these prograns

benefit only middle and wealthier peasants. And it is true that most

peasants benefit in same way from various state programs. However,

there is strong evidence that most benefits flow to princip;l.lly to

middle and large landholders, while the snallholders, current tenants,

and landless, who together rrake up nearly 50 percent of the rural

population, have benefitted much less.. It is not that the state

discriminates against the poor r the state nakes suasd.dized resoorces

available to everyone. But wealthy and middle peasants are best able

to oompete for these resources. For exanple, the state provides credit

through the Farmers Associations and Land Banks, blt they base their

loans on ability to repay. strce only wealthy and middle peasants have

sufficient oollateral (land, houses, cash, farm nachinery), they

receive the tulk of the credit. Similarly, since wealthy and middle

peasants are the largest comrercdal, producers, they benef it

diSl;X)rl;X)rtionately from state subsidized prograns such as irrigation,

transp>rtation and narketing facilities, and farm rrechanization

sales.141

But if these claims are true, how does one explain the increasing

equity as measured by the gini ratio.? Although the gap among rich,

middle, and poor peasant families has decreased over the past fE!N

years, when Income is decomposed, one discovers that poor peasant

families have improved their livelihood because they have entered wage

labor e Their agricultural income, which is the best measure of being
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aided by state subsidy prograns, has not Improved relative to wealthy

and middle peasants. For example, between 1962 and 1967, wealthy rural

families increased their income by over 7,000 Taiwan dollars, we to a

90 percent increase in agricultural income. SnalJbolding Feasant

families (owning 0.5 ha, or less) increased their income by 4,000 N.T.

dollars, b.1t only 45 percent of the increase was from agricultural

incorne. 142 Thus, the direct benefits from Taiwan I s agricultural

subsidy prograns have gone primarily to the middle and wealthy

peasants ,

But this strata constitutes 50 percent; of the peasantry. ~~ do

Taiwan's prcqrans ba1efit a larger proportion of the peasantry

predicted? Because of two unique circumstances. First, when the

agrarian refrom was initiated, Taiwan had a relatiVely snaIl peasant;

population consisting of only 630,000 farm families. This snaIl size

made it economically and physically possible for the state to transform

a large segment of the peasantry into comnercdal, fanners.

AdJitionally, rural popufatdon growth did not strain the proqran ,

Although the total Taiwanese population grew by 230 percent, between

1950 and 1979 (7.5 - 17.5 million), the farm population Incresed by

less than 30 percent, 4.0 to only 5.6 million. Slow population growth

in agriculture was aided by an average of 60,000 peasarrts leaving

faIIning every year to work in the Wustrial sector .143

second, Taiwan received nassive unprecedented infusions of

AIrerican aid, almost $1.5 billion between 1951 and 1965. During this

period, the aid accounted for 58.7 percent; of all agricultural

investment and virtually funded every JCRR project. 144 AdJitioIBlly,
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Taiwan was a beneficiary of the PIA80 progran which supplied certain

countries with surplus U.S. wheat. In fact, Keith Griffin makes a

strong case that agricultural productivity in Taiwan did not catch up

to pre-World War II levels untd.L 1973, b.lt PIAOO enabled Taiwan to feed

itself.145 Why did the U.S. provide the rrassive assistance to carry

out such a broad-based subsidy progran? It was clearly because of the

fear of Ori.nese Canmunism. As Gerrit Huizer puts it:146

It appears rather oblious that the agrarian pol.Lcies in Taiwan
were designed, with tE assistance, to control the peasantry
through certain benefits channelled through organizatin from
above, in order to guarantee FOlitical stability, while facing
the influence of the example of radical reforms carried out in
the People's Republic of Ori.na on the mainland.

In sum, the Taiwanese case illustrates the strong third world

state's push to create a rural class of cornrrercial farmers. Taiwan's

subsidy progran, however, is relatively equitble. Although the middle

and wealthy peasants receive the greatest assistance, a great

proportion of the peasantry still benefits. But, as discussed above,

unique circumstances, allCMed the state to carry out such a broad-based

progran.

Sooth Korea is frequently cited as another example of the

capitalist state's agricultural modernization progran benefitting all

peasants. By 1976, Korea had become self-sufficient in rice and

barley, its mai.n staples; and between 1968 and 1971, natioral income

inequality as measured by the Gini index declined from .3045 to

.2718.147 As in Taiwan, the state closely supervi.sed all programs.

State subsidized inputs such as seed, fertilizer, credit, and technical

extension were distrib.1ted by the National Agricultural Cooperatve
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Federation (NPa') through local peasant; cocperatives, The NACF closely

monitored all activities. Most recently, the state is promoting

modernization through the Saemaul progran (New Cannumity Movanent),

which mandates villages to build irrigation, road-widening, and other

income enhancing proj ects, In nany instances the army ensures that

these proj eccs are carried out; and several state agencies guard

against any corruption.148

Although the Korean progran appaars to have benefitted the

peasantry equitibly, a closer analysis reveals this is not the case.

Betwem 1960 and 1971, rural iocorne distribution becane more equal, but

this equity sinply nasked the fact that it took several years for the

real beneficiaries of state subsidy prograns to start turning a profit.

Thus, data after 1970 reveals that "households with larger landholdngs

were able to improve their naterial well-being, while households with

smaller landholdngs experienced no per-member gains at all in real

terms. n149 By 1976, households owning 0.5 hectares or less increased

their income t¥ 296 percent, just enough to naintain their living

standard, rot families owning between 1.5-2.0 hectares Increased their

income t¥ 1,160 percent and families owning 2.0 or more hectares

increased their income by 1,817 percent. l SO In essence, poor peasants

did not benefit from subsidized seed, improved roam, special

rrachinery, and special projects. The middle and wealthier peasants who

had the right resources and adequate land were the priIIary

beneficiaries.

Significantly, the Korean agricultural modernization progran

cannot be separated from the process of Korea's industrial develcpment.
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In the 1960' s the Wustria1 sector grew at nearly 10 percent a year,

funded by the Asian Deve1q:ment Bank and U.S. aid. This rapid growth

resulted in the world's most dranatic urban migration. In 1962, 57

percent of the populataon was rural, in 1975 the population was only

38.2 percent rural, and in 1981 rural residents comprise an estinated

30.2 percent of the total population. So rapid was urban migration

that the Ministry of Health and Social Affairs attanpted to meet yoong

migrants at the tus and train stations in Seoul to persuade than to

return hane.151

This raises two questions, which cannot be discussed here in

depth, rot should be mentaored, Did the state push peasants out of

agriculture or IXJ11 than to the cities; and what happened to the poor

peasants transformed into urban workers? State price controls on

agricultural COIm'OOdities and other transfer I;X>licies discriminated

against peasant producers and caused COInJ;arative1y high Wustrial

wages.152 For example, in 1967, 1971, and 1975 an agricultural worker

earned, respectively, 25, 36, and 48 percent of his urban

counterJ;art.153 Thus, through econcmic fOllc.y, the state appears to

have used an invisible tut heavy hand in pushing peasants out of

agriculture. No careful study has been oorrlucted of proletarianized

peasants, rot it is fair to assume they form the core of the urban

sector's 1CM-paid unskflLed surplus labor 0 In essence, when the

state's agricultural subsidy proqran is linked to the overall

modernization IX>licies, two ootcornes become apparent; First, rural

in-oquity is controlled by tranferring it to the cities 0 There it

becomes an inequity between town and country or an inequity between
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skilled and unskilled worker. second, the true beneficiaries of the

state agricultural subsidy prograns are both urban industrialists who

exploit cheap labor and middle peasants who become conurercial fanners.

Both South Korea and Taiwan are strong states iIIF1ementing subsidy

programs l::ut what about situations where the landed elite is dominant?

If the landed elite is dominant, state subsidy prograns benefit the

wealthier peasants, who manipulate the prograns to their favor. At the

national level, the wealthier peasants and landed elite influence state

polic.y through their CMI1 national lot:>t¥ing groups and IX>litical

organizations.154 At the local level, state subsidy prograns must be

adni.ni.stered through existing rural organizations, such as extension

offices, fanners cocperatives, local associations. sdrce the richer

peasants and landlord:; dominate these organizations through contirol of

land and other rescurces, they can Interpret, national polic.y so that

they receive the subsidized inI;XJts, As a result, whenever the landed

elite and wealthy are OOininant, state prograns benefit the elite and a

few middle peasants.155 Several examples should be illustrative.

Between 1960 and 1975 in the Philippines, the state promoted

peasant organizations called Farmers' Cooperative Marketing

Associations (FllCCMA' s), which distrituted government subsidized

credit, seed, fertilizer, irrigation, and other inputs to the srral1

fanner. The cocoerataves were democratically organized so that, in

theory f srral1ho1ders and tenants could make sure they received state

inputs. However, the organizations soon became dominated by landlords

and wealthier peasants who knew the rules and regulations, were fluent

enough to speak to state officials, and could persuade or coerce
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tenants and other SlIal1ho1ders to vote far their neasures , As a

result, the inputs were diverted priIIarily to the wealthier peasants

and larger landholders. In some instances, landlords "kirxUy" agreed

to deliver their tenants' allotment of fertilizer blt then resold the

fertilizer to them at a hefty profit.156 '!be plight of poar peasants

was not alleviated. In fact, betweEn 1957 and 1973 in the Philippines,

the poorest 20 percent of rural families becane poorer, the middle 60

percent did not improve its standard of living, and the tcp 20 percent

grew significantly richer. The gini iOOex of inequality has actually

grown worse, rising from .34 in 1956 to .41 in 1971.157

In IriloIEsia, the state instituted Bimas, a rice intensification

proqran that distr i.bJted seed, fertilizer, pesticide, and credit to

peasants. Initially the state aclni.ni.stered Bimas through the village

headnen who distriblted the i.n{x.tts. This system, however, funneled

benefits to the small group closely allied to the headnen, priIrarily

wealthy peasants and larger landholders. The posrtaon of the poor

peasants was not improved. The progrcrn was subsequently reorganized

and peasants were instructed to form recipient; groups of several

families. However, the in};Uts were not given directly to each family

rot were given to the leading family of each group. Tb:se families

tended to be large landowners or wealthy peasants who persuaded their

tenants and clients to join their group. Tb: leading families then

obtained goverrunent seed, fertilizer, and other inp,Its far the group as

a whole, rot retained the resoorces far personal use.158 Careful

studies indicate that goverrnnent prograns have had similar fates in

Colanbia,159 Bangaldesh,160 and India.16l
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Further examples can be cited, rot the evidence indicates a clear

pattern. State subsidy prograns benefit the wealthier and middle

peasants. The greater the states's control of the progran, the greater

the IUmlber of middle peasants benefitting and the fewer the l'llJInber of

wealthy peasants benefitting. TlYa greater the landed elite's control

of the progran, the greater the number of wealthy peasants benefitting

and the fewer the number of middle peasants benefitting. Thus, the

logic of state subsidy prograns is to bet on those with adequate

resources.

~ Reform. Land reform is a vital component; of the state's

overall rural IOOdernization progran. Tb:! state tries to break up the

largest holdings and redistriblte than to peasants. This strategy

accomplishes several goals. It helps destroy the power and domination

of the landed elite. It helps Ircrease the rrarketable surplus t¥

raising the number of inJependent cultivators and E!1a.bling than to

bring unused land into production. Furtheonore, since the rural

population in develq;>ing countries is so large, redistril::ution is

necessary to improve the national living standard. Finally, in areas

where there are glaring inequities between the rrasses of peasants and

the landed elite, it is politically expedient; to enact at least minirral

redistr ibltion.

It must be enphasized, however, that land reform is not intended

to make all peasants self-sufficient and irrlependent on their own land.

Through land reform, the state intends to modernize agriculture and

transform peasants into efficient rrarket producers whoose surplus can

be used for national devel.cpment., But this cannot be accomplished with
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the snaIl fragmented plots that characterize peasant self-provisioning

agriculture. For one thing they produce little market surplus, For

example, in India holdings of less than 2.5 acres sell 24.5 percent of

their produce, wt fams of 50 acres or more sell 65.4 percent of their

output.162 For another, peasant agriculture is believed in=apable of

sustaining its owners at an acceptable standard of living, incapable of

feeding the nation's growing popUlation, and i.rv:apable of modern

efficiency .163 Otto Schiller sums up these biases: nIn its

consequences for the living and nutritioml standards of the nasses,

agricultural production is especially aggravated l:¥ the fact that the

yields per unit of land are low. The reason for this does not lie in

poor natural yield corXiitions wt stans from the fact that faming is

almost exclusively in the hands of snaIl fanners and tE!1aIlts, woose

dire lack of capital and low education level complicates the

introduction of progressive faming methods. n164

In essence then, the state's land reform must be aimed at the

middle peasant because that is the only segment of peasantry with

sufficient resources to become modem and efficient comnercdal,

producers. Thus when the state eu};i1ernistically claims that land reform

is targeted at the snaIl and poor famer, it does not mean the landless

or narginal peasant, it means the middle peasant. Rainer Schickele

clarifies the state's position with regard to the small famer:165

To avoid misunderstanding: We have discussed the adaptability in
principle, of SIr"'-l1 fams to modem faming technology in
develq>ing countries. This adaptability, however, requires that
the fanner has a farm large enoogh to introduce modem practices
and that he has access to the various inJ:Uts, fertilizer,
machinery, and other supplies and equi.pcment; he needs for
utilizing his land and labor fUlly and efficiently. There are
many farms which are too snall for going far in this direction.
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An agricultural develcpment progran, therefore, must arrange for
abolishing such dtlarf farms,

'!be state's land reform then, ooes not not intend to help the great

masses of peasantry rot Intends to provide middle peasants with

holdings of Sufficient scale to becxnne snall COI'IIIlE!rcial farmers;

But few land reforms succeed even in a moderate redistriJ:ution

aimed at the middle peasant; What determines the state's ability to

carry rot such a reform? Hung-chao Tai, after examining the prograns in

nine oountries, contends that it is political oommitment, that the

"willingness and readiness of the political elite to mobilize all

available resources to carry out a reform progran--is of critical

:irnp:lrtance, outweighing all other factors. "166 Camnibnent, however,

seans not to be the crucial facta:. As argued throughout this chapter,

the modern third world state is already committed to a thorough

mednm-scal,e land reform because it will assist modernization efforts.

The IOOst iJntx>.rtant factor in detemining whether a state will be able

to carry out its ideal reform is the state's power relative to the

peasants and the landed elite. As Antonio Ledesna points out, nIf

political elites are behofden to the landlord class as their nain base

for I;X)Wer, land reform beoomes a dress rehersal. If elites look to the

peasants as their main base for power, land reform becomes an agrarian

revolution. n167

Although agreeing with Ledesma that the power base is crucial, I

have one najor qualification. In capitalists states, which the

analysis is limited to, peasants can play a crucial role in helping the

state transform the agrarian structure into snaIl conererciat faDlls.168
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The peasantry, however, cannot push a capitalist state into a total and

equitable redistri.b.1tion of all land. There are two reasons for this.

First, whenever a reform is implemented, certain peasants benefit

irnnediately and then are no longer interested in reform. If these

peasants obtain medi.um-sdzed holdings, they will resist any further

redistribltion that wcul.d j ecparadize their gains. HU30 Blanco 's

experience with the peasant unions of La Ccnvencion Valley in Peru is

instructive. Peasants who obtained land left the peasant union thus

destroying its effectiveness. Hugo Blanco thereupon started another

peasant union specifically aired at helping the poor and landless.

second, if there is revolutiorary change brought about by peasant

protest, as in Viet Nan and China, then total redistri.b.1tion occurs

under a socialist state and not a capitalist one. Iooeed, a

comprehensive and meaningful redistri.b.1tion that wOlld irclude the poor

and landless and wOlld create a self-provisioning peasantry, wwld be

antithetical to the capitalist state. Not only wOlld it disrupt dtate

att.enpca to integrate the peasantry into the national econcny , blt also

it woul.d disru:ft capitalism's market base. As a consequence all land

reforms enacted under a capitalist state benefit only a segment of the

peasantry. If the reform is controlled by the rural elite wealthy

peasants and a few others benefit; if it is controlled by the state the

middle strata benefits.169 It is no wonder, then, that land reforms

under capitalist states have not substantially altered the land tenure

situation for the masses of third world peasants. 170

To support; the basic contention that land reforms carried out

under capitalist states benefit prirrarily the middle strata of
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peasants, several reforms will be briefly examined. First, the

reforms of Peru and Colanbia will be presented to help clarify and nake

concrete the contention. Then, we must examine the two noteable

exceptions, Taiwan and Korea, which are widely acl.airred as model land

reforms benefitting all peasants equitably. Since they appear to

contradict the model, they must be examined closely.

Peru exanplifies the situation of a strong state suppor ced in its

land reform efforts by a relatively well organized peasantry. When

reform efforts began in ernest in 1969, the landed elite was a powerful

force, with the largest landholders rornprising 0.4 percent of the

popul.atii.on tut owning 76 percent of all farm land.l7l The state,

however, was also lXlwerful as a modem well-organized military had just

assumed control of the goverrunent. AcHitionally, the state was

supportied by strong peasant, organizations, the Anerican Pcpular

Revolutionary Alliance. (APRA) in the coastal region and several peasant

unions in the centiral, sierra. Aided by these organizations, the state

passed a broad-based reform and expropriated the Imrenee coastal sugar

plantations and the huge agricultural estates in the central sierra.

'Ibese holdings were given to workers and tenants who, under state

guidelines, transforrned than into modem sugar 00operatives and

rnedi~sized family farms. Fitzgerald estinates that sane 80 ,000

workers and 270,000 rural families benefitted greatly, receiving

ore-half the productive potienni.al, of Peruvian agriculture. l n

The combined strength of the state and the peasantry thus brought

about an extensive land reform. But beneficiaries of the reform were

limited to the middle-class and peonanent sugar wokers; Once they
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obtained agricultural holdings, the reform was halted. Thus, middle

peasants workers, former landed elite, and wealthy peasants, comprising

30 percent of the rural population, were transformed into a new strata

of middle coIIl11ercial famers. The state even protected this new strata

with extrEmely liberal land ceilings: 150 hectares of irrigated

coastal land, 1500 hectares of coastal grazing land, and in both the

Selva and the Sierra, 15-55 hectares of irrigated land or 30-liO

hectares of unirrigated land.173 A great proportion of the peasantry

served as the state's power base and took part in the reform efforts,

rot only the middle strata benefitted. Over 700,000 families of

landless workers and poor peasants and abalt 2.5 million Irrlian

peasants in the Sierras, constituting 70 percent of the peasants,

received little or nothing.174

Colanbia illustrates the situation where the landed elite

dominates the reform progran. In Colanbia the state is relatively

weak, the peasantry is disorganized, and the landed elite is extranely

powerful, with 5.1 percent of the families own 70 percent of the total

land area.175 As early as 1936, the state enacted a land reform law,

rot it did not alter the extreme corx::entration of land. Then, in 1961,

spurred on by the violence and the rising pressure from opposdta.on

political parties, the state enacted Law 135, which provided for the

expropriation of unutilized or underutilized land. The law also

created a new agency, the Colanbian Institute of Agrarian Reform

(INCDPA) to implanent and enforce the law.l 76

But the landed elite was still strong enoogh to block INCDPA.

Attanpts to redistril::ute land to the approxiIIately 175,000 landless and
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the approxirrately 1 million poor srcallholders was hindered at every

step. In 1971, after 10 years of reform, INCDIi\.' s accomplf.shrrerrts were

marginal. A total of 88,200 families received title to 2.7 million

hectares of land; and over 77,000 of these families had simply squatted

on land from rrarginal state surplus. Only 200 ,000 hectares of

productive agricultural land had actually been expropriated.177

A perfect example of the lanced elite's power to prevent

meaningful reform was the Narino No.1 project. In the project area,

there were extensive unutilized estates. INCDPA planned to expropriate

the largest hacendados who owned either contiguous estates of 4,000 to

6,000 hectares or 10 to 15 plots of 100 hectares or more. The landed

elite responded swiftly to these plans. Trey formed the Narino

Assocdatf.on, which t:-Ut extreme pressure on the state and obtained the

help of a national lobbying group, the Society of Colanbian

Agriculturalists. The two groups effectively halted all

expropriations. Two years after the project was supposed to end,

INCDPA had managed to purchase only 4,000 of a planned 30 ,000 hectares

and to settle only 151 of a planred 3,000 families. l7 B

Peru and Colanbia illustrate, respectively that (1) a land reform

carried out by a strong state with the aid of the peasantry benefits

prirrarily the middle and wealthy peasantry and (2) a land reform

dominated by the landed elite benefits few peasants and is mainly a

palliative. But there are two third world capialist states, Taiwan and

Korea, which have enacted land reforms widely acclaimed as model
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proqrans benefitting all peasants equitably. If we are to support, the

original contention, then the cases of Taiwan and Korea must be

explained.

Taiwan is a strong state that implemented a thorough

land-to-the-tiller progran after World War II. Betwe61 1948 and 1959

the Ni'ltionalist government expropriated landlord holdings above 6

hectares of paddy and 12 hectares of dry land and sold than to the

tenants at two and one-half times the price of its anmal, yield, with

generous repayment allowances.17 9 By 1960, when the reform was

completed, 26 percent of the farmland was redistriJ:uted to 360 ,000

families comprising 44 percent of the rural population. one t61ure

situation was dranatically altered, as illustrated below:

Table 4.1

Tenancy Before and After Reform, Taiwan (farm households)

Owners and Part-owners

Tenants

Landless

365,000

231,224

43,521

(57%)

(36)

( 7)

661,000

118,8~

38,551

(81%)

(14)

( 5)

Source: Russel King, Land Reform: A Wocld Survey (Boolder:

westview, 1977) , p. 213 •
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The result of the land reform was to transform the peasantry into

smal.L, rot prosperous middle-class fanners. Bel:.Weal 1976 and 1978, the

average Taiwan farm was only 1.2 hectares, but the farmers cropped with

the highest intensity in the wa:ld and their average capital

expenditure per hectare was nearly 5 tiIreS that of the Iowa fanner. l SO

Based on this glowing macro-economic data, nany evaluations have

concluded that the Taiwan land reform was progressive, beneficial, and

equitable.18l

A careful analysis of the aggregate data does lead one to con::lude

that a broad sector of the peasantry benefited from the land reform.

But this data also conceals that landless workers, tenants, and

smallholders have not benefitted. In fact, a survey taken after the

conclusion of the land reform indicates that their position actually

deteriorated.182 This is not surprising since the major 1953 reform

was a progran intended to give tenants ownership of medium-sized pl.ots ,

rot was not intended to help the landless or or iginal srralJholders. As

a result, the tX>sition of these peasants has become in::reasingly

precarious. Many are unable to earn a decent Livel.i.boodr only 30

percent; of those owning up to 0.5 hectares consider fanning their

primary activity; and their number has declined steadily as they are

forced out of agriculture. l 83 By 1961 when the reform corrrl.uded, some

250,000 snallholding families, 110,000 tenant families, and 39,000

landless worker families, constituting 47 percent of all agricultural
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households, could not pai.nt; to an improvenent in their living

standards .184 When the poorest peasants are taken into oonsideration,

then, the land reform seens less than equitable.

But rrany peasants did benefit from the reform. Aa:::ording to

agricultural censuses, the number of medium-sized farmers owning from

0.5 to 3.0 hectares increased by 140,000, rising from 35 to over 50

percent of all lal"lCholders. 185 Aoother 140,000 families were able to

purchase an average of 0.5 hectares of public land. Woo were these

280,000 peasants? Unfortunately there is no detailed survey

information that unambiguously identifies certain groups. But there is

no question that the beneficiaries have beoome a middle peasantry. In

fact, various ethnographers l;X>int out that they are no longer peasants.

Rather, they are "snaIl scale entrepreneurs who aim to naximtze the

profitability of their fanns according to the rrarket about which at any

particular tine they are rather well informed. 186

The overall Impact; of the Taiwanese land reform then, has been to

benefit approximately 280,000 households, constituting 35 percent of

all agricultural families. Together with the original middle peasants,

these beneficiaries have been transformed into a new middle strata of

snall yeanen fanners, comprising 49 percent of all agricultural

households and owning 81 percent of the cultivable land. By any

standards the land reform has achieved dranatic results. But sirrply

because it has amply benefitted a large middle strata of peasantry does

not justify or provide a rationale to disregard the condition of the

poorest peasants. SIIallholders, current tenants, and landless

laborers, who constitute 48 percent of the agricultural households b.1t
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control only 5.2 percent; of the land, have not benefitted from the land

reform.187

Like Taiwan I s land reform, Korea's progran is frequently cited as

an ideal model, and in some instances is criticized as being too

equitable and having gone too far in achieving rural equality. Th=

basic 1950 reform law set a ceiling of 3 jungbo (.99 ba.) on all

landholders and redistril::uted their excess land to tenanta,

smallholders, and landless workers. 188 The law also abolished most

forms of tenancy. Wban the reform was completed in 1964, 577,000

hectares or about one-third of all cultivable land had been

redistrihIted to 1.6 million families (about 66 percent, of the rural

popul.ataon) .189 The iJnI:act on tenure was as follows:

Table 4.2

Tenancy Before and After Reform, sooth Korea (Hwseholds)

Pre=refqrm (1948) Post-reform (1965)

Percentage of owners or part-owners

Percentage of tenants

Other

Source: King, .I.enQ Reform. I;P.222-3.

48

49

3

93

7

In addition to making tenants owners, the reform maintained the

equitable srrall-faz:m character of Korean agriculture, whereby Korean
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peasant families cultivated individually on srrall and medium size

fams. 190 Since these farms used only family labor, the holdings

t.ended to be small and of roughly equal size. By simply transferring

ownership to the actual cul tivators, the land reform naintained the

relative equity of the pre-existanq system. Wl'at then, was the net

impact of land reform on peasants? One excel.Lent; analysis concludes

that landlords, constituting 4 percent of the rural population, lost

considerably from the land reform; middle and wealthy peasants, naking

up 16 percent of the agricultural households, neither lost nor gained~

and poor tenants and smallholders consitituing the remaining 00 percent

of the popul.atdon benefitted by an average income gain of 30

percent. 191

The Korean progran thus appeers to have benefitted the great mass

of peasantry and seems to refute the corrcentaon that land reforms

iiiiplenented by a strong capialist state balefits only middle peasants.

HOWelJer, whe."1 two crucial factor s are oonsidered, the Korean land

reform does not appear quite so equitable and beneficial.

First, although it is true that most peasants initially obtained

land, the long term trend is towards a recoocentration of land into

medium-ai.zed holdings. BetWea1 1960 and 1979, snallholdings (0-0.5

ha.) as a percentaqe of all holdings declined from 42 to 30 percent.

Medium size holdings (0.5-2.0 ha.) increased from 50 to 61 percent, of

all holdings. In teDmS of numbers, 360,000 snallholdings disapI;eared

and were replaced by 120,000 rrediurn holdings. 192 Over 200,000

snallholding families had been squeezed out of agriculture. But even

these figures do not present an accurate assessment. Aa:ording to
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surveys, disguised illegal tmancy ranges from 13.5 to 27.7 percent.193

This means that the actual. percentage of medium and large landowners

might be 27 percent higher than cited I:¥ official figures, while poor

tenants might actually constitute one-foorth of the rural populataon,

In other words, despite the claims that land reform aided the poor

peasant, this strata of peasantry has either been farced out of

agriculture or has become landless.

A second factcx that must be considered when evaluating the Korean

land reform is agriculture's role within the state's overall

modernization progran. In the state's schane, top priority went to

urban develcpment and exp:>rt-led industrialization in order to take

advantage of Korea's ample labor supply. Therefore agriculture's role

was to serve as a source of capital and surplus labor for irrlustrial

develcpment. Land reform aided greatly in these endeavors. On the 000

hand, agricultural capital was transferred to industry through land

compensation. The state ronfiscated land from large landholders and

repaid them in goverrnnent bonds redeanable within a few years. However,

because the bonds could not be used for rollateral and because the

state was usually late in redeeming than, many landlords were forced to

sell the bonds to blsinessmen and irrlustrialists at only 30 percent of

face value.194 The industrialists later collected the full amount from

the govermnent and invested the capital in various industries. On the

other hand, many peasants were forced out of agriculture and into urban

wage labor I:¥ the state's land purchase terms. The state sold the

confiscated land to the peasants for 150 percent of its average annual

yield. Since pa.yment had to be completed in 5 years, each peasant had
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to give the state 30 percent of their crop each year. But in addition,

the peasant, as full owner, had to pay land tax and bear all other

cultivation expenses previously shared with the landlord. The amount

was just too much. Many peasants, particularly };X>Or sna11ho1ders, were

forced into debt and had to migrate to the city to become iOOustrial

wage laborers.195

Thus when one amsiders the Korean land reform in overall

perspective, it can be seen as qui.ce danaging to peasant interests.

Russel King sUI'l'lIlarizes this pers{:ective:196

There are, however, other ways of interpreting Sooth Korean land
reform. As in Japan and Taiwan, the dominant snaIl-fam
orientation of reform was related to the Alrerican eorcept of
danocratisation of rural life as a polic.y against oommunism. But
the rural sector is now very much a secorXlary oonsideration.
SiIx::e the land reform sooth Korea has deve1q>ed into an
industrial nea-co1ony of Japan and Alrerica. Labror-intBlsive,
foreign-contro11ed industries take advantage of a cheap labour
pool continually fed by rural-urban migration. SCllth Korea IS

land prob1ans are now not those of tenure and inequitable rights
in land rot of adjustments in a semi-industrial society with
urban incomes nearly twice those of rural.

Who then benefitted from the land reform? Certainly some middle

peasants benefitted because they were able to expand their holdings.

But the big winrers appear to be urban tuainessnen and industrialists

who obtained both capital and cheap labor. The costs of the land

reform had to be borne by the poorest peasants.
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m2. I961a
.s.im Holding Number ~ %Area r..."'umber l. %Area

Landless 41 ,657 5.2 38,551 4.5
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Swtotal 189,149 23.7 148,101 17.4
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Table 4.5

Distrioo.tion of Farm households by Plot Size, Korea

Nunber % % Area Nunber % %Area

l.ill. lill.
Less than 0.5 985,830 48.8 824,000 41.2
0.5-1 558,411 Z7 .6 666,000 33.3
1-2 334,587 16.6 376,000 18.8
2-3 141,387 7.0 106 ,000 5.3
3 or more 20,800 1.4

lill lill.
Less than 0.5 932,615 42.7 154,816 43.0 18.0
0.5-1 781,910 35.8 689,745 31.1 29 .2
1-2 372~970 17.1 445,632 20.1 35.9
2-3 93,401 4.3 122,441 5.5 15.9
3 or more 3,034 0.1 5,551 0.2 1.0

lli.Q. ~
Less than 0.5 1,008,624 42.9 16.7 900,840 35.9 12.4
0.5-1 706,689 30.1 Z7 .9 793,864 31.7 2£J .7
1-2 485,933 20.7 37.0 643 ,305 25.7 40 .5
2-3 141,371 6.0 17.3 139,599 5.6 15.3
3 or more 6,889 0.2 1.2 29,291 1.2 5.1

l21l 1m
Less than 0 05 809,808 32.6 11.4 690 ,983 29 .0 10.3
0.5-1 786,268 31.7 Z7 .3 828,157 34.9 29 .1
1-2 645,156 26.0 41.1 617,897 26.0 40.8
2-3 120,126 4.8 13.4 111,717 4.7 12.8
3 or more 36,212 1,5 6.8 35,982 1.5 7.0

l2li
Less than 0.5 643,577 29 .8 11.1
0.5-1 764,203 35.3 30.1
1-2 555,630 25.7 41.0
2-3 89,733 4.2 11.5
3 or more 26,778 1.2 6.3

SOORCES: Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry, Yearbook of Agriculture
sn9. Forestry Statistics, liS?, W.48-9i 1976, W. 2£J-7i
Korea statistical Yearbook. 1980. p. 95i Smg Hwan Bal ~
£!Jo., .EYW Deve1ognent, W. 294-6.
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CBAPl'ER V

A THEORY OF PEAt3AN'l'~

The preceeding cbapcecs have detailed the process by which

capitalism and state expansion create a fluid situation of change that

provides peasants with new cprorttmities and confronts than with rew

vulnerabilities. In order to take advantage of these opportuni.taes or

to shelter thanse1ves from the vulnerabilities an Ircreaainq number of

peasants become interested in acting together rolitical1y.1 But having

such an interest does not mean peasants will act. 1'reir action depends

on their specific social, econanic, and political circumstances, which

not only mediate the process of state and capitalist deve1cpment, rot

also provide than with the power to mobilize.

The overall model then, contends that peasant movements anerge and

deve1cp as the result of: 1) state policy and capitalist devel.cprrent;

generating interest in collective action, 2) the specific structural

circumstances both modifying these interests and providing peasants the

power to act, and 3) peasants actualizing their rower and interest

through the process of mobilization. strce chapters 3 and 4 have amply

discussed the effect of state and capitalist deve1cprent on peasants,

this chapter will deal only with the peasants' social and economic

structure and the mobilization process. Before proceeding with these

tcpic:s, however, peasant movanent must be def Ined,
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Dennition .Qf Peasant Movements

A peasant movanent is an interrelated series of

deinstitutioralized collective acts which peasants carry oot to improve

their status.2 Several aspects of the definition must be elaborated.

First of all, a movanent is collective, it involves a group of peasants

who act together to Improve their conuoon situation. Tre group may be

well-organized or infcxmal, and it may or may not be able to articulate

or defi.re specific goals. But the particiJ:Bllts collectively identify

their actions with improving their status. Cooperative action such as

organizing self-help groups, collectively demanding a larger share of

the crop, dananding a return of traditioml rights, or dananding new

rights, help peasants realize and achieve their conunon goals. In

contrast, iOOividual acts such as migration or individual negotiation

with the landlord constitute atanistic actions that do not create

solidarity • Su::h actions are not collective and do not farm a

movanent.

DeinEtitutiomlized collective action is neither state sponsor ed

nor takes place through fc:cmal channels of. redressing grievances.

Deinstitutioralized action does not, far exanple, include voting far an

opJ;X>sition candidate, enrolling in a legally sanctiored p)litical

party, or joining a state cooperative. Although such actions may be

collective, they are sponsored by the state or sanctiored as part of

approved p)litical behavior. A peasant movanent is undertaken by

peasants, although ootsiders may be key leaders and may part.i.ctpate, A

peasant movanent, however, is the effort primarily
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of peasants woo go outside the institutiomlized channels of reform to

try and change the existing situation through collective action.

COOsequently deinstitutiomlized behavior includes land invasions,

danonstrations, autonanously organizing a village cocperative, social

banditry, confronting the landlcrd or state officials, and organizing

an irxlependent peasant; unfon, All such acts are peasant, initiated.

Moreover the peasants do not use the existing avenues of protest bJt

mobilize their own power,

Aoother aspect; of the definition must be emphasized.

Deinstitutiomlized action is not limited to violent spect.acufar

eVE!1ts. 3 It also irx::1udes organization bJilding and actions such as

creating self-relp groups or meeting in snaIl gatherings to discuss

common problems. 50ch mmdane activity, although not receiving much

attention, is a far better irXiicator of peasant; action at the grass

roots because it provides an avenue of protest that is safe enoogh to

mobilize many peasanta,

A peasant, movanent is further defi.red not as a single act rot as

an interrelated series of actions, sustained over a per'Lod of time.

Although one dranatic act such as a land invasion often becomes the

focal p:>int of p:>litical analysis, other collective acts led up to the

more visible event. Each act provides a bJilding block that makes

future action possdbl.e, Peasant movements then, must be viewed as

processes that can Increase or decline in intensity and partici};Btion,

and can evolve into varioos farms.4

The phrase, "improve their status," implies two fiml poi.nts ,

First, it implies that peasants evaluate their situation and
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consciously choose a strategy of working together to improve it. In

other wareS peasants are COIn];:etent p:>litical acccrs, The p:>litics they

engage in is not a simple reaction blt is a process of creation.

Peasant movanents then, involve peasants thoughtfully and consciously

particip:lting in acts of deliberate p:>litical will. A very strong bias

against this notion pervades the social sciences. Deinstitutiomlized

collective behavior, such as peasant, rebellion, is perceived as a

mirdless reaction to a frustrating situation. Participmts are viewed

as mthinking and non-planning reaeta: s, Cnarles Tilly argues that

this bias systematically pervades the social science cxmventiom1

wiman on protest. As he puts it:5

Moot dis:::ussion of rebellion and food center on tbe hydraulic
model: hareShip Ircreases, pressure t:uilds up, the vessel busts.
The angry irXiividual acts as a reservoir of resentment, a cordurt
of talsion, a boiler of fury. But not as a thinking, p>litical
man q>erating on prin::iple•••The hydraulic view of Protest (and
not only in the case of the food riot) grows from a sense of
ruscorceptaonss that both hareship and rapid social change
generate lmdifferentiated talsions which fin:] expression
varioosly as crime, mamess, protest, or group disintegration:
that p:>litics only comes into being when nan starts acting
se1f-cons:::ioos1y in terms of parties and prograns at a natiom1
level: that ordinary pecple are Lncapable of sustained political
thought, t:ut are moved to collective action by Impul.se , Although
such views receive their fullest exprression in ideologies of the
Right, they do not belong lmique1y to any political position:
they are, in fact, part of the common-sense sociology of orr
ti nme.

This study challEnges the conventfora t wisdan. It asserts that

peasants are thoughtful creative aetas, that peasant; movements

represent cons::ioos1y planned strategies through which peasants hope to

improve thei r status.

The second p:>int is clo::ely related to the first. The definition

implies that peasants, in carrying out action to improve their status,
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are not only acting in their econanic interest, rot also fighting for

what they consider to be their legitinate right. Status refers both to

the peasenta" econanic poartd.on and their right to that position as

individuals in the society. The definition thus contends that peasarrts

not only act as ratioral econanic maximizers, rot also act fran

prirx:iple, fran presuned rights, from ncrms of justice. Janes Smtt,

probably the staunchest advocate of this view contends that justice and

injustice must be central to any analysis of Feasant rebellion and

protest. In analysing several peasant rebels he notes that thei r

action is based on imignation, which means they are motivated to

action by the inherent legitimacy and rightness of their posdt.Lon, As

Scott explains: "The rebels we cited above were fighting for land and

subsistence which they took to be their rights. To interpret their

actions and motives in tenns of irrlignation is to accord then a sense

of values, equity rights, and normative p-irpose which we accord elite

political actcrs as a matter of course. n6

Peasant SOCiety snQ Peasant Movements

Up to this point the analysis has focussed on how state and

capitalist deve1cpnent create a dynamic context of change which raises

peasant interest in changing the situation. Of equal Importance,

however, are the s~cific cirannstances of the peasantry, The social,

economic and political characteristics and relationships of a Feasant

community mediate state and capitalist deve1cpnent thus intensifying,

reducing, or otherwise; altering peasant interest in collective action.
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For exanple, a peasant COIIIIIlt.nity's class structure, patron relations,

and structure of agricultural production fEt the precfse

vulnerabilities and opportunities far different groups of peasants and

therefore deteonine which peasants are intersted in collective action

and how intense is that interest.

~ circmnstances of the peasantry also detemine its power to act

in its interests. PC".ier refers to (1) the physical rescurces necessary

to take action and (2) solidarity that facilitates oocperative

organized action. For exanpl,e, characteristics of a peasant commmrty

such as p'pulation, class, and the di.stance from author ity provide

peasants with the resrorces necessary to act. Other characteristics

such as COIIIIIlli1al relations, patron relatons, and consciousness

detemine solidarity. 'l."re ensuing analysis will present II aspect..s of

peasant society that provide peasants with specific interest in

collective action and the power to mobilize. The analysis also focuses

on the dynamics of how each of these elements changes over tine, thus

changing the totential far peasant movements e

~ structure

Class is the most imp:>rtant factcr in assessdnq collective

interest and power because it is the most powerful deteonirant of how

groups of peasants are likely to fare under capitalist expansion and is

a direct iIrlicatar of resorrces, Other aspects of the peasant

structure intensify or cross-cut class mterests and power and will be

discussed in tum.
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Employing the classification in chapter 1 (middle, poor , and rich

peasants) let us consider which class is most interested in collective

action. Moot speculataon centers on middle peasants, the group that

Eric Wolf defines as iooePendent SIa1lho1ders who are caught in between

a traditiora1 existence and a rapidly changing market eoonany. On the

ore hand their livelihood depends upon a fragile set of traditiora1

relationship:! consisting of mutual aid, family production, patrorage,

and cornmtna1 rights to fccest, water, and pasturage. On the other

hand they are irx:reasingly subj ect to cornnercia1 relations and

exactions of the state which di.srupc their social insurance, abrogate

their ccmmmal, claims, and sunder their patrorage. BecaUSE of these

forces impinging on their lives, middle peasants have the greatest

interest in collectively altering their situation. 7 '!bay also have the

resources and imependence to act, since they are not completely

beholden to landlord;) or others.

But the middle peasant that Wolf envisions is not the middle

peasant that I con:::eptualize. His middle peasant is closer to one

category of poor peasant, the narginal srrallho1der, wOO will be

discussed later. The middle peasant in this study has subsidiary

resources and is either a c:omnercial producer with m:dium sized

holdings, or is a tenant with both medi~sized holdings and a secure

lease. The middle peasant is targeted by the state to become the new

rural class of comm:rcial producers and thus it receives the bJ1k of

state benefits. This group then, is likely to have a constantly rising

income directly proportiore1 to its control of prodnctive resoorees.8

It is not interested in intense or radical action. Rather the middle
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peasantry is interested in mobilizing collectively to take advantage of

new q>IX>rtunities and danand new ones. Charles Tilly has on

interesting perspective on this contention:9

Corrnnon sense says that the rich mobilize cx:mservatively, in
defense of their threatened interests, while the poor mobilize
conservatively, in search of what they lack. Camnon sense is
wrong. It is true that the rich never lash rot to snash the
status quo, while the poor sornetirres 00. But the rich are
constantly IOObilizing to take advantage of new opportunities to
maximize their interests. Too poor can rarely afford to.

Although I do not claim that the middle peasants are rich, they 00 have

the resources to mobilize.

Thus the middle peasants are extranely interested in initiating

movanents as capitalist develq>rnent proceeds. But they are not

interested in high levels of action. Th:ir interest is in petitioning,

organized meetings, formation of interest groups, and limited

cooperative effort. Su::h activity nay provide a catalyst for

collective action poorer classes and may provide model.a of activism.

AOOitionally, where the landed elite blocks agrarian reform, the middle

peasantry nay ally thanselves with poorer peasants to give initial

i.Irp:tus to a broad-based rnovanent. Generally, however, alee middle

peasants obtain their own limited objectives, they oppose the poorer

peasants danands for more comprehensive reform.

Poor peasants have the strongest inteIeE·t in collective action and

potentially are the IOOst radical rural elanent. '!bare are three

categories of poor peasants: the landless, narginal

cenanca/sharecroppera, and narginal srrallholders. The landless are the

most vulnerable group; their income is totally dependent on favorable

agrarian conditions and the wage labor situation. Urrler capitalsit
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deve1cpment they suffer first l::ut have the least to fall back on.

Their interest is quite clearly to alter the existing situation.

Moreover, sfrce they can most effectively advance their status i:¥

collectively pressuring their anployers, they are extranely likely

movanent candidates. l O Roy Prostennan nakes a more sweeping

contention, claiming that -landlessness is the single most imp:>rtant

factcr in revolutions, which as defi.red here cover most of the majcr

internal upheavals of this century. -II In sum, landless peasants are

interested in intensive movanent activity, rot they lack the rescnrces

necessary to act.

Marginal tenants/sharecroppers ferro another category of poor

peasants. Although better-off than landless laborers, they share the

same vulnerability and lack any real power, UrDer state and capitalist

deve1cpment, this group has a clear interest in collective action,

especially to obtain tenure security or direct ownership. Treir

interest in collective action is height€21ed because the conflict

between tenant and landla:d is perfectly clear: the higher the rent,

the lower the tenants I Ircone; It is also quite "clear to the tenant

fanner that he could raise and sell his crops just as well with the

landlord gone as with him there. "12 Finally, as Jeffrey Paige points

out, tenants and sharecroppers are essentially wage laborers reduced to

extrenely low in:omes I::¥ the allnost limitless danands of Landl.ords

pressured I::¥ narket compsta ton. As low-level wage earners, they can

achieve improvanent only through collective action. Thus they are

interested in part.i.cdpatfnq and initiating high levels of action,

POtentially leading to radical change.13
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Marginal smallholders are small peasant owners producing primarily

for subsd.stencer they are equiValent to Wolf's middle peasant. Their

production is stable l:ut their income declines because they lack the

subsidiary resources necessary to stabilize and improve productivity

and therefore cannot oompete on the narket against wealtheir

landholders. Tre rna.rginal smallholders, however control their own land

and thus have sufficient internal leverage to enter into sustained

rebellion. Tre greatest movanent p:>tential thus lies with this class.

But this oontention is controversial. Paige argues that narginal

smallholders are fierce oomp:!titiors for scarce rescercesr they percive

individual progress in terms of zero-sum confIicta, Treir interest in

collective action is thus limited. Irrlividuals ranging from Karl Marx

to U.S. state department officials have nade similar otservations.

Marx's dictum of the landholding middle peasantry is well-know.14 Less

well-known is u.s. conventioral wiooom. A state department official

reveals it when explaining the rationale far insisting on land reform

in El Salvador: "Trere is no ore more conservative than a snaIl farmer,

We're going to be breeding capitalists like rabbits. "15

The classic resolution of this debate is provided by Hanza Alavi.

He contends that smallholders are imeed the najor acta:s in rebellion.

Encased in the traditional mode of peasant production, they become the

most militant and have the the greatest interest in movanents. But

this only during initial stages of action. Once limited goals are

achieved, the snallholder becomes a brake on movement and supports the
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status quo.16 The marginal smallholder then, has the greatest interest

in initial intense action. But this interest is limited and does not

include the more radical demands of other poor peasants.

Finally there is the rich peasant, who owns more land than can be

cultivated with fcmily labor, has subsidiary resoorces, and has others

working fer him either as tenants or laborers. Little can be said of

rich peasants. Like the middle peasants, their Ircome rises in direct

proportaon to their productive resoirces, They are interested in

proactive mobilization that helps maximize their gains. Their interest

is thus in fcrmally ccganized action such as fccming consurcer

associations or lobt¥ing groups to represent then natiomlly. More

than likely, however, a rich peasant has the resoorces to appropr i.ate

gains in:Uvidually and does not need to particiI;ate in collective

action. The rich peasant moreover, supports the landed elite and is

opposed to lower class movements. This class plays a crucial role in

hiooering intensive peasant movanents aimed at radical change.

But what of the dynamics of class change. Three elements bring

about the restructuring of rural classes: popul.atf.on growth, capitalist

devel.cpment; as mediated by the particular structure of agricultural

production, and changes in state J;X)licy. As population increases, the

number of peasants in each class Ircreases proportiomtely. But the

productive assets of each family are divided among larger numbers thus

forc:ing some peasants into lower classes. The tendency for peasants to

slip into lower classes, however, is partially offret by the steadily

rising surplus generated by capitalist expansion. If peasants can

capture a large 510ugh portion of the surplUS, they can retain or even
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Increase their productive assets. ~ prime issue then becomes which

peasant classes are likely to accumulate what proportion of the

surplus. As just dis:::ussed, i.n:ome is dependent mainly on class

structure, which detennines the social and econanic relations that

allow peasants to reproduce or Ircrease their in:ane. The structure of

agricutural production, which will be dis:::ussed shortly also affects

income distrl::ution. Finally, the tendency for peasants to fall in

class also depends on changes in state p>licies such as land reform and

agrarian modernization which may favor certain classes over other's.

Population Pressure £nQ rnegyality

Pq;>ulation is a crucial aspect of the peasant structure, affecting

both peasant power and interest in collective action. ~ underlying

basis of peasant power is popul.atdon, Tre greater the number of

peasants in dny class, the greater thei r power, strce poor peasants

are most interested in movanents bringing about structural change, the

greater their nunoers relative to other groups, the more power they

have to initiate movanents at high levels of action.17 The popul.atii.on

of marginal snallholders is particularly impJrtant. Although their

interests are more limited than other poor peasants, they have the

"tactacal mobility1l and leeway to provide the critical inq;etus at the

beginning of a mcvanent.18 Trerefore, even though they may reduce the

p>tential fa: significant structural change, a certain percentage of

marginal snallholders in the class structure is critical to empower

initial peasant action. Middle and wealthy peasants oppose lower class

movenenta, T"rerefore, when their numbers are greatest, the potential
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for low intensity fc:cmally organized movanents Ircreasea, rot the

FOtential fer intense action declines.

Generally, where high popul.ataon density creates resoorce

scarcity, peasant vul~rability is in::reased and interest in collective

action is intensified.19 Eric Wolf calls the burden of too many pecple

the danographic crisis and describes it thus:20

China numbered 265 million in 1775, 430 million in 1850 and cl.oee
to 600 million at the time of the revolution. Viet-Nan is
estirrated to have sustai.red a popufetd.on of betweE!'l 6 and 14
million in 1820; it had 30.5 million inhabitants in 1962 •••Cuba
had 550,000 inhabitants in 1800; by 1953 it had 5.8 million.
PopUlaitoo in::reases alore and by themselves have placed a
serioos strain on inherited cultural arranganents.

Because the vulrerability of high popul.ataon falls so heavily on the

poor, their collective interest in altering the situation is most

intense. However, high popul.ataon also intensifies competition anong

poor peasants and they become divided by irxlividual interests. UnJer

the pressures of high populataon, middle and rich peasants are

interested in maintaining their status and thus their cpposition to

lower class movanents is ir:tensified.

Resoorce scarcity, however, is caused not only by an "expfcdi.nq"

popUlation placing physical limits on resocrce availabili ty, rot also

by i.r:equality• Pressure on the land, fer exanple, is caused largely by

land con::entration. In Peru, Bolivia, Colanbia, and other Latin

American countries, land is held by a snaIl elite who prevent peasants

from obtaining owrership.2l Even in countries often characterized as

cverpopul.ated in relation to available land such as Bangladesh,

Indoresia, and India, a major cause of scarcity is extrene inequality
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of landownership. In these countries, the ILO oorcjudes that land

redistritution is necessary both to reduce poverty and Ircrease

productivity.22

More generally, the problan of i~ality may be understated while

that of excess popul.ataon overstated. Although there are probably

areas where popul.ataon density poses the greatest threat to

subsistence, to rtrl knowledJe, this has never beEn anpirically

danonstrated.23 Certainly there are studies that use aneccbtal

evidence to show that overpopul.atfon causes resoorce scarcity. But

these studies do not anpirically test wheter the actual problan is too

many pec:ple or too great inequality.24 There is one exception:

William Durham's study of the Soccer War between Hooduras and El

Salvador. Durham exanines whether this so-called "popukatdon war" and

"hunger war R was caused by El Salvador's "high populatfon densaty and

exploding populataon, n or 1:¥ land con::entration. 25 Tie analysis

reveals that land scarcity in Latin Anerica's most densely FOpulated

mainland country, was caused "mt so much by the rapid growth of the

popul.atd.on after 1892 as the trend toward;) land con::entration that

created a scarcity of land far the majority of the agricultural

popul.atacn, "26 The great inequities fccced El Salvodorean peasants to

occupy land across the border in Hoodouras, thus setting off the war.

In analysing peasant interest in movanents, then, one must exanine

resoorce scarcity in terms of both population dynamics and the changing

levels of inequality.

A final issue regarding populatdon must be elaborated.

Overp:>pulation has bem con::eived of since Mal thus , essay in 1837 as an
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independent problem that threatens mankind.27 Today numerous scholars

present the same argwrent, describing the situation in such jarring

phrases as -the populatdon 00nb," the "silent explosion," and "breeding

ourselves to death. "28 The rhetoric is terrifying. Julian Huxley for

example says: "The essential point is that overpopulation is a world

problem so serious as to override all other world problems, such as

soil erosion, poverty, nalrutrition, raw naterial shortages,

illiteracy, even disarmament, The future of the whole hunan species is

at stake. 1129 A widely read text book proclaims: "Unrestrained

population growth is the priocipli cause of poverty, nalnutrition and

environmental disruption, and other social problems. Indeed we are

faced with iIrpmding catastrophe•••seen a desperate situation

necessitates draa:mian action to restrain popul.atfon growth. "30

Oveq:opulation is thus seal as the world's major problem.

Large popul.atdons do pose serious problems for many third world

nations and do intensify poverty, However population is not the root

problem. such a simplistic notion was di.smi.ssed by Marx 140 years ago

when he noted that "every spectal, historic mode of production has its

own specdal, laws of populatdon historically valid within its limits

alone. "31 In other wores overpopulataon is merely a symptan of the

forces of the larger social and economic system. Within capitalism,

the social and econanic pressures of the market generate poverty and

inequality. In turn poverty and inequality qenerate high

};X)pulations.32

'lbis situation can be explained in third world nations by

examining the pressures facing poor and middle peesanta, Order
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capitalist develc:prnent, land and other productive resources are

concentrated into the hands of a few, thus leaving the poor peasants

with only their labor power, In order to get ahead, the poor must

Ircrease thei r labor, and the only way fer than to do so is to have a

large fanily. Mahood Mandani danonstrates the utility of having many

children: sons and daughters hire out as field laborers, yamger

siblings graze cattle, fetch water, perform odd jots, and also wak in

the fields during peak labor All children make a valuable contrIbrtaon

to supporting the family-the more children the greater the family's

chances of success. 33 Middle peasants and srrallholders are caught in a

similar bind. Canpetitive pressures fccce than to maximize their

Lnccme or lose ground to others. In order to maximize Income, they

must put more labor into the faDll cperation, which meens they too must

have nany children. As ore peasant explained to a popul.atrion

researcher: 34

Just look around. No one, without sons or brothers to help him,
fanns his land. He rents it oot to others with large families.
Without sons, there is no living off the land. The more sons yOl
have, the less labor yoiu need to hire, and the more savings yen
can have•••A rich man invests in his machines. We must invest in
our children.

In essence then, when competdtdve econanic and social forces reduce a

peasant families resources to its labor power, and when those same

competitive farces make greater labor ootput the only way to stay

afloat, large families become 2. necessity ,,35

Based on this contention, what are the dynamics of p::>pulation

change in the Third World? Pcpulation in the third wccld is likely to

increase at its current anmal, 1-2 percent growth rate, until poverty
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and inequality are reduced. 36 Even if these two problans are

alleviated, population will expand at current levels for another two

generations because of the structure of age distribution.37

Two factccs, however, alleviate population pressure in rural

areas, migration and land reform. Migration i~reases as opportunities

in urban areas are perceived to rise and as q>portunities in

agriculture decline. IrXlividuals perceive greater urban opportunities

as the state transfers the rural surplus to Lrdustiry , and as iooustry

expands during the rising period of the long cycle. As will be

discussed in the next two sections, agricultural opportunities decline

as the structure of production becomes more competitive and as and the

rate of technological adoption Increases, Iald reform and other reform

FOlicies, reduce the pressures of an expanding population 1:¥

redistributing more evenly vital resoaroes, State policies of

redistribJtion depend on the changing power balance in the nation. 38

Structure .Qf. Agricultur.f!l Production

The structure of agricultural production is instrumental in

generating peasant interest and power in colleetive action. In this

regard, all peasants are inbedded within a predominant structure of

productive relationships that determine to whom they owe their aurplus,

how the surplus is appropriated, and

how the surplus is shared. The structure of production directly

affects tenants and landless by imposing particular kirXls of econanic

relations on then. But it also affects midOle peasants and narginal

snallholders because it detennines the intei'lsity of state Chid
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capitalist develcprnent and the tendencies toward:; {atterns of change.

In this respect the general dynamic in all structures is toward:; a

concentration of resoorees into the hands of the wealthier. But the

rate of change and the {articular way it is accomplished differs in

each structure. 39 Foor types of agricultural production are prominent

in the oontemporary third wc:cld:

1. First is~ capitalism, characterized by a high degree of

tenancy where a landlcrd has nm interest in naximizing agricultural

production tut merely acts to maximize his own surplus. n40 The

landlord simply squeezes his tenants far the greatest rent without

attanp:.ing to improve the land. Several corrlitions contritute to the

growth of rent capitalism: market value and productivity of land are

high; the crop is labor intensive; labor is cbeapr there is high

popUlation pressure on the land; there are no appreciable economies of

scale; the crop cycle is less than ore year.41

Rent capitalism intensifies capitalism' s competf tdve pressures on

all poor paasants , Tenants are pressured to increase productivity

because they have to constantly nake greater rent payments or be

evicted in favcx of another tenant or landless family. This puts wage

pressures on the landless since tenants must cut costs to retain their

land. The snallholder must also match the increased market competa tion

and thus is pressured to take risks and borrow rnorey to improve his

land. However, sirce snallholders are in such weak financial

p:>sitions, the regular fluctuations of the :narket frequently put than

into debt and lanCUcxcB and others will try to obtain their land. As

a resUlt, dynamic changes are likely to be a rapidly growing number of
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tenants on increasingly serall parcels, a declining number of

smallholders, a rapidly growing semi-proletariat needing to supplement

their farm income through wage labor, and a slCMly growing number of

completely landless.42 If population growth is high the rate of this

change will be Increased, However, if state FOlicies such as land

reform and subsic¥ prograns benefit the poor , the process will be

slowed. Generally, poor peasants in the rent capitalist system have an

intense and rising interest in altering the existing situation.

However, the very. conditions that create rent capitalism also

foster intense competition among the peasantry. Landlords will use

this competition to encourage cross-cutting interests. Trey will

selectively rent their land to tenants who identify with them and deny

access to peasants who are [Xlt€!ltially movenent, participmts.43

'lherefore the {X>t€!ltial power of poor peasants is great, rot their

internal rivalries must be overcome to act. 'Iba quality of conununal

relations, peasant consciousness, and the degree of external support;

are thus irnp:>rtant factors in contrit:uting to peasant power to act in

this pattern of production.

2. Entrepreneurial capitalism is the second form of agricultural

production and is at a polar poai.tdon from rent capitalism. In this

system, greatest profit is made not from increasing rene, rot from

direct COIIIlreIcial production. Middle and wealthy peasants and

landlords thus modernize production and transform most landholdings

into efficient conunercial farms ranging in size from small yearan to

large capitalist. Barrington Mcore proposes a famous hypothesis about

this structure of production. He argues that nwhere the landed upper
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class has turned to production for the market in a way that enables

commercial influences to penneate rural life, peasant revolutions have

been weak affairs.44 Similarly, Paige contends that systems

characterized t¥ commercially producing snallholders, yeanen, and

capitalist fanners generate "reform amunodity movenents ;" Trese

movanents do not involve radical danands fer redistribltion, ror do

they involve intensive action.45 Aa:::ording to Moore and Paige then, a

structure of entrepreneurial capitalisn is in=OI!Ip;l.tible with broad

parci.ctpataon or intense movanent interest.

But this generalization must be severely qualified. While it is

true that wealthy and middle peasants benefit significantly under

entrepreneurial capitalism and thus do not have great interest in

movanent particip;l.tion, the reverse is true for poor peasants. This

systan fosters intense competition which forces out the least efficient

tenants and those snallholders with the fewest resources while putting

wage pressures on the landless. Tre dynamics of capitalist develcprnent

thus move tCMard3 land consolidation into efficient parcels; a steac¥

Increase in the number of rnediunrsized and larger cormrercial holdings,

a growing rural service class, a decline in the number of srrallholders,

and a rapidly growing rural proletariat being squeezed by labor-saving

techniques. 46

The C¥namics of encrepreneuria'l capitalism in the concanporary

third world thus severly strain the livelihood of the large peasant

popul.ataons, Unlike the situation in England, Japan, and Taiwan,

where a rapidly expanding urban secta and a vigorous cottage industry

provided no~agricultural jots for the displaced peasants, most third
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world countries can provide few alternatives for the poor. This

structure of production thus intensifies poor peasant; interest in

movenents. However, their power is limited because both the middle

peasantry, which benefits from this structure of production and the

state, which is interested in preserving it, oppose then.

3. 'lhe third pattern of production is the hacienda ¥tem, where

the landed elite controls huqe tracts, but for one reason or another

does not IOOdernize agriculture. The rrajor characteristics of the

systen are a small peasant populataon, low land values, unutilized

land, and extrane land corx:entration. secause of these facters

hacienda owners can naintain profit only through coercion and monopoly

control of land which force peasants to accept servile wages and

working conditions. Cmsiderable has been written about the mechanisms

that perpetuate hacienda working conditions: tmants owe labor

services to the hacienda such as l:uilding roads, digging wells, and

providing domestic services; they are forced to roy goods only from the

hacienda store; they are not allowed to purchase land; they are

intimidated by hacienda thugs; and their children must work off any

inherited debts.47

Under the pressures of capitalist develcprrent, hacienda owners put

additional blrdens on their tenants and workers to naintain profit

levels thus further intensifying peasant vulnerability. But the state

and the bourgeoisie pressure the landed elite to reform the hacienda's

economic and p::>litical control. This tension is resolved as the

balance of p::>wer shifts. If the power balance shifts towards the state

and the bourgeoise, or if the state has a fairly high carrying
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capacity, it can pressure the landed elite towards moderate agrarian

reform. In this case, there wwld be a tendency towards moderate land

reform, with the haciendas becoming snal.Ier , a new middle peasant class

anerging, rot no signficant change for the majority of poor peasants.

If the landed elte ranains the most IX>werful group and is intransigent,

peasant interest in collective action is intensified. But peasants are

relatively IX>werless.

Middle peasants and srrallholders living near the hacienda also

have an interest in collectively altering the situation because the

hacienda takes up so much pri..ne land and is so dominant in the area.

As in rent capitalism, however, their power is limited by the

hacienda's continuing tactics and repression to minimize peasant

organization. Moreover, all peasants must stay in the good graces of

the hacienda which controls most productive resources , In this pattern

of production then, peasant power is likely to be weak and atomized

unless there is a pre-existing structure of commmal relations or

unless there is a sudden loss of hacienda power.48

4. The final pattern of production, juxtaposed to the hacienda,

is the plantation system. Jeffrey Paige argues that the plantation

differs from the hacienda in three ways. First, tmlike the hacienda

which is labor intensive, the plantation relies on processing

machinery and other field equi.pcment., Second, the plantation is

organized around a wage rather than a servile labor force. Thus the

plantation does not use coercive social mechanisms to bind peasants to

the operation. Finally, unlike the hacienda, the plantation has an

expandable Income, Its owners can increase productivity and income by
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investing in technologic innovations. 49 Given the plantations

expandable Income and its flexibility toward:; labor, it is likely to

compromise with peasants and give than corcesaions, Therefore the

plantation does not intensify peasant, interest in movements. Rather it

interests than in formally organized movements, };artiClJlarly unions,

which can successfully negotiate greater corcessfons,

However, the interest of nearby snallholders and middle peasants

in collective action is intensified. The plantation monq;x>lizes the

best land thus forcing Independent; peasants to compare for less

productive areas. Moreover, under the pressures of capitalist

devel~t, the plantation continually expands its enterprises.

GeOrge Beckford spells out the dynamics of plantation expansion: land

is needed for develq;;ment of agricultural infrastructure, there is a

tendency to absorb related industries such as cransportatdon and

marketing, there is a tendency to diversify, and there is a t6'ldency to

absorb snaller plantatons and amtiguous land.50 The dynamics of the

plantation system, then t.end towards a concentration of the best land

into the plantation, with iocreasing pressures being placed first on

snallholders and marginal tenants, then on middle peasants. This

results in a slowly iocreasing proletarianization of peasants , some of

whom are hired as seasonal and permanent; workers. The rise in

employment creates a growing class of semi-proletariat, partially

dependent on the plantation. Thus nearby peasants are interested in

more intense collective action. However the ability of the plantation
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to provide jots and other con:::essions divides peasant power, Only when

plantations are put under extrane pressures making it i.nq;x>ssible for

them to grant corcessdon is peasant power and interest united.

Technical status .Qf Agriculture

The level of nechanization and the bio-technology that are

prevalent in an area comprree agria.J1ture ' s technical status have a

strong bearing on peasant movanents.51 The basic argument is that,

within .tm context .Qf g capitalist economy, a higher technical status

intensifies poor peasant vulrerability by (1) increasing landlessness

and (2) reducing anployment cpp>rtunities. This intensifies the

interest of poor peasants in movenent activity.

The alienation of land and consequent proletarianization of poor

peasants ~re dynamic tendencies of capitalist develcpment.52 But a

higher technical status accelerates this process by raising land values

and therel:¥ encouraging wealthier peasants, Lendl.or ds , and outsiders to

extend their landholdings. Snallholders are most vulrerable to land

alienation because their snaIl-scale puts than at a disadvantage in

competing for the complimentary resrorces necessary to compete in the

market. 53 When the level of technology is high, tenants are also

proletarianized. The higher technical status in:::reases the lands I

profitability and makes it worthwhile for Landl.or ds to evict tenants

and COIIIIIercialize cperations with hired labor. Theoretically then,

adoption of improved technology in:reases production, rot Increases

incentive fcc lancUcrcs and wealthier peasants to capture the Increased

surplus by extmding thei r control of land.
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But a note of caution must be added, Ad:>ption of new technology

does not transfa:m poor snallholders and tenants into a rural

proletariat overnight. The process is inexorable rot slow. It

involves rising Lrdebtecness, in::reasing pressure to sell land,

conflicts between tenants and lmdowrers, fights over eviction,

sani-proletarianization, and most i.m};x>rtantly, the will of the the

peasants and the -fierce tmancity with which they will attan:t;t to hold

onto their land, est:ecially in the atscence of substantial anploynent

opportunities. -54 Far exanple, T.J. Byres corc ludes that in India

proletarianization is definitely hastened by the new technology, rot

the process is slow griming: 55

We have seen, then sane of the characteristics of p;lrtial
proletarianization that have been at wcrk in the Indian
countryside: a process not initiated by certainly hastened by the
operation of the I new technology I. That process has added to the
already large JlJIIIber of completely landless laboorers: sane
dispossesd tenants, some poor peasants who have sold land, an
unknown munber of ruined village artisans and craft.sIren. It has
not done this on a large scale, however. Rather, its more
significant contribltion has been to throw into increasing wage
anployment large numbers of poor peasants woo continue to own
some land, and to bring sane sharecroppers near to the state of
pure wage Labour,

A<xepting this perspectave I am sceptdcal, of asa:rtions that

proletarianization is not occurring.56 Such assertions asSUIIe that

there must be a dranatic ria: in land alienation and land

concentration. But this perspectave igncres the reality of the social

process in which peasants gradu;:l11y fall into debt: become

semi-proletarianized, sell sane of their land, and finally lose their

land.57 This slow transformation is documented by a l'llInber of

carefully written case studies analysing the effects of the green
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revolution on peasant producers.58 If one only scrutinizes natioml

data, however, there will be ambiguities. Not only are there data

problans such as deliberate falsification of records and the

difficultues of surveying and assesainq land,59 but also few studies

are concerned with the transformation of peasants into laborers from an

historical perspectave, In general this reflects a systenatic bias.

Planners and develqpment specialists are not concerned with whether

peasants lost their land or whether this is an unjust situation that

should be corrected, TlEy are only concerned with the situation as it

exists and thus study the question of row production can be

increased.60 A higher level of agricultural teclmolocy also reduces

anpl<JyIISlt opp:>rtunities. There is a powerful, cx>unter-argunent to this

assertion. It contends that mechanization-using tractors, combines,

etc.- reduces anployrnent tut adopt.Lon of biologic teclmology-high

yielding varieties of grain and complinentary inp.rt:s-~nnitsmultiple

cropping which increases productivity and labor requiranents. In a

careful study, for example, William Bartsch distinguishes between

biologic teclmologies and techniques of cultivation. He concludes that

by aoopting biologic innovations tut retaining traditioral techniques,

labour requiranents can be increased. 61 A number of other studies

similarly conclude that mechanization displaces labor tut biologic and

complimentary Lnprt.s creates jobs. 62

Regardless of this distinction, the net results of acbpting new

technolocy in third world countries has been to reduce labor danand.63

A global ILO study, for example, examines rural poverty and finds that

landlessness, the green revolution, and unanploynent are clos:ly
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associated. 'l:'re study first eomludes that "a process of

i.mIX>verishment has taken place" in which rural dwellers "have beEn

systematically narginalized or proletarianized. "64 It then identifies

a najar ~rt of the problem: " Over all, the Green Revolution has

failed to rai se significantly the demand far wage Labour, OftBl laboor

has beEn displaced and where the demand has been raised it has beEn

absorbed by under-ucfl.Lsed family time rather than with hired

laboor."65

In gBleral then, the higher the lelTel of agrarian technical

status, the greater the labor displacanent. This is not to say that

there are no cases in which the use of biological techniques have

irx::reased labor requirements. WCere only biological improvanents are

implanented there is probably an Ircrease in anpleJyIreIlt. But the

overall empirical context of state and capitalist develcpment has

clearly linked mechnical and biological innovations.66 Tre ;eality of

the economic process is that the wealthier and middle peasants are most

likely to adopt the green revolution package; they are also likely to

follow up this productive advantage with labor-saving techniques. Such

techniques are in fact necessary if large and middle landholders are to

fully realize the Profit potential from aCbpting green revolution

techniques. Tle major productive advantage of the green revolution is

multiple cropping. With several crops a year, speed is essential

dUring harvesting, clearing, and replanting so that each successive

crop can be aceomodated, Extranely high labor in};Xlt is thus needed for

short peak periods and this creates an ironic situation: brief periods

of acute labor shortage and high wage rates, combined with generally
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high levels of rural unernploynent. To avoid the cost and uncertainty

of obtaining labor, there is considerable i.Inp:!tus to mechanize

operations. 67 But the essential p:>int is that distinctions among

different kirds of technology are irrelevant. Technology is aCbpted

where it is profitable. To nake a profit it is necessary to

(l)naxi.mi.ze production while cutting labor costs and (2)accumulate

surplus which means investing in machinery rather than p:l.ying wages.

Within the context of capitalist develcprnent then, the process of

technologic aCbption, at sane pomt, displaces labor ..

Central to the discussion of technolgy and peasant rnovanents is

the dynamic of technologic change. In the capitalist systan,

technology is aCbpted where it is profitable, and in the third wcrld

there is always sane technical advance that improves profitability

either by contrib.1ting to capital accumulation or by reducing labor

requiranents. Galerally then, the technical status of agriculture

increases proportionately to the rate of capitalist expansion. But the

structure of production influences the rate of aCbption.. In the rent

capitalist systan, technical advances are not greatly profitable

because labor costs are low. The rate of technical change will thus be

considerably slower than capitalist expanaion, Moreover the large

number of tenants and landless makes labor displacenent a tx>tentially

explosive action. State p:>licy, however, may alter this situation. If

state p:>licies subsidise technology and pacify the fX)litical action of

displaced peasants, aCbption becomes profitable and the rate of

technical change increases. If the state is powerful eilough to effect
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these changes, technical adoption will transform the rentier systan

into an encrepreneurdat ore.

In the Sltreprmeurial capitalist systan, technical change is

directly proportioml to the rate of capitalist expansion. But this

rate is heavily influenced by state subsidization policies, the extent

and f<rm of which depend on the balance of power, In the hacienda

systaIl, technologic change is slcmed or stagnant because the landed

elite firXls it profitable to rely on its control of land and labor. If

the state is powerful or has a large carrying capacfty, it may Irduce a

more rapid pace of technical change. In the plantation systan,

technical change will occur slowly so long as labor is cheap. HowE!'\Ter,

if psasants become ccganized and danand in=reasing wages, technical

change will occur rapidly. State subsidization of inputs will also

Increase the rate of technical change.

Patron Client Relations

Patron client relations affect both peesant; interest and power in

movanent partici};ation. As discussed in chapter 3, patromge provided

a qenernl, soorce of security for ma.'1Y peasants. Those benefiting fran

traditioml patronage were the poor and those in eoologically

vulnerable regions; they were closest to the margin and most subject to

subsistence pressures. However, because patromge also

institutioralized a system of elite stratification, it limited

opportundtaes to middle peasants , to those with sane rescerces, and to

peasants wit.l1 access to good land. Ccnsequently, the interests of
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middle and poor peasants differ depending on how patrons react to state

and capitalist devel<:prnent. There are three possible patron reactions.

First, there are sane patrons who retain traditioral patroraqe

even under pressures of COInJIercialization. I wrold speculate that such

patrorege can be maintained only during very early stages of capitalist

development when the right to subsistence still has local priority and

only during a rising period of the long cycle when profits are still

quite high. If traditiorel patroraqe is maintained, than Ircreased

vulnerability fcc poor peasants is reduced and they are less interested

in mcvenenc rarticip:1tion. But wealthier and middle peasants are

denied access to new cpJ:X)rtunities and are interested in formally

organized movenents to obtain access. 68 Peasant power in this

situation is reduced. Tre patron ranains the central point of peasant

interaction strce be cx>ntrols scarce resorrces, Peasants are

integrated with him bJt not with each other and a structural

interrelationship, known as a "triangle without a base, n is created.

At the triangle's apex is the patron, At the base are all his peasant

clients who deal with the patron as individuals. 69 So long as this

patronaqe is naintained, peasants will have difficulty securing

internal leverage to change.

A second possibility is that patron services will decline tnt

mechanisms of stratification will renai.n, This pattern of patroraqe is

most likely to occur in the rent capitalist and hacienda structures of

production. In these structures, patrons must continUally squeeze

peasants far greater and greater rents. Peasants will also be expect.ed

to fulfill their traditioral obligations rot not receive Insurznce
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relief or other benefits. If this is the case, the interest of all

peasants to part.Lcdpate in movanents is intensified. Poor peasants

will lose a vital soorce of subsistence relief and will have an

interest in intense action. Middle peasants will protest their denial

of rew cppcrtu.."'ties and will resist providing the patron any free

services. Uroer such coooitions, the p:>tential far peasant p:>wer is

great sirx::e camnon interest unite the peasantry. However, patrons must

ircrease their means of social control and will try to selectively

coopt peasants. If peasants are to actualize their power, they must

overcome internal rivalry.70

A final {X>ssibility is that patrons ratioralize their

relationship3; they drop all patroraqe rot also allow relatively open

competitive practices. This situation is most likely to occur in the

plantation and entrepreneural structures, where it is most profitible

to aoopt pure market relations that free patrons from any obligation to

clients. In these systens, patrorage declines at a rate directly

proportiIora.L to capitalist expansion. Sirx::e middle and wealthy

peasants benefit significantly from this situation, they are not

intensely interested in movanents. Poor peasants, on the other hand

are greatly interested in collective action. HowelTer, their power is

diminished as the various peasant classes are divided.

In each structure of production, state {X>licy is also instrunental

in deteDilining changes in patroraqe, As the state expands its

authority into rural areas, it enables patrons to drop their

traditioral obligations and acbpt the relationships that are most

profitable. But the state also tries to reform ablsive labor practices
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as part of its agrarian reform. Cmsequently, the s~cific changes of

patronage in any system depend heavily on state expansion and state

p:>licy, which, in turn, depend on the nation's power balance.

Communal Relations

Relations among peasants are another crucial decermfnant; of

peasant interest and power in collective action. Most analyses, focus

on the strength of communal relations. Sane authors argue that strong

conununal relations deflect peasant interest in p:>litical rrovenents

because they ensure a more equitable redistritution of internal

resources thus reducing the pressures of state and capitalist

develc:pment. 71 Others poi.nt; out, how€ITer, that the same communal

relations provide solidarity for peasants thus enp:>wering then to

act.72 Finally, other analyses FOsit that all peasant societies are

stratified and that comnumal relations are mechanisms used by elite

peasants to maintain inequity. Therefore peasants who have strong

conununal traditions are intersted in rrovenent activity-to free

themselves from a rigid and oppressive system.73 Thus there are

several contradictory assertions about how the strength of conununal

relations affect peasant p:>wer and interest.

But there is a flaw in this reasoning. Peasant interest and power

are not influenced so much by the strength of conununal relations as by

their quality. As discussed in chapter 2, communal relations have

three basic qualities: they naintain a system of stratification, they

provide insurance, and they maintain collective welfare. Depending on
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the degree that each quality exists in comnumal relations, interest and

power in collective action is increased or decreased.

'll1e more that cormnunal relations preserve the existing systan of

stratification, the more interested middle and poor peasarrts are in

intense movanent activity. In this instance, communal relations are

similar to deteriorating patron client bon:1s, with richer peasants

forming an elite strata that collectively controls community-wide

institutions such as feasts, week details, and allccation of lccal

resources. UIXier the increasing pressures of state and capitalist

develcpment, these relationships maintian the status of the elite rot

pass on the oosts to the middle and poor peasanta, Moreover, if

relations preserve the inequities, the oonum.nity i.s likely to beoome

increasingly polarized and the injustice of the relations will become

readily apparent; Poor and middle peasants are intensely interested in

action to alter these relationships. As with patron-cl.Ient;

relationships, however, the power of the middle and. poor peasantry is

diffused. Interrelationships are focussed on the elite and there are

few direct ties biriiing than. Moreover, since leadership rol.es have

been taken by the elite, possiblity for internal leadership among these

groups is unlikely and external support; will be vital. Given this

situation, internal power far movanent particiFStion is minimized.74

The more that communal relations are daninated by insurance

schemes such as cocperative labor exchange, savings associations, or

anergency lean socieities, the less interested are peasants in movanent

activity. Tl'ere is a quite straightforward reason for this. The

objective of insurance is to share risk so that the unfortunate will
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receive a little assistance from everyore to offret their loss.

Coosequently if corranunal relations involve extensive Insurance schemes,

they tmd to deflect the i.mp:lets of state and capitalist develcpment by

distriblting the irx:reased vulrerability. There is an Importent,

addendum. Insurc;nce presupposes that participmts share the same

vulnerabilities, have relatively equal ancunts to lore, and can make

equal contribltions in case of disaster. Therefore extensive camnmal

insurance systans can operate only where peasants are relatively equal

in status. wrere there is inequality, mly sporadic Insurence schemes

can be established and a limited nunt>er of peasants can be protected.

Although reducing interest in movanents, Insurznce schemes enhance

peasant power, These relations Increase solidarity by strengthening

cocperatfon anong peasants, give peasants leadership and organizing

experience, and provide vehicles for oollective action. However in

many peasant, COIlln\1.U1ities:, there are rnunerous Insurence schemes and they

divide peasants into snaIl groups. Although this situation does not

enhance peasant, power as much as village-wide insurcnce, it can

significantly facilitate movanent organization, provided that most

peasants belong to sane Insurence cocperative. The numerous snaIl

organizations ferm :fX)tential l:uilding blocks that can be used to

recruit participmts in movanent activity.75

Finally, the more that communal, relations are based on maintaining

collective welfare, the greater is poor and middle peasant interest and

It must be ~...l...,..,.~_.....=l t-h;,.f- t""nll 01'+; u,:>
~'I.t'J-&~..... c.. .....- ---- -- .-.:

welfare in this oontext refers not to subsidies given to the

disadvantaged, rot to the relationships involved in two activities:
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collectively maintaining ~n assets such as marshes, pords, meaCbws

and fields; and cocperating to wild roads, water reserves, and other

civic works. In such instances, comnumal resoorees are used to

advance or maintain the livelioood of all. Uroer the pressures of

state expansfon and capitalist develcprnent, the resoorces become

vulnerable to claims by ootsiders and stronger members of the

community. Tre interests of the community to act collectively against

such challmges are thus clear.

Peasant power is also Ircreased, Tre ooc.peration needed to roild

and guard common resoorces ensures pre-existing structures of

solidarity and organization.76 Tre comnu.nity can thus mobilize, using

the existing organization as the springboard to action. Eric Wolf

describes the reponse of such oommmities to state and capitalist

develcpnent:77

'.l'b:! organization of the peasantry into sel~administering

communes with stipulated resp>nsibilities to state and landlcrds
created in both cases veritible fortresses of peasant; tradition
within the body of the country itself. Beld fast I::¥ the
surrounding structure, they acted as sizzling pressure-cookers of
unrest which, at the manent of explosion, vented their force
outward to secure more living-sI;ace fer their custcnary corporate
wfXj of life. II

Thus the more that communal relations are based on collective welfare,

the greater is peasant; power and interest in oollective action.

Under pressures of state and capitalist develc:pment, commenaL

relationships are constantly shifting.. As the market expands , both

insurence and welfare schemes are Iikely to decline.78 Welfare becomes

iocreasingly difficult to maintain because wealthier and middle

peasants firil it profitable to step oontrituting to broad schemes of
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assistance. AdJitiorally, as the state expands into rural areas, it

assumes increasing resp:msibility for energency relief and other

assistance and also protects peasants who E!1d thei r oommma),

contritutions.

Insurance schemes are also likely to decline proportiomtely with

the rate of capitalist develcpment. However, because Insurance can be

individually bEneficial if participmts are relatively equal and have

transferrable resrorces, cocperative labor exchange and other forms of

insurance are likely to persist anong snaIl groups of peasantry with

established traditions of cocperation.

<:ammJnal relations perpetuating stratification are also likely to

decline. State FOliey establishing property rights nake physical

perpetuation of class differences unnecessary. This does not mean that

stratification will disappear. <:bite to the contrary, peasants with

the mos!: resorrces are likely to make the greatest advances. Elite

conununity manbers thus do not need to enforce restrictions on other

peasants to maintain their status. neir power and prestige is

perpetuated through the econonic forces of the market, rot through

FOlitical and social dani.re.tion.

Ecologic vulnerability

Areas with precarioos ecologic conditions-inadequate rainfall,

clay soils, mamtainClls terrain-as well as areas with great

vicissitudes in weather-storms, floods, drouqhts-e-pose p;rpetllal

existential probl.ens fer all classes of peasants.79 Arr:f further

deterioration or rise in vulnerability created by state and capitalist
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develqJmeIlt intensifies peasant; interest in altering the situation.

Ad:Utiomlly, disasters, which are most likely to occur in ecologically

vulnerable regions, place the state in the weest light and "reveal

goverrnnent ineptitude or its unwillingness to help its citiza.s."80

Peasant interest in movanent particitBtion is likely to be intense.

Peasants not only protest any new exactions by the state or elite, rot

also mobilize to danand that the state supply than new stabilizing

inplts such as fertilizer and irrigation.

Isolation fIQm Authority

Eric Wolf argues that peasants in peri};heral areas, geographically

ranoved from centers of state control, are more prone to collective

action and a resistance of state authority.8l Peasants in these areas

have the mobility and ~};X>rtunity to organize movanents without

};X>tential or actual state interference. In essence, their power is

greatly enhanced.

But geographic isolation fran the state does not always mean that

peasants will €!1gage in movanents. In the first place, the more

isolated an area is fran state authority, the more likely it is to be

peripheral to the market and less pressured by state and capitalist

develcpment. Nee only are landlords and elite likely to respect local

claims on resources, rot also compstdtve market pressures are less.

Isolation can also act as a double-eeged sword. Although peasants may

have more mobility relative to the state, the local elite nay be

completely daninant and exploit the peasantry. In this case, the elite

is so powerrul , the peasantry cannot act without sane kim of state
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intervention. Thus the effect of isolation must be viewed within the

context of the peasantry" s overall social and econanic relations.

Reinforcing Cleavages

camnon lan<.J.lage, religion, ethnicity, and kinship sUH?ly what

Gertz calls -primordial sentanents" to the borda which link p:!asants.82

These characteristics provide attachments which facilitab~ cocperataon,

organization, muutual support and incurred obligation. The value of

reinforcing cleavages becomes most apparent; in n:!gative terms.

Stirring fundanental animosities, religious, ethnic and lan<.J.lage

divisions not only make organization and coq>eration difficult, but

also lead to factioml feuds and civil strife.83 Insofar as these

feuds do not aim at improving the peasants existing cordttaons but only

to satisfy long-standing animosities, they divide peasant; power. On

the other hand, reinforcing cl€aVages may be so strong that they mark

an entire seC}Ilent of a nation as a distinct enclave, which initiates a

separtist movement.84 Quebec, the Basques, and Miroinao are exanples.

Cleavages in this case contribute to power and interest in collective

action. Often, however, these movements are neither feasant initiated

nor intended to improve feasant status. It is only when reinforcing

cleavages unite peasants against dissimilar landlcrds, elite, or

central author i ty that ore can speak of a peasant movanent. In

Algeria, Burma, surratra, Kenya, and the Belgian Ccnqo, domination by

culturally and ethnically dissimilar colonists provided powerful unity

for peasant; collective action.85 But reinforcing cleavages are not

independent detenninants of feasant interest. They facilitate
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organization rot cannot of thanselves generate interest in a peasant;

movanent. As Landsberger puts it, "cleavages other than economic ones

may be of critical i.np:>rtance•••depending on whether or not they

coincide with, or cut across class lines. n86 When cleavages add to the

separation between a rorninant class and peasants , they contril:ute

greatly to peasant solidarity and enhance the probability for formally

organized intense action.

Consciousness

Consciousness is oftm pcstufated by Marxist theor ists as the

prerequisite fer solidarity leading to class based revolution.87

Consciousness in this sense refers not simply to a recognition of

economic interests rot to an interactive process in which peasants

perceive of thanselves as a class opposed to an antagonistic overlord

class and actively struggle to rid thenselves of their oppressors. B8

True consciousness then, is the dialectic product of intellectual

perception and practical action. Ccnsciousness here is used in a much

simpler fashion: Peasant J:X)wer for collective action is enhanced the

more that peasants recognize their common interests and have knowled;Je

of how to act on then.

Peasants may seldom have a class consciousness in the the Marxian

sense rot that roes not nean they are unaware of their common

situation. Poor peasants, in particular, can plainly see that their

livelihood is controlled by others who naintain their status through

peasant labor. In this regard, the peasantry has a rich tradition of

folklore, religion, and culture that por crays their situation in
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millmial dreans and identifies camoon adversaries. W'rether this

tradition takes the feem of the right to communal land in Peru, the

right to subsistence in England, a belief in a saviour morareb in

Indonesia, or the identification of the state as OD:! of the five

traditional scourges in Bunna, it creates a ex>nscic.usness that 500tt

argues has historically "served as a charter for revolt. n89

Even where peasants have beEn overoome by fear and repression,

this tradition and conscdcusness still exists and can be used to raise

counterpotnta, Ga:'rit Huizer explains:90

It is crucial to firrl "counterpoint" elements in the peesants '
submissive attitude and value system, so as to be able to show
them that they are already involved in sane kim of resistance
against the repressive system, and that the fatherly authority of
the landleed is baiscally fictitious. 51£h elements can be fc.und
in folk tales and the IBSt history of the village•••The caDIaign,
led by the <:amm.nist Party leader Aidit, to study local folk-Ieee
and culture (which always ontains a great deal of "resistance"
elements and "counterpomts") and to study the present and also
the past; land tenure situation were highly Importanc,

In sum, where the tradition of protest and conflict have hem strcr:.g,

peasant; collective action is facilitated and peasant power for intense

movements is irx::reased. Net: only does this tradition form a repositcry

of conunon experdence that aids in organizing rot also it serves as a

synbol of what can be dore.

A further aspect, of conscioosness is knowledge of alternative

tactics, demands, and rights. GE!1erally this knowledge is gained from

contact wi.th the cutsidc: wcrld and is a corccmitent; of the wmle

modernization exparLence, The information can come from peasants who

have lived or fooght outside their hane area and have returned, or it

can come from education, nass media, or c.utsiders. As zagoria
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explains, -although Marx was right in postulating isolation as the nain

factcr inhibiting peasant organization in the past, he did not forsee

the possibility that, in the modem wcrld, peasant isolation could be

ended under the iJnI:act of fcrces such as p:>pulation pressure, the

revolution of COIlIJlUlications and education, and modem organization. a91

In general then, the more exposed to modernizing experdences peasancs

are the greater is their awareness of alternatives and possibilities

for collective action.

It must be anphasized, however, that ootsiders c:b not simply

export to peasant !;!cciety new ideas that create a consiocsness and an

ideology of protest to guide action. OUtside ideas and thought

contriblte to an already rich Feasant ideology and conatocsress,

Experience also influences Feasant consciousness. Thus irrligeneoos

ideology, new ideas fran the ootside, and experience contriblte to a

peasant consciousness of collective action. As George RuJe expresses

this idea:92

So t¥ one means or enotner , these 'derived' notions becane
grafted onto the 'inherent' notions and beliefs and the ~w

popular ideology took shape as an analganam of the two•••But it
must be anphasized, whether the resultant mixture took on a
militant and revolutiorary or a conservative and
counter-revolutiorary fam depended less on the rature of the
recipients or of the 'inherent' beliefs from which they started
than on the rature of the 'derived' beliefscom~unded by the
circwnstances than prevailing and what E.P. Thompson has called
'the sharp jostle of experience,"

External SUpport

External support; is not an internal part of peasant; society rot

forms a corx:rete link between Feasant movanents and larger society. It
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is therefore an i.mp:>rtant characteristic of the peasant community and

has a strong bearing on peasant power; The model of peasant movanents,

then, envisions an open systan. External support, when present, add:;

directly to the internally generated power of peasants.

There is no question that external assistance facilitates the

anergence and develcpment of peasant movanents. The provision of

leadership is crucial. A number of studies stress that orcs a movanent

progresses beyord local snaIl-scale activity, it requires a leader with

chardsna and or g""'" ~ ..""~~ """'" , "~il' l'ty ......~ ~~ ..,.,. +0" •. ,I"r \, 93 'T'h_._; _~c;.ia.4JY""""'-...,..............., , c;II,.", ~ ...,,;;.. .."" nllrkA"'.- -

precludes many peasants because they are often ill-knowled;Jeable of the

larger world and are tied down with the day-to-day problans of earning

a living fran the land. AdHtiomlly, it is sanetines asserted that

peasants are not aware of their class interests because of their

objective situation of danimtion. Therefore ootside leaders who wcrk,

eat, and sleep with peasants are necessary to provide a clear

perception of the {X)litical situation.94

But there are three reservations to concl.udinq that external

leadership is so Important., First, dlring the intial stages of a

movanent, the most necessary leaders are peasants known locally,

trusted, and familiar with existing conditions. Obershcall suggests

that in traditioml communities cut off from the rest of society, such

leaders are likely to anerge because irrlividuals are already

experienced in organizing and there are few other ways for talented

individuals to advance themrelves.95 secord, nany peasants have become

knowled;eable !::¥ interacting with ootsiders, being exposed to modem

warfare, and through the overall modernization process. aecause of
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this experience many peasants have the capacity for leadership at all

levels.96 Finally, leadership is vital, tut there must be an

underlying capacity and interest in a:>llective action prior to a

movanent. Leadership may thus enhance and facilitate interest in

movanent activity tut most directlY contritutes to peasant power in

mobilizing and organizing.

External resources and expertise also add to peasant power. In

fact, a number of recent studies on counter-insurgency claim that the

emergence and success of protest movanent.s depend directly on external

resources. Tre rationale fa this contention can be traced to Lenin

who argued that a revolutiomry situation could be created and that a

revolutionary movanent required a professional trained cadre,

"professiomlly engaged in revolutiomry activity. "97 Perhaps the most

extrane contanp;>rary wak adhering to Lenin's basic thesis is that of

Leites and Wolf, based on the supply side of insurgency. These authors

basically contend that power (supply) to act is all i.nq;x>rtant and

therefore internal resrorces plus external support; make collective

protest possdbl,e, Lei.tes and Wolf thus stress the critical role of

external organization, leadership, and resources in creating a viable

organization to intitate and direct a movanent.98

These are imp:>rtant factar:s. Clearly peasants require resoorces to

mobilize. Thus external support; does contritute to peasant power and

increase the probability of a peasant movanent while raising its likely

intensity, partici};Btion, and organization.
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k Mobilization Process

The two main comporents of collective action, interest and power,

are rooted in the structure of Feasant society and the dynamics of

state and capitalist devel~t. But peasants actualize their

interest and power thrQugh the mobilization process. Theories of

mobilization derive prirx:iIBlly fran collective cbofce theory, which

hold<; that an iroividual Farticip;1tes in collective action because he

ratiomlly calculates that the benefits of his particip;1tion exceed the

costs.99 The nain proponents of this theory irx:lude Olson, Tilly,

Oberschall, and such strange bedfellows as Lenin, and Pc:pkin. l OO

The classic statanent of the theory is made by Mancur Olson who

argues that I:lunles s a group is quite snaIl, or unless there is coercion

or sane other specaaf device to make irrlividuals act in their conuoon

interest, ratioral self'- interested irrlividuals will not act to achieve

their conunon or group interests. "101 Olson then explains what sJ;Ecial

device is necessary to elicit particip;1tion in collective action:102

only a separate and selective incentive will stimulate a ratioral
individual in a (large) group to act in a group-oriented
way••• group action can be obtaireble only through an incentive
that cperates, not irrliscrintiretely , like the collective good,
upon the group as a whole, rot rather selectively toward the
individuals in the group.

S::!!luel Po.?kin nakes this oontention sanewhat more pilatible by

extending the oonditions under which peasants will part.Lcdpate in

movanents. They will also particip;1te: (1) for reasons of ethic,

conscience, or altruisn, (2)because it pays on a pure cost-benefit
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calculation, (3) because of selective i.n::entives, and (4) if others.

contrii:utions are contingent on ores own contri.bJtion.I 02

These propositions raise insightful questions and provf.de useful

lenses fcc analysing peasant; movanents. For:. exanple, if peasants

p;lrticip:ite in movements because they are likely to recieve certain

benefits, then a central issue is the probability of movanent failure,

which walld mean receiving no benefits. For peasarrts, particularly

poor peasanta, this is a relevant issue. N<X. only are they confronted

by the "tyranny" of their own live1irood, i:ut also they are CPFOsed by

the landed elite and others woo might retailiate against: than.

Therefore their costs of failure are particularly high. Before they

particip:ite they must consider whether the movement I s leadership is

strong enough and whether the a:ganization comI;etent E!1oogh to

guarantee than some protection and sane assurance of success. Other

valid points raised by this perspectave irx:lude the problems of ftfree

riders" and internal comI;etition.

Thus collective action theory does make useful points,

In gE!leral, however, I wwld classify the use of collective action

theory to analyze peasant; movements as a "country club" theory of

revolution. I do not use this analogy because it is precise, l:ut

because it most dranatically portrays the central implication of the

theory, Like peasants who expend rescorces when particip:iting in a

movement, individuals joining a country must pay dues. The country

club members derive status, prestige, proper contacts, and recreation

fran their manbership. The in::entive to join is selective because it

depends on each individuals assessment of what he will get out of
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manbership and how much that is wa:th. Moreover, to enlist certain

desireable persons, the country club may be willing to give than

selective in::entives. Aa=ording to the logic of this theory, peasants

go thorugh a similar process. They calculate how much they will get

out of their partici};ation in a movanent, and the movanent may Irduce

certain peasants to join by offering than specia), incentives.

For third wccld countries, this argument is unconvincing.

Although the issues of risk, leadership, and organization are relevant

and must be in::luded in analysing peasant; movanents, the main prendee

must be modified. Tre undedying cause of peasant movanents is not

peasants who are ceaselessly seeking selective incentives. This is

scmewhat like suggesting that a movanent can attract peasants only when

it begins offering gift subscriptions like a savings and loan company.

Rather the naja: inc:entive fer peasants in the Third Werld to

participite in movanents stans from core hunan relationships and social

exchanges that red se their vulrerability and perpetuate inequity.

Movenents are simply strategies that peasants use to attain sane

improvenent of their situation.

Thus to fruitfully use the insights of collective action theory we

must first adopt William Ganeson and Bruce Firanan' s warning aboot

using economics to explain I;X>litics: "Beware of economists bearing

gifts••• it is refreshing to get away from the conc:em with instability

that blinded sociologists to problans of resoorce mobilization. But

the economists' models convey their own set of blinders. nl04 Tre

blinder is the as sump:ion that collective action results only from

individuals following a simple economic investment logic, without
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regard to under.lydnq interests generated by the dynamics of society's

social, eronanic, and political relations. In the corrcenpor ary third

world, these lmderlying interests are the basis fcx peasant;

movanents.10S Having stated this basic provision, I now present a

model exanining the process by which peasant; movanents anerge and

develcp.

k Emergence .Qf Peasant MoYe!1§1ts

In discussing the anergence of peasant; movanenta, two broad

questions must be acXIressed: UrXier what corXiitions are peasant;

movanents likely to begin? wmt levels of plrticip:ltion, types of

action, and levels of organization are likely during the initial phases

of the movanent?

Initial Mobilization. Three coooitions are necessary for: a

peasant, movanent to enerqe, Peasants must have sufficient interest in

ccllective action, they must have sufficient power to mobilize, and

they must have the c:p};Ortunity to act.l~ Within the capitalist

systan, interest in collective action ananates from either rising

vulnerability or rising inequity. Hypothetically, each peasant;

community has sane culturally defined subsistence line or living

standard that represents a standard of vulnerability.l07 If sane class

of peasants approacbes or hovers abcut this line, it becomes

irx:reasingly interested in collective action. The actual threshold at

which interest is sufficient for action, however, comes long before the

};Oint where livelihood is seriously threatened.IOa Moreover, since

Feasant movanents are processes that can, and usually do, begin with a
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series of low intensity actions, collective interest need not be too

intense to reach the threshold.

Inequity also generates interest in collective action.109 When

productive resources are so concentrated as to create subsistence

difficulties, inequity is an integral reason for vulnerability and the

combined levels of inequity and vulnerability produce intense interest

in collective action. In the absence of vulnerability, inequity is

measured by the naldistritution of resoorces anonq peasant classes

combined with unequal c:pp:>rtunity.110 Hypothetically there is sane

threshold where resoorce distril:ution is so skewed and access to

resources so inequitable that peasants are sufficiently interested in

collective action. In general, inequity, by itself, does not generate

as much intense interest in initiating collective action as does

vulnerability because there is not as direct an existential threat.

Peasants must also have sufficient power to act .111 There are two

components of };OWer, resources and solidarity. Resoorces refer to any

factors that directly contritute to the peasants physical ability to

act collectively. Resources include the numbers of peasants interested

in collective actaon, the assets of the peasants, their knowledge and

information, the isolation from authority, and their external supp:>rt.

Solidarity is a measure of the peasants I ability to cooperate and

organize. It depends on comunal relations, patron-client bonds,

consciousness, cleavages, and external leadership and organization.

There is a point; at which peasants interested in collective action have

sufficient numbers and resources to mobilize, and sufficient solidarity

to act cohesively.
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But power is not simply absolute, it is also relative. The power

of peasants interested in collective action must be weighted against

the power of groups opposed to that action. For exanple, the action of

poor peasants is opposed by the landed elite, the state, weal thy and

middle peasants, and sanetines other poor peasanta, Thus in order to

initiate movanents, peasants must have both an at::solute minimum of

power, and encugh relative power to provide sane protection fran the

groups opposed to than.

Even if peasants have sufficient interest and power to initiate

movanents, they also require the q;>portunity to act. Trere are two

general types of opporcurutd.es, events that crystalize the interests of

peasants in collective action and cirannstances that lead to a sudden

loosening of social control over than.

Events that crystalize peasant interest are often referred to as

precipitating in:idents. They are not underlying causes of the

movanent, bIt provide inmediflte symbols of the real grievances.112

Events, such as the i.mIx>sition of a new tax, a ~erfu1 cutsider or

corranunity member claiming pt.blic land, a landlord raising rents, a

disastrous harvest, a sudden drop in crop prices, the jailing of

peasants, or the eviction of tenants, nay provide a focus and concrete

setting toward which action can be directed.I13 Soch events give

ni.nlm;diate substance" to underlying structural circumstances and thus

serve as symbols and targets for inital action.114

The loosening of social control also serves as a signficant

opportunity fer peasants to initiate movanents. In this regard, the

threat of repression by the state and elite can reriously inhibit
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peasants acting together. Thus, events such as internatioral pressures

on the state, a coup attem];:t, a war, a sudden chall6'lge to local

elites, rivalries among state elites, or sudden increases in external

aid raise peasants relative power and reduce the poaaibl.e risks of

collective action. llS such critical cpportuni.tf.ea ofte:l provide the

catalyst for action. As Marion Brown observes after exanining peasant

movements in various Latin American countries:1l6

All of the above examples argue that the take-off poirrt for
peasant unionism in Latin America is usually sane ki n.d of shift
in traditional IX>Wer relations rather than a rrere change of
attitude or ootlook•••The traditioral relations of the hacienda
system sinply cannot exist without systanatic and effective
suppression. Thus whenever the local landed elite begins to lose
its grip, usually because of larger economic or political
circumstances, peasant activism springs up rather quickly.

Thus, when sufficient interest, sufficient power , and opportunities

coincide, peasant movements begin.

Leyels .Qf Participation, Action, and Organization. Once a peasant

movement begins, what Level.s of farticip:l.tion are likely?

Particifation depends on three factor s: the munber of peasants

interested in collective action, the Irrtenai.ty of their interest, and

the likely response of state and elite. Tre peasants most intensely

interested in collective action are most nat risk n to mobilization; the

greater their interest the greater their Level, of farticiI;ation. l l7

Peasants who are less interested in, or opposed to collective action,

are less lil~ely to participate and may even hinder the movenent,

Particitation is also a function of state and elite response. If

the state or elite has a habit of harsh repression, the Leval of

peasant parti.ci.patf.on will be sharply reduced despite the Level, of
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interest and power, If the elite is tolerant, peasants are less

restricted and participation will be closer to the levels dictated by

interest and power. 118

What types of action are likely during the intial phases of the

movement? In general, the level of peasant action is determined by the

same factors that determine particip;ltion: peasant interest, power, and

response of elite and state. The intensity of peasant interest sets

the limits on action. The more intensely that peasants are interested

in collectively altering their situation, the more intensely they are

willing to act.1l9 Peasants, however, can only initiate actions that

are familiar to them or that they know about.120 Coosequently, if

peasants have a non-violent tradition, they are likely to use

demonstrative action initially. But if they have a tradition of

confrontation, they are less restrained in their action.121 Finally,

the intial type of action depends on the level of organization.

Structured types of action, such as petitioning, strikes,

demonstrations, large meetings, and gatherings require mininum levels

of organization. When organization is present, actions are more

likely to be demonstrative because elite retaliation can be directed

against the organization.

The level of organization of a movement during its initial phases

depends on power, that is on the particip;lnts I resources and

solidarity. Ga1erally, movement organization requires a core group of

corrani.tted peasants, leadership, information and knowledge, and some

material sup};X)rt.l22 These are resoorce prerequisites for

organization. Even more irrpJrtant during the initial phases of the
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movanent, however, is solidarity.123 'flle degree of organization is

directly proportioral to solidarity. Tre quality of oonununal

relations, the patron client cords, cleavages, and conscioosness

provide cohesion and enable peasants to wock together. Strong communal

institutions, fer exanple, can be used as the basis fer rapid

mobilization.124

Moot peasant; comm1.I1ities have infcrrnal institutions and when

collective action begins mininal erganization can be assuaed,

Therefore the significant aspect; of IOOVEment organization is the

process by which peasants coalesce their action into more formally

organized movanent organization. Jrel Migdal suggests that peasants

advance through foor stages of in:reasing political action, each

associated with rising organizatioral capacrcy and growing solidarity.

These are: 1) peasants irilividually adapt to pressures, 2) peasants

attan];t: irilividually to change their status, 3) peasants seek gains for

a se<}nent of the community or the woole community, 4) peasants seek

gains for their entire class. l 25 Each phase is sequential peasenta

cannot advance to the next stage until they roild solidarity, skill,

and conscioosness in the preceeding phase. Peasants who already have

solidarity can thus mobilize rapidly because they already are engaged

in phase 3 activity. David Korten similarly suggests that peasants

progress through stages of learning. First they learn to organize

effectively, then they learn to become efficient, finally they learn to

expand.126

Each of these stage models assume a dynamic process of growth in

which peasant; success in ircreasing solidarity, consciousness, and
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organizatioml capacity, leads to further growth. Similarly, peasants

advance along the organizatioml continuum. soccessnn organization

l:uilding in early stages mobilizes resources and solidarity that help

in further irx:reasing organizatioml capacity. However progress is not

autanatic; three ex>rrlitions enable peasants to proges s, First,

peasants must have an enduring interest in altering their situation.

As wolf has pomted out, m:my factcrs, in=luding the tyrCl1ny of their

work schedule and their isolation, nake any sustained effcrt for

peasants turdensome. l 27 Tl'erefare the interest to motivate than to

work on the ti~consum.ing task of organization blilding must be

intense and continuous.

second, whether or not a movanent progresses depends on peasant

IX>Wer. Tl'e elite is likely to try and ex>cpt or repress the movanent

organization. Therefore the peasants must have enough solidarity to

resist effcrts to cocpt; it and they must have sufficient resources to

withstand elite repression. Frequently, however, internal rescrrces

are not sufficient, some extra bit is needed.

Firally, organization blilding requires power in the form of

external assistance. Although peasants are capable of high levels of

informal organization, they cannot move to semi-formal or formal

organization without the help of knowledgeable leaders who have

experience, knowled3e, and the resources to devote full tine to

organization blilding. But this contention is sanewhat tautologic.

Ledership and external support do not just occur randanly. External

support is most likely to be provided where the ex>nditions

are greatest fer peasant movenenta, that is, where peasants have
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intense interest in changing the situaton and sane p:>wer to act. wren

these three ooooitions are met, the movanent dynamically advances along

the organizational oontinuum. As these advances are made, the

organization oontribJ.tes to peasant power and thus provides iIIlJ:etus for

higher levels of movanent p:1rticipition and action. Su::cessful

movenenc activity thus provides the Impetus fa: oontinued

self-sustaining growth. However, peasant movenents seldan develcp in

lDlrestraired fashion. Often movenents are suppressed and cocpted by

the elite and by the state. Tre state, in fact, plays the majcr role

in oonfronting peasant movenenta,

State Action .snQ .tm Deyelognent .Qf Peasant Movements

The state directly confronts a peasant movanent if: 1) the movenerrt

expands beyooo elite oontrol, 2) the novenent.' s actions are directed

against state agents, or 3) the elite requests the state to step in.

Once the state responds to peasant action, the movanent' s develcpment

is dependent on state-peasant, interaction. This interaction unfofds in

the following process: peasants initiate a movanent, the state reacts

to the movanent, peasants adopt new strategies, the state reacts again,

and so on. Two aspects of this process require elaboration. First,

what tactics does the state initally use in its reaction to peasant

action. second, how does state action affect the movement and its

future action.

~ Tactics. Two basic tactics are used to deal with peasant

oollective action, ei.ther coercion or corcessdon, In reality, states

can use coercton and corcessfon simultaneously.128 CCiIlbinations of
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both tactics are frequently used in a selective manner to split groups

and clivide allies. l 29 However, the initial reaction, with which we are

presently corcerned, is likely to be precbminantly coercion or

corcesaion because the state does not have tine to develcp a more

complex tactic.

Coercion is simply the use of force to repress p>litica1 action.

0rJa can visualize a contaraiun of coercive intensity. At the least

intense end of the contdraium the state may order a few p>lice to issue

warnings to peasants tut do no mere. At the most intense end of the

continumn the state might use all its force to violE!'1tly repress the

peasant movanent. ccncssstcn may range fran simply having a government

agent discuss problems with peasants to corx::eding maj<X goods such as

land reform, extensive welfare assistance, or limiting transfers of the

rural surplus. Although cxm::essions may be the same as the benefits

distrituted as a normal part of the state's modernization progran,

corcesaion is a specific response to actual or FOtential peasant;

movements.130 Cmcessions are thus likely to be more superf icial, less

generalized, and more prore to withdrawal than state designed proqrans,

What factcrs are insturmental in detennining whether the state

initially uses coercion or corcesston and at what levels? First,

states often react on the basis of the most oommonly-used past actions.

Claude Welch uses this general argument to explain why govermnents so

frequently use repression to end peasant movements. He corcludes that

although regimes have alternatives, coercion is the most familiar and

successful tactic because it does not display weakness.13l
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state reaction is also determined by the peasant; movenent I s levels

of participation, action, and organization. If participation is low

and the level of action involves sinple denonstration, the state will

probably use concessdon, At higher levels of part.Lcipati.on, however,

there is an iocreasing probability that the state will react with

coercion.132

The level of movanent activity is also imp:>rtant in determining

state response, At low levels of peasant action, such as the

iru,tigation of exchange labor or local self-help, the state is likely

to provide some corcesaion unless participation is extenstve, At

higher levels of int6'lsity however, when peasanta are more forceful,

more Canonstrative, and more threatening, the state is likely to use

coercion. There is a threshold level of action; when the movenent

passes it, the state must repress the action. In such instances,

violmt confrontation by peasants poses a direct threat to state

authority and the challenge must be met with force. l 33

Organization is also imp:>rtant in determining state tactics.

Galerally, if the movanent is formally organized, there is less chance

that it will be repressed and greater likelihood that it will be

offered some coocessiorary goods. Ttere are two reasons for this. On

the one hand, the formally organized movanent is likely to have

specific demands and a bargaining position.134 T.be basic preconditions

for negotiating a settlanent are thus present and the state is likely

to agree to some concession because compromise now becomes a cheap and

viable strategy that may coopt the peasants,
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Aoother factcc detennining state tactics is the balance of power

among the nations's interestea groups. In this regard, Charles Tilly

offers a general hypothesis. He contends that states simply repress

the political actions of weaker groups while supp>rting the actions of

stronger groups. While basically agreeing with Tilly, there are two

modifications to his ];Osition. First, the state's past action and the

type of peasant movanent both affect state response, Secorrl, the

state's power must be conaidered in relation not just to peasants rot

to all other groups with interest in the cutrome, including landed

elite and the bourgeoise groups.l35

The most direct power relationship affecting state response is

that between the state and the peasants. In general, the stronger the

state is relative to the peasants, the less restrained it is to use

repression. If the peasantry is diS<%ganized and weak rot the state

has a united hireaucracy with a strong military, then a peasant

movenent; at all threatening is likely to be repressed, Moreover, the

more daninant the state is over the peasantry, the greater is the

intensity of repression likely to be since there is little fear of

retaliation.

Cawersely, the stronger the peasantry is relative to the state,

the greater the probability that the state will try corcessron, In

this regard, p:>litical partaes, state r:oliticians and leaders in Asian,

African and Latin American nations frequently act as patron.136 Their

patronage, consisting of goods such as welfare relief, food subsidies,

state jobs,. subsidized inplts, and even land reform, is a form of state

concession. Although constituting legitirrate efforts by the state to
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promote welfare, these goods are used to prevent, peasant mobilization

or comprehensive social change.137

The landed elite also has considerable influence on state tactics.

It basically suport;s the use of r.epression to deal with peasant

movanents. It takes this stance because its wealth and power are based

on monopoly control of land and labor and therefore any concessions to

peasants by the state threatens their pos.ici.on, In this respect the

situation is a zero-sum game: concessions made to peasants are at the

expense of the landed elite. l38 The landed elite thus has no choice

bJt to urge repression. If its overall power in the nation is great,

than states are increasingly likely to use coercion at high levels.

The rnetro};Olitan and local bourgeoise support, the used of

concession to deal with peasant p:>litics. They support, coocession

because it is a strategy that entails less risk than coercion. Their

income is based on continuing capital investment and they can therefore

afford to give wage and other coocessions to peasants, but they cannot

afford a protracted conflict and a generally poor rosiness clinate,

which is likely with coercion. l39

Evolution .Qf Peasant Movementso Once the state initially responds

with coercion or corcesstcn, what is the effect on peasant };Olitical

action'? With respect to coercion, there is no consensus either

theoretically or anpirically. Coercion is hypothesized to inhibit

};Olitical protest as well as to instigate it.140 A number of general

studies indicate that repression tends to escalate protest and

facilitate violence.141 For peasants this implies that when the state

uses coercion, calling out troops to quell a danonstration,
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imprisoning, beating or shooting peasants, rnovanent partfctpstfon and

action increase. Coercion sinply encourages further protest since the

state generates new grievances without resolving basic underlying

peasant concerns.

A second generalization contends that repression sufficient to

intimidate protesters and };X)tential parcictpants ends any };X)litical

action. D.E.H. Russel, for example, argues that if the government is

united in its willingness to use coercion and has ample coercive power ,

than any rebellion will be harshly repressed and };X)litical action

extinguished.142 Janes Scott supporns this contention, arguing that

"the tangible and painful, manories of repression must have chilling

effect on peasants who contanplate even minor acts of resistance. n143

Both sets of assertions are consistent if qualified by the

intensity of coercion and the tine fr ane, Wb=n the state uses low

levels of coercion, not repressing too harshly or in too

life-threatening an manner , peasant };X)litics escalates. At a certain

threshold, when repression is sufficiently deadly, peasants have no

alternative bIt to end their action. The state's deadly armaments

termina.tes peasant };X)litics or forces it into acceptable forms. At

this pof.nt., however, the tine frane is important. Studies irrlicate

that sufficient coercion ooes end };X)litical action, rot only

tan};X)rarily. At a future date, when repression is lightened or

peasants gain strength, };X)litical action and rebellion escalate.14 4 In

other words, extrane repression tallFOrarily ends peasant J;X>litics, rot

radicalizes peasants for future action. This radicalization is

motivated not by a strict econonic calculation of gain and loss, rot by
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the belief that justice is due and that the state has proven itself

illegitinate.145 Unless coercion can be systanatically sustained at a

fairly high level, peasant; movanents cannot be repressed. As Ted Gurr

sums up the situation: Athere is no basis for a 'regine ooercion'

variable that consistently reduces conflict magnitudes. -146

What i.nq;act is con:::ession likely to have on the develcpment

peasant p>litical action? Charles Tilly hyp:>thesizes that any

con:::ession is likely to Ircrease the level and intensity of political

action because partii.cdpanta quickly evaluate that the state is giving

in to political pressure and they will escalate their tactics. Tre

ratiomle is that political acters calculate the costs of their action

in tenus of changing state reaction. If con:::essions are granted,

peasants interpret this as support, for their movanent. But con:::ession

does not have a single effect on political activity. Although it can

encourage peasants and other qroups to further mobilize, it can also

reduce the intensity of action. As Claude Welch puts it, "tinely

changes in p>licy nay acromplish quickly, cheaply, and relatively

painlessly, what hundreds of trocps could not effect.147

COOcession's ability to reduce the intensity of political action

depends on its adequacy. ccncesston nay be looked upon as an econanic

incentive to end I;X>litical action. Therefore the greater the

con:::ession, the greater the likelioood of ending the peasant movement;

If the state con:::edes a fairly broad- pool of rescurces eompetdtion

among all peasants fer these goods in:reases and the organizatioral

cohesion necessary fer IX>litical action is weakened. In fact, as

Sanuel HlI1tington argues, a meaningful corcession of land reform
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transforms the peasantry into staunch supporcers of the state. In his

words, -the peasantry may be the b.1lwark of the status quo•••where the

conditions of land--own:!rship are equitable and provide a decent living.

No social group is more conservative than a landowning peasantry and

none is more revolutiorary than a peasantry which owns too little land

or p:lys too high a rental. -148 However, if the state provides minimtun

corcessfon without seaning to care about the underlying problans,

FOlitical partici};BIlts are likely to be patronized and may escalate

their activity. In such instances oorcessdon roes not benefit

p:lrticipmts and is unlikely to diminish their energy .149

Ideology and injustice tanr:er the effect of corx:ession on peasant

movanents. Peasants who feel a sense of moral rotrage against the

state or who are conunitted to an alternative ideology are unwilling to

settle fa: less than fundanental structural change. ISO Such peasants

probably form the core actas in more intense peasant; movanents; they

will not be assuaged by state oorcesaion because they are committed to

broader more visiorary goals. If there is a fairly large seganent of

the peasantry who have become radicalized, then further corcessdon

without additioral coercion will Ircrease the intensity of a peasant

movanent.

SUImlary

In the contemporary third wocld, state and capitalist develcpment

form the basic context 'Vlithin which peasants earn their livelihood and

estaol.Ish social and econcnuc relations. In aggregate terms, this
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context results in a higher standard of living and rising incomes. In

disaggregeted tems, however, wealthier and middle peasants are most

able to take advantage of new opIX>rtunities and benefit most. Poorer

peasants are oftEn confronted with new vulnerabilities and inequitible

access to resoorces, which means a stagnant or declining livelihood.

Poor peasants are thus irx::reaingl.y interested in collectively altering

the situation.

wrether or not peasants feem movenents depends on their sI;ecific

ci.rcumscances , Depending on variance in eleven of their social,

IX>ltical, and econanic relationships and co00itions, the general

tendencies of state and capitalist develcpment are altered. Moreover,

these same factcrs detemine the peasants power to act. Table 5.1

lists the varicus elanents that determine peasant; interest and IX>Wer.

Not illustrated in the table rot crucial to the model, is the dynamism

of each elanent. Each elanent changes over tine, with the rate and

fluctuations of capitalist develcprnent providing the majcc Impe tus,

wren peasants mobilize, the greater their intensity of interest

and levels of resoorces and solidarity the greater the movement's

initial levels of part.icapataon, action and organization. As peasants

gain solidarity and learn to coordirate and control their resoorces,

the movement raturally expands.

Their success Increases their power and rescurces in a dynamic

sel~generating process. However, peasant movanents are reldan igncr ed

and allowed to develcp sIX>ntaneoo.sly. Tre elite frequently cocpts or

represses a movanent before it can develcp. If the elite cannot COI;e

with the movanent, the state confronts the peasants and tries to end
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the movanent with coercion or corcessdon, If the state uses high

enough ex>ercion or corcessaon, the movanent is ended. But if the state

uses low levels, peasants escalate thei r action.

The facta: s and dynamics involved in a peasant; movanent are

numerous and complex. In the next chapter I will i11ustrate the

complexities and the interrelationships with a case study of the 1960s

peasant movanent in Pernamblex>, Northeast Brazil.

Table 5.1

The CcrnIX>nents of Peasant Interest and Power

Interest

General

State FOlicy

Capitalist
develcprnent

Specific

Class structure

Pcpulation
Irequality

Structure of
production

Patron relations

Cooscirosness

Technologic
status

Ecologic
vulnerability

Resources

Class

PcpUlation

Ccnscioo.sness
know1edJe

External
assistance

Ioolation from
authority

SOlidarity

Camnuna1

Patron
Relations

Ccnsciousness
past; trade
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QIAPl'ER VI

PEASANT IDVEMENT IN PERNAMBUCD, OORl'HEPST BmZIL: A CASE EXAMPLE

In 1963, Ja:me de Castro wrote, "Tre Ncrtheast of Brazil has as

great an explosive FOtential as the Ccngo, Sooth Afr ica, Irilia or

Vietnam. Though' the suppressed masses have not yet been exposed to the

propanganda and revolutiomry leadership that exist in rrany other

nations in a similar stage of emergence, explosive FOtential is not

lacking. It is waiting far someore to light the fuse."l By 1964 it

seemed that the fuse had been lit. Peasant unions had or qamzed and

demanded large corx::essions from the landed elite, sugar workers forced

plantations to Ircrease wages and improve living corrlitions,

demonstrations occurred in Pernambuco and in Northeastern cities, and

President Goulart openly challenged the bourgeoisie and landed elite by

trying to rally popular support; for his land reform proqran, The

country was on the verge of civil war and the peasants and rural masses

of the Northeast were a leading force in the I,X)tential revolution.

In this chapter I analyze the emergence and growth of the Feasant

action in Pernambuco, Northeast Brazil, using the franewa:k develcped

in the preceeding chapters. My intent is not to comprehensively analyze

Feasant poLitdcs in Pernambuco, I::ut to illustrate how the franework can

be used to exemire Feasant movements. To accomplish this task, the

chapter is divided into foor sections, corresp:mding to the fwr
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comporenta of the franewa:k: capitalist develcprnent, the state, peasant

society, and the mobilization process. strce the case study is only an

illustrative example, each of the sections uses data and infcnnation

readily available.

Tb::! first section examines the relationship between capitalist

develqxnent in the Northeast and peasant livelih:>od. Tha basic

contention of the franework was that capitalist develcpment provides

new opp:>rtunities for those with the right resoorces, rot transforms

existing land and labor relationships to the disadvantage of most

resource-poor peasants. As a resul.t; peasants bea:>me i.mreasingly

interested in changing the situation. The case illustrates how the

market expanded in the Ncrtheast and in PernambJ.oo and how labor and

other social relations were altered. Th=se changes were oomplex and

varied depending on the specific situation and the peasantry's

relations with other groups. In general, bowever, the shift to

capitalist relations lowered the living standards for most peasants ,

The second section analyzes the role of the Brazilian state in the

Pernambucan peasant movement. The theory presented in chapter 4

p:>sited that state rural p:>licies and coercive action, signficantly

influence whether peasants engage in collective action. The decision

to enact particular rural };X)licies or use coercive force depends

primarily on the national power balance anonq the state, peasants,

landed elite, national bourgeoisie, and foreign bourgeoisie. In

Brazil, the state and bourgeoisie held the balance of power and enacted

~licies that lowered peasant income.
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But capitalist develcpment and state I;X>licies do not directly

affect peasants. Their Impact, is mediated tr:l the peasants I specific

social and economic structure, which significantly shapes new econcmic

ref.atdonshdps and detemines the effect of state pol.Lciea, Tre third

section examines the peasant structure of Pernambuco and its role in

providing peasants with the interest and power to initiate peasant

movements. Tre Pernamb.1can peasant structure, esp:!cially in the region

of greatest activity, intensified subsistence pressures and enhanced

peasant power, The final section describes the mobilization process

and analyzes the interaction of state, peasants, and landed elite. The

most important; elements in the mobilization process were the growth of

formal peasant organizations, the landed elitels decline in power, and

the statel s gradual shift from corcesaion to coercion.

capitalist Deyelopment in Northeast Brazil

To analyze the Pernamubcan peasant; movement of 1964, it is

necessary to review the Northeast IS capitalist develcpment in

histor ical perspectdve so that one can see how the rrarket expanded,

what labor transitions occurred, and who benfitted from the

transitions. Pernambucols integration into the world market began in

the late 1400 IS when Portugal colonized Brazil and established large

sugar estates in the Northeast based on slave labor. So successful was

the sugar slave economy that by the early 1600 IS Brazil was not only

the world I s largest sugar producer, tot also, as FurtaCb claims,

"possibly the most profitable colonial agricultural rosiness of all
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times. "3 Sugar was exported primarily to Europe, where demand was so

great that sugar prices rose sixfold during the sixteenth century. The

Northeast sugar Irduscry was thus a primary soiree of revenue for

Portugal and was, from the very ootset, integrated into the capitalist

world ecx:momy, figuring prominently in the expansion of the wcrld

market. Indeed, the Ncrtheast was such an integral put of capitalist

expansion that Frank has claimed Brazil was a capitalist eoonany,

despite operating with slave labor.3

During the 17th ana 18th centuries, the rrarket amtinued to

expand, rot the Importance of Northeastern sugar slowly began to

decline. By 1850 Pernarnb.lco produced only 4.2 percent of the world's

sugar, compared with over 50 percent in the 17th century. In 1890 the

percentage slipped to 2.1 percent and by 1910 PernambJco produced only

0.3 percent of the world total.4 The decline of Brazilian sugar in

world Importance was paralLel.ed by its decline domestically.

ManUfacturing became more signficant; coffee, grown primarily in the

Sooth, displaced sugar as the leading export crop; and other

agricultural products, such as cotton and beans, competed against

sugar. Capitalist develcprnent in the Northeast thus continued, rot not.

at the rapid pace of earlier tiIres.

Nmetheless, as the result of continued expansion and market

develcpment, particularly in other areas of the nation, slavery was

abolished. Slavery could not be maintained when continued expansion

dananded a free labor force. But who benefitted from the oppor tunft.i.es

afforded by a free labor rrarket? Certainly not the Pernambucan

peasantry. Plantation owners used the former slaves I economic
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and knowlecge to earn an Independent; living, nor having land and

capital necessary to take advantage of the naw labor cpp:>rtunities,

these freanen, called moradores, had to rely on former masters for a

plot of land, seed, tools, and leans. In return for these "favora, n

the moradores. had to provide the plantation with three or more days

free labor. As Taylor sums up the situation: nwhereas the senhor

previously had been able to extrac-t tL'1e surplus product from the

laborer t:¥ virtue of his ownership of the laborer, he now did

essentially the same thing by virtue of his ownership of the land. nS

strce the moradores had the illusion of freeOOm rot were in fact still

captive, tensions arose from these new relations of domirance.f

Despite the tension, the J;X>int is clear: only the landed elite

benefited; they had the proper resources to take advantage of the

expanded labor market.

In addition to rooradores. the expanding market created a class of

landless laborers working exclusively for wages. Sane were migrants

from the non-sugar regions of Pernamtuco; others were local workers who

lived in nearby towns and who supplenented their income during harvest

season. Again, however, an expmding market did not necessarily

benefit them. Although there were more jol:s, their presence swelled

the labor force and kept wages low. The elite was thus able to control

wages and obtain more labor for a lower price. 7

Market expansion in Pernamblco' s non-sugar plantation areas, the

Agreste and sertao which are in the interior, was much slower because

of the distance from pores and trade centers. In these areas, labor
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arranganents ranained a traditional mixture: tenancy, sharecropping,

subsistence cultivation, wage labor, labor exchanges for land rights,

clearing open frontier, and banditry. Often peasants used a

combination of these labor arranganents to survdve, until the late

1940s the rate of capitalist expansion pemitted this mix of labor

relations to prevail. Following World War U and continUing to the

present, however, there was an acceleration of Brazil's capitalist

develq;mleI1t. The dynamic for this change did not originate within the

Northeast, but in the Center-Sooth which industrialized and became the

hub of dynamic growth. Sane data is available to decurrent; this market

expansion.

The economically active popufatdon in Brazil gre\'1 from 17 million

in 1950 to 40 million in 1976. More irnp:>rtantly, as the economy became

increasingly capitalist, the wcrk force shifted from one that was

predominantly agricultural to one that was service and industrial. In

1950 over 60 percent of the workforce was engaged in agriculture, rot

by 1976 only 28 percent worked in agriculture (Table 6.1). The market

also expanded rapidly, as the gross domestic product (GDP) increased 7

fold between 1950 and 1976 and the p:r capita GDP rose from $233 to

$694 (Table 6.2). The rapid expasion of the domestic eeonony was

paralleled by a surge in Brazil's internatioral trade. The volume of

Brazil's exports and Imports increased by 800 percent; between 1951 and

1978 (Table 6.3). Although Brazil consistently had trade deficits

after 1974, the large increases in both her exports and Imports

signified her growing integration with the internatioral market and the

rapid pace of .market expansion.
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Table 6.1

Economically Active PcpUlation (in millions)

1950 1960 1970 1976
N % N % N % N %

Agriculture 10.3 60 12.3 54 13.1 44 11.3 28
Ncn-AgricUlture 6.8 40 10.4 46 16.5 56 29.0 72
Total Workforce 17.1 22.7 29.6 40.3

SOORCE: Annuariao Estatistico .DQ Brasil ill..8., Fundacio Instituto
Brazileria de Goografia E Estatsitico, p. 26.

Table 6.2

Gross Domestic Product in Ccnstant 1970 US Dollars

Total (billions)
Per Capita

1950

12.3
233

1960

23.8
332

1970

42.9
450

1976

78.4
694

saJRCE: Janes Wilkie and Peter Reich ees., statistical Abstract of
Latin America llaQ.., vol., 20 (Ucr.A Latin American Center), W. 258-59.

Table 6.3

Volume of World Trade in Ccnstant 1970 US Dollars
(millions of oollars)

1951 1960 1970 1974 1978

£xI:orts 1,770 1,270 2,739 7,809 12,743
!.~rts 1,773 1;293 ~r507 12;557 13;632
Balance 67 -23 232 -4,578 -1,159
Volume 3,473 2,563 5,246 20,366 26,375

saJRCE: Wilkie and Reich ecS., statistical Abstract .Qf .Ie:tin America
lm, p. 349.
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Who took advantage of this rapid market expansion and the

concomitant increased denand for sugar? Landowners responded to the

new optx:>rtunities by expanding their sugar operations and increasing

their production. In order to expand they had to take back all the

land that they had previously given to the peasants in usufruct.8 Poor

peasants did not have the capital or land to take advantage of new

opportundtaes , and were increasingly squeezed off usufruct land. A

more detailed descr.ipcf.on of the i.nJt:acts of capitalist develcpment on

the peasantry will be presented in the section on peasant structure.

For ncyw, however, a quote by Taylor adequately describes their

situation:9

High internatioral sugar prices led directly to the increasing
i.Inp:>verishment of the peasant who produced the sugar cane. He
was forced to work more fer less and was pushed below the
previous culturally established minimum subsistence level. Since
the land the peasant had received in return for his labor in the
cane fields had been too snaIl to fully utilize his labor, there
had been significant leisure in his life. NCYW forced to work
five or six days a week and probibited from cultivating the land
he had previously used, he was ever closer to the minimum
physiological subsistence level. such a lcyw standard of living
had not existed in the Northeast since the crash of the world
sugar narket in the late seventeenth century had decreased the
amount of labor needed by the plantations.
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~ Brazilian~

In addition to capitalist develc:pment, the Brazilian state played

a key role in the anergence and develc:pment of the Pernamblcan peasant

rnovanent. Not only did the state's rural policies threaten peasant

subsistence, tut also its coercive intervention halted the roovanent

when peasants became too threatening. An analysis of the state, with

particular regard to its rural policy and use of coercive force, is

thus crucial to understanding peasant 1X>litics in Pernamblco. There

are two irnp:>rtant elanents in such an analysis: the state's position in

the natioml power balance and state 1X>licy interests.

~ National~ Balance

The power balance anong peasants, landed elite, foreign

bourgeoisie, local bourgeoisie, and state largely deteDnines overall

state 1X>licy and how the state will use its coercive force. A thorough

analysis of the precise posi.tdon of each group for Brazil at the tine

of the peasant rnovanent walld require information on the economic

assets of each group, their relative numbers, their coercive power, and

their solidarity. This information is not available, but a strong case

can be made that t:¥ 1964 the state was the Cbminant force in the

nation, while the landed elite was no longer a strong natioml power,

The bourgeoisie, especially the foreign bourgeoisie which represented

the rnulti-natioml corportatd.ons (MNCs), had become a leading power in
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the nation; and the peasantry was. rising in power, priIrarily because of

the peasant movements in the Northeast. Each of these groups must be

examined in turn.

As discussed in chapter 4, the peasantry's main power asSEt is its

population. Although the state had anbarked on a course of rapid

industrialization, peasants in 1964 constituted over 50 percent of the

economically active population (See Table 6.1) -numbering approxirrately

12 million-and were beginnning to exert direct pressure on the state.

In Pernamb.1co the rural population numbered over 2.3 million, and

through their political activity were beginning to actualize their

power. As will be diSCUSSEd in the mobilization section, however, the

Pernambucan peasants were divided organizationally and differed on

goals, ideology, tactics, and leadership. Therefore although their

population was high and their organization increasing, they were weaker

than their action suggested.

By 1964, the landed elite had lost considerable power relative to

other groups. One indicator of their declining power, as rnentiored in

chapter 4, is agriculture's Importance to the eoonOlI¥; tut

agriculture's contri.b.ltion to the economy was steadily dwindling.

Table 6.4 shows that the agricultural seccor accounted for the largest

share of the gross domestic product (gdp) in 1920, and in 1950 still

had a 16.8 percent share, but k¥ 1960 accounted for only 13.4 percent

of the gdp. Both nanufacturinq and comrrerce surpassed it in importance

to the econOO'!Y, while transportation and construction were catching up.

The landed elite still retained some leverage since agriculture earned

valuable foreign exchange. But even agricultural export earnings had
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lost relative ilnp:>rtance since 1950. In that year agriculture

accounted for 96 percent of export earnings, rot by 1960 the percentage

had ciolindled to 78, and by 1970 the percentage was only 54 (See Table

6.5). Finally, it must be anphasized that not all the large

agricultural producers are landed elite. Many large landholders own

modern agricultural businesses. Employing capital intensive

techniques, these agriculturalists are part of the local bourgeoisie

and their interests are clearly tied to the MNCS with whom they have

marketing, processing, and distriJ:ution agreanents. Thus the landed

elite's decline in power and influence is even greater than indicated

by agriculture's shrinking econanic irnp:>rtance.

The relative power of the ranaining three groups-the state,

national bourgeoisie, and foreign bourgeoisie represented by the

MNCs-can best be examined simultaneoosly sdnce each interact so

closely. In assessing the relative power of each group, one must first

compare their economic assets and their roles in the econony , In 1966,

the year closes to 1964 for which data is available, the foreign

bourgeoisie controlled 47 percent of the net assets of the nations'

largest corp:>rations, the local bourgeoisie controlled 38 percent, and

the state only 15 percent.lO Ad:1ed to the foreign bourgeoisie's

dominance was the large amount of direct foreign investment (Table

6.6). Between 1950 and 1964 US investment in Brazil anounted to over

$1.6 billion and this was only about 40 ~rcent of total foreign

investment.11 It thus appeara that the foreign bourgeoisie held the

balance of economic power Q
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Table 6.4

Share of gross <bmestic product by economic sector (%)

1920 1950 1960 1970 1900

Agriculture 22.8 16.8 13.4 10.0 7.7
Manufacturing 12.1 21.2 26.3 28.4 29.8
Transp:>rtation 2.7 4.5 5.3 5.7 6.0
Commerce & Finance 21.4 21.9 20.7 20/7 20.5
Construction 9.2 8.3 5.8 6.4

saJRCE: Janes Wilkie and Peter Reich eds., Statistical Abstract .Qf
.Lstin America.llOO., vol., 20, UCLA Latin Arrerican Center, p. 267.

Table 6.5

Brazil's Exports ~ Industrial Origin (%)

Agriculture
Mining, Quarrying
ManUfacturing

1950*

96
2
2

1960*

78
10
12

1970

53.6
10.2
36.2

1900

22.1
9.7

68.2

*Based on author's calculations.
samCE: United Nations Yearbook .Qf International~ Statistics,

1980, p. 159; 1976, p. 195; 1960, pp. 84-85; 1951, p. 44.

Table 6.6

u.S. Direct Foreign Investment in Brazil

1950 1955 1957 1960 1962 1964<

Millions of
US dollars 39 94 179 138 132 86

s:xmCE: Rolando MlJ'lck, nState, capital, and Crisis in Brazil:
1929-79,rI k InSurgent SOciOlogist, 9:4 (Spring 1900): 47.
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But this appearance is deceiving because the state's main economic

base is not fixed assets, blt its revenue generating power, through

taxation, goverrment bonds, and control of the OOlEY supply. Because

of this I;X>Wer, the state has a steady scarce of income and does not

need fixed assets. Betwem 1950 and 1970, far exanple, the state

annually collected and spent; about 16 percent of the gdp, for a variety

of proj ects (See Table 6.7). sdrce the state oollects a fairly

constant percentaqe of the gdp, its revenues grow as the fixed assets

of the bourgeoisie grow. Moreover, its constant income allows it to

invest large sums in national econanic activity. The Brazilian state

is in fact the nation's largest investor and in 1965, just after

intervening in the peasant; movanent, it acoounted far 46 percent; of

total national investment, far more than the foreign bourgeoisie. Thus

the state's eoonomic power is far greater than its fixed assets woold

indicate; and 1:¥ 1960 the state had become the dominant economic farce

in the nation.

Table 6.7

State Expendi.ture as a Percent of GOP

Percent

1950

12.7

1955

13.6

1960

14.2

1965

18.9

1970

18.5

OOURCES: Werner Bauer, Industrialization and Economic Developnent in
Brazj,J, (Hanewood: Richard Irwin, 1965), po 83; United Nations, ECLA,
Statistical Yearbook .w. !&.tin America, 1900, p. 91.
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In addition to economic assets, each group derives power from its

unique I;X>litical position. The local bourgeoisie is weakest in this

regard, since it has little organizatioral cohesion and therefore

cannot organize its interests except to support; state or MNC pol.i.ctes;

However, the local bourgeoisie is irnfx>rtant I;X>litically. It is an

imI;X>rtant agent of natioml accumulation and both the state and MNCs

need its supp:>rt, or at least compliance. As an i.n:1ependent power

broker, however, the local bourgeoisie is quite weak.

The foreign bourgeoisie, represented by the MNCs, are an extranely

potent force. The MNCs' power is based on world-wide resources and

integrated political structure. Global resources and integrated

structure allow MNCs to coordinate shifting capital from nation to

ration to finance large ventures or secure the most favorable rosiness

clinate, Aaiitiorally, MNCS have some leverage over the Brazilian

state because the aggressive modernization progran has amassed a htqe

foreign debt that cannot be repaid without MNC's continuing presence

and support. Thus MNCs are in a favorable posdt.Lon to influence

certain p::>licy because they can implicitly threaten to withdraw

operations. Even beyond the passive threat of withdrawal, which is not

a realistic p::>ssibility, MNCS can influence natioml p::>licy because it

is they who decide global production strategies. Gereffi and Evans

explain:12

In many cases, there is really only ore customer for the product
being exp::>rted. Sales of Pinto engines, for example, depend
entirely on the fortunes of a single 'INC cuscorer (the parent
Ford Motor Ccmpmy) and the adninistrative decisions of that
customer as to where these engines will be made. Thus, it is the
'INC, and not Brazil 0I Hexioo, who generally has the final word
on the export "market" and local production.

The foreign bourgeoisie is thus an extranely p::>werful group.
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The state, however, is still the most powerf ul, group in the nation

and dominates FOliey. It has a monopoly on coercive force through the

armed for ces and pof.i.ce, In 1964, the total armed forces numbered over

200,000 pennanent men and the defense tud;et consistently acoounted for

30-40 percent of the state tud:jet. 13 Moreover, to fully con:eptuaIize

the Brazilian state's power, roe must go back to the late 1930s when

Getulio Vargas, Brazil's first contenporary president, began reshaping

the state. Vargas' goal was to develcp Brazil into a wcrld power, The

first step in this process was to expand the state's administrative

capability and centralize authority so that the state could coordinate

natiora1 economic and IX>litical p:>liey. To this end, new ministries

such as Labalr, Industry, and comnerce were created; officially

sanctioned trade uni.ons representing urban middle classes were

established; and a cadre of competent anployees was hired to design

national economic FOlicies and to acini.nister the state orqandzatii.on,

Vargas thus began the creation of a strong coherent tureaucracy staffed

by a professional civil service dedicated to national deve1cpment. 14

It is this strong centralized tureaucracy, along with the military,

that nake up the great strength of the Brazilian state. During the

period of the peasant movanent, then the state was oomirant; But as

will be discussed in the next section, there was p:>litica1 divisiveness

within the state that greatly affected p:>licies towans the peasant

movenenc,

In sum then, during the period of the peasant movenent 1958-1964,

the state was the most powerful, group within the nation, followed by

the foreign boorgeoisie and the national bourgeoisie. These three
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groups, however, were not oomfetitcrs; they formed a tri-tartate

coalition that guided natioral develc:pment poli'¥. As Hewit explains

it, these three groups formed "a partnership that had been roil t over

the last forty years and was centered around complinentary eoonomic

roles and grounded in corranon interest in rapid economic growth. "15 The

state's interest in economic growth will be discussed in the next

section. The peasantry was the next strongest group. Although they

did not have the assets or the long tine political influence of the

Landed elite, they were beginning to mobilize and had potentially large

and active ru.unbers. The landed elite had considerable local power and

local authority, but their natiorel power had been declining strce the

1930s and in the contenporary develc:pment scheme their assets were

limited.

state Interests and Rural pevelopment Policy

Given its leading position in the retiorel power balance and its

coalition with the bourgeoisie, the Brazilian state could easily pursue

the three rural devel.cpment; p:>licies of modem third world states.

These rolicies, as predicted in the model of the state, in=lude:

1) extending state authority into the countryside, 2) transferring the

rural surplus to urban areas, and 3) transforming the feudal structure

of land tenure. The Brazilian state, however, did not pursue these

p:>licies. Modemization was limited to industrialization and the rural

areas were virtually ignored. This deviation from predicted state

poli,¥ goals requires some explanation.
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The roots of Brazil's industrial biased-modemization stan back to

the vargas era when the state was deve1<:.ping into a strong centralized

bureaucracy, As the state extended its FOWer and achieved natioml

planning capability, it formed its own ideology based on con:::eptions of

Brazilian destiny. Brazil's destiny was not simply to become a modem

nation, rot to be<x:>me a world power. Tre only way to attain global

status was to wild a oornprehensive iOOUSlrial base that was

technologically advanced and self-sufficient. Vargas first hinted at

these precepts in a speech before the military towards the end of World

War II: "our first lesson from the present war was that••• the only

countries that can really be oonsidered world powers are those that are

sufficiently industrialized and able to produce within their own

frontiers the war naterials they need. n 16 The state was thus conunited

to actively guiding imustrialization in the natioml interest. In so

doing, the state formed a coalition with the bourgeoisie and ultinately

lost sight of the rural areas.

Because industrial deve1cprnent was the only prior ity, the state's

rural p:>licy did not follow the exp:cted course. The state did not

vigorously extend its authority into rural Pernambuco. State

personnel, such as tax collectors and other tureaucrata, grew in

numbers and the federal legal systan was supreme, rot actual power

resided with local level authorities.17 strce landlords were

traditiomlly the most powerful group, they oontrolled local goverrunent

and police. It should be enphasized that the state was reluctant to

extend its authority into rural Pernamb.1oo, not because it lacked power

over the landed elite, b;tt because it choose to invest its resources in
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the more productive urban areas. Th= state's inaction, however, gave

the rural areas considerable leeway to change based on local action.

Thus, as peasants began to organize, the weakness of the landed elite

became increasingly apparent and the rural power balance began to shift

in favor of peasants. Based on the discussion of state action in

chapter 4, when the traditional elite are radically threatened, the

state will try to preserve the prevailing power balance. Th= section

on peasant mobilization will discuss how the state reacted in

Pernarntuco •

The state's disregard for agrarian modernization also meant that

};X)licies were not directed at transforrning Pernarnbloo' s land tenure.

Prior to 1950 ro land reform bills were passed in Brazil. Between 1950

and 1960 eight agrarian reform bills were introduced into the federal

legislature, rot all were tabled; nore were even considered seriously

enough to reach a vote.lS Between 1960 and 1963 eight nor e agrarian

measures were introduced and only ore passed. This bill simply allowed

rural workers to unionize and gave then the same rights as urban

workers. 19 No law addressing the tenure situation was passed until

1964, when peasants began directly pressuring the state.

Although the state did not attan¢ agrarian reform, it did manage

to transfer the rural surplua to urban areas. This was acoomplished in

several ways. First, urban areas received a dispro};X)rtionate share of

federal funds; Although agriculture anployed over 55 percent of the

popul.atd.on through 1960, the state spent only 4 percent of the tucget

on agricultural improvanent in 1950, only 5 percent in 1955, and only 3

percent in 1960. But the state spent; a great deal more on basic urban
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services such as industrial and comnercial develcprnent, transp:>rtation,

and COIml1L1l1ication. In 1950 the state spent; 18 percent in these areas,

in 1955 17 percent, and in 1960 19 percent. 20 A second way in which

the rural surplus is tranferred to Irdustry is through taxing and trade

};X)licies. Exp:>rt credits and tax exenp::ions for manufactured goods

favored industry. Moreover, because agricultural coIt1IOOdities did not

receive the same advantage, these };X)licies created a subsidy for

industry which was paid for t:7t rural areas. Data is not available for

the years of the peasant movanent, tot poIicies were similar far the

period just following it. Far this time period, roughly the mid 1960s,

tax credits and exp:>rt iocentiv€S boosted agricultural profits t:7t 13

percent. But all manufactured g<X><E received credits that increased

profits t:7t 283 percent-a net advantage to industry of 270 percent. 21

Tariffs and other protection fO[ nanufaccured goods similarly

discriminate against rural areas by creating artifically high prices

for industrial products. During the same tim: period, the effective

protection rate for agriculture was -2 percent r agriculture actually

had negative protection. But all manufacturing products received an

effective protection rate of 121 percent. 22 Thus state policies

significantly lowered rural incomes.

In sum, the Brazilian state's rural policies increased peasant

interest in movanent P3-rticiPltion. On the one hand, urban and

industrial biased };X)licies drained some rural surplus, thus directly

lowering peasant income. On the other hand, the state neither invested

much in agricultural develq;nnent to iocrease production, nor attempted

any land reform to ease the pressure on poor peasants. Finally, by
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failing to extend its authority into rural Per namb.lco, the state

created a power vacuum that provided signficant ClPtortunity fa:

peasants to mobilize.

Pernambucan Peasant structure

As capitalist clevelcpement proceeded and state :fOlicies were

enacted, in:reasing subsistence pressures were placed on the peasantry.

In order to analyze the peasant movement, it is necessa ry to examine

the Pernamb.1can peasants' social, economic, and agrarian structure and

the way it changed. This analysis is imtortant for two reasons.

First, the peasant structure mediates the effects of state and

capitalist develcprrent, thus aetennining peasant interest in

collectively changing the situation. Second, the peasant structure

proviaes peasants the power to act. Seven elements compose the

relevant aspects of the Pernambucan peasant; structure: l)geography and

environmental conditions, 2) class structure, 3) population and

irequality, 4) structure of production, 5) patron-client relations,

6) commcnal, relations, and 7) conscLouaness,

Geography and Ecological Conditions

To analyze the peasant movenent of Pernaml:uco, one must appreciate

the state's geographic and enviromnental diversity. Pernamtuco, like

the rest of the Northeast, is divided into three geoclirratic zones: the

Mata, the Sertao and the Agreste (See Figure 6.1) •
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The lo1ata, or coastal sugar zore of Pernamb.lco, forms a narrow belt

that runs southward along the coast and extends in-land some 50-75

kilometers to the sorborena Pl.ateau. It contains only U percent of

the f:Jtate's land area rot over half its popul.ata.on, Tre soil is rich

and fertile, although less so as on: moves further inland. The terrain

is generally hilly, the clirrate is hot and humid, and as ore approaches

the coast, rainfall is ample and well-dist:.riblted creating perennial

rivers with high volumes. 23 Trese conditions make the Mata ideal for

growing sugar cane, which is the najor commercill crop, Indeed,

Pernambucan sugar cane was the first grown in the Ne.w Worlo ana by 1600

the state was the world's largest sugar producer, Blt the lana can

support; a wide variety of crops. Tre ecologic cordataons are thus

favorable for agriculture and a physically sustainable livelihood.

Moreover, the region is the least isolated from cities and state

authority.

More than 70 percent of Per namtuco 's land area is located in the

Sertao l:ut only 15 percent of the total fOpulation.24 The sparse

populatdcn density reflects the harsh geoclirratic conditions. The

average annial, tent-erature is 77 degrees F. and anmal rainfall ranges

from 150 to 500 millim:ters, 90 percent of which falls from January

through May the months of greatest evaporatd.on, The terrain is

generally flat and is traversea by t.enpcr ary strecms that ui.sappsar

when the rains cease. Th= Sertao is most noted for its severe

droughts, which bring "epi.deni.cs of starvation. II During the most

severe droughts the Sertao has no rain for 36 months. Levine describes

the oppressive drought conditions :25
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when drought strikes, evil seans to seize hold of the
earth••• c:iogs and cattle become crazec and cooke on cacutus
spines; bats and rattlesnakes swamu edible roots tum podsoncus,
The sertanejo is frequently str icken by cay blirmess, unable to
see until the torrid sun sinks beneath the earth. Not ever! the
vultures, it is said, can tear the leathery hides of the withered
carcasses of fallE!1 hor ses,

Because water is scarce and unreliable, the srrallholdings cannot

support a family; consequently rrany of the poor landholding peasants

must work part-time as wage laborers or trmporarfl.y migrate to the

Agreste or l-Iata. Emlogical vulnerability is thus a great probl.en for

Sertaja10Si and they are most isolated from state authority.

Conditions of geography and envi.ronnent, thus mntriJ:.:ute greatly to this

area's potentaal, for peasant movanents.

The Agreste contains 19 percent of Pernamtuoo; s land area and

approxinately 35 percent of its popul.ataon, Situated between the Mata

and Sertao, it has greater rainfall than the arrio Sertao rot not as

much as the Mata, and its soil, although not as fertile or deep as the

Mata's, sup};XJrts a wide variety of crops. Principal commercial crops

include coffee, cotton, bananas, and other fruit. Because of world

competition and price uncertainty in these commcx:iities, however,

cul.tdvators grow corn, rranioc, cassava, and beans both for rrarket sale

and subsistence. In the drier regions of the Agreste, cattle raising

is an Important; comnerciaj activity, although it USUally co-exists with

subsdst.ence cultivation. 26 Tre Agreste peasants are thus somewhat

vulnerable, rot can USUally manage to eke out a living unless drought

is particularly severe. Sirce the Agreste is in the interior, it is

relatively isolated from state authority.
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~ Structure

Class structure is crucial in determining interest in peasant,

movanents because it groups peasants into economic categor ies with

collective interests. SIrallholders and landless are most adlJerse1y

affected by state and capitalist deve1cpment strce they are reseurce

poor , Therefore the greater their numbers in the peasant population,

the greater the interest in initiating collective action. At the tinE

of the peasant; movanent, the class structure of Pernamtucx:> was

dominated by landless and poor srra11ho1ders. In 1960, these peasants

constituted 94 percent of all peasants in Pernaml:ucx:>, fully 75 percent

of whom were completely landless (See Table 6.8).

Table 6.8

Estirrate of Peasant Classes in Pernamt.uco 1950-1975

Landless Poor Middle Rich Landed
Pea.sants Peasants Peasants Peasants Elite

(excl , ten.) (0-9 ha.) (10-99 na.) (100-1000 (more than
ha, ) 1000 ha.)

N(OOO) % N(OOO) % N(OOO) % N(OOO) % N(OOO) %

1950
1960
1970
1975

673 76
950 75
758 66
809 67

114 13
240 19
309 27
301 25

56
61
76
78

7
5
6
7

31
11
13
13

4
1
1
1

0.6 >0.1
0.7 >0.1
0.6 >0.1
0.6 >0.1

CALaJLATED FRCM: Cynthia He.wi.tt, "Brazil: The Peasant r-1ovanent of
Pernamrocx:> 1961-1964, n in H61ry Landsberger ea., Latin American Peasant
Hovements (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1969), W. 375-376; Solon
Barracl.ouqh, Agrarian Structure .in.l6!tin America (Lexington: D.C. Heath,
1973), W.85, 86, 122-124; Annuario Estatistco .l2Q Brasil1978 (Fundacao
Instituto Brasilerio de Geografia E Estatistica), 309; Annuariao 1974,
p. 164.
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But the actual class structure varied depending on the region. In

the Mata, at this tinwa, fully 91 percent of the peasants were landless

and 7 percent were poor snallholders. An incredible 98 percent of the

peasants in the Nata could thus be classified as poor and interested in

changing their situation. In the Sertao some 76 percent of the

peasants were landless and 12 percent were snallholders. An:1 in the

Agreste, 68 percent were landless and 28 percent were snallholders

(Table 6.9).

Table 6~9

Estinates of Peasant Classes Pernarntuoo I s Regions

Landless Poor Middle Rich Elite

N(OOO) % N(OOO) % N(OOO} % N(OOO) % N(OOO) %

Sertao
1960 253 76 40 12 33 10 7.0 2.0 0.3 >0.1
1970 201 65 62 20 39 12 8.0 2.5 0.3 >0.1

Agreste
1960 431 68 179 28 25 4 2.0 >1 0.1 >0.1
1970 365 59 215 35 31 5 3.4 >1 0.1 >0.1

Mata
1960 266 91 21 7 3 1 1.7 >1 0.5 >0.1
1970 148 81 28 15 4.9 2.7 1.7 1 0.2 0.1

CALOJALTED FRG1: See Table 6.8.

Each area thus had sufficient poor peasants to pose a viable base for

movenent activity • Tha Mata, however, had the greatest proportion of

Landl.esa and poor peasants and was thus the area in which peasants had

greatest interest and power in initiating a movenent.

Simply looking at static figures of class, however, does not

provide a sufficient basis for analyzing movanent potential. One must
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also view the dynamics of change. Unforttmately, prior to 1960 it is

i.rnp:>ssible to estinate peasant, ctassss by region. There is qualitative

evidence, however, that gives some indication of regioml class change.

In the Agreste and Sertao from 1940-1960, the proportion of landless

grew as a market, for cattle, staple foods, and fruit develcped. As

agriculture slCMly began to cornnercialize, snallholders and tmants

were exposed to rising land pressures. Ao:ordinC] to some acoounts,

peasants lost land or land rights and becane wage laborers or rent

tenants. 27 Still, rrarket penetratd.on was not thorough encuqh to

substantially decrease the percentase of snallholders nor was the state

sufficiently cormnited to capitalist agriculture to bring aboot an

agrarian transformation. Rather, peasants were able to retain their

holdings through continued effort and pressure.

In the Mata, market pressures were the most intense airce the

region I S sugar Industzy was closely integrated to the expanding

natioml and internatioml econony , As rrarket opportuni.t.ies grew

during the 1950s and 1960s, large property owners expanded their

OPerations, displacing poor and middle peasants whenever possible.

Furtado claims that the mcradores were especda.LIy squeezed. They were

transformed into pure wage laborers because their traditioral

subsistence plots were need to expand sugar production. He explains:28

The extmsion of areas under cane cultivation had profamdly
signifiCQnt social and economic effects. The "moracbr," in a
relatively short space of tine was transformed from a snaIl
sharecropper responsdble for producing part of his family I s food
requirements, into a simple wage earner. From his confinement to
an isolated hovel at the top of a hill. •• he was pushed onto the
ecge of the road, no longer able to plant even "an inch of land"
for food.
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There is no question that moradores were transformed into pure

wage laborers, rot there is a question of why. The sugar producers did

not need the land to expand production as Furtad:>' s and most other

economic analyses assume. Their holdings were already so vast they did

not, and could not, cultivate all the additional land. They amtrolled

517,000 hectares of agricultural land, rot even during the record cane

production year of 1963 they planted only 265,000 hectares. Why then,

did they take back Moradore's land and leave it idle when they could

have collected some form of economic rent? Taylor corcludes that the

sugar producers took back the land because depriving the moraCbres of

an iooependent livelihood enabled than to lower wages and control

labor: 29

By taking awO¥ the land the morad:>r had formerly used, the usinas
and enghenos were able to insure that he had no indpendent access
to the means of subsistence. Thus the moraCbr was forced to work
six days a week in the cane fields for a wage set very near the
mi.ni.mJm physiological subsistence level. It was the need for
labor, not for land, tha led the planters to reclaim the
moraCbres' land. The land was taken not for use, rot to withold
it from use.

In the Mata, then, both from the standpcint; of lCJWer class population

and from the standpoint of qynamic transition from smallholders to

landless wage earners, the interest in collective action was greatest.

Pooolation .snQ rneguality

Between 1940 and 1970 in Pernamt:uco, the popul.atd.on grew from 3.4

to 5.1 million. However, the population in rural areas renained

static. Population growth occurred in urban areas (See Table 6.10) and

did not create resoorce scarcity in rural areas. Moreover, as will be
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shown below, the existing peasant popul.ataon was not excessive. TOO

real factor confoonding Pernamb.1can peasant subsistence and generating

interest in collective action was land inequality. 'Ibis facta:, more

than anything else, was the most obvious foondation of injustice and

gave rise to the moral irrlignation of poor peasants. Fach region of

Pernamb.1co displayed different degrees of inequality.

Table 6.10

Pq>ulation of PernamJ::uco 1940-1970
(millions of persons)

l.2.40-
N %

19-5.Q.
N %

19-6.0.
N %

ll7!l
N %

Pernam
buco

Rural

Urban

2.7

1.9

0.8

70

30

3.4

2.2

1.2

65

35

4.1

2.2

1.9

54

46

5.1

2.3

2.8

45

55

saJRCE: Annuario Estatico .I;!Q Brasil, .lill. (Ftmdacao Insti tuto
Brasilerio de GaJgrafia E Estatistica), J;:P. 74, 81-84.

In the Agreste, dIring the period of the peasant movanent, land

was the most equitably distri.tuted. Only 6.8 percent of the Agreste's

total land area was held in large plantations of 1,000 hectares or

more; 62 percent of the land area was held in enterprises of less than

99 hectares; and 85 percent of agriculb.1ral enterprises occupied areas

of less than 20 hectares. 30 The average holding was 8.6 hectares (See

Table 6.11). There was; of course a large landless popul.atd.on
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Table 6.11
Size and Distritution of Landholdings in

Agreste, Sertao, and Mata

ill5.
.1 Farms 1.~

Agreste 00.
0-9 87.2 26 .8 86.3 21.8 84.9 21.0
10-99 11.4 34.7 12.3 34.7 13.2 34.5
100-999 1.1 31.7 1.3 35.5 1.5 36.1
1,000 or more 0.3 6.8 0.1 8.0 0.4 8.4
Total Farms 158,070 »n ,097 193,558
Average Size 8.6 9.3 10.2

Sertao ha,
0-9 53.4 4.4 56.5 5.6 56 .2 6.1
10-99 39.2 25.4 35.9 31.0 36.8 32.3
100-999 6.9 41.8 7.3 46.0 6.7 43 .9
1,000 or more 0.5 28.4 0.3 17.4 0.3 17.7
Total Farms 77,720 so ,931 91,956
Average Size 50.1 38.4 36.4

Mata 00.
0-9 84.0 5.3 80 .4 6.8 77.3 6.1
10-99 9.0 6.0 14.3 10.2 16.9 12.1
100-999 6.5 65.0 4.8 60.7 5.4 62.7
1,000 or more 0.5 23.7 0.5 23 .3 0.4 19.1
Total Farms 25,274 28,531 26 ,944
Average Size 40 .4 30.6 32.2

CALCULATED FRCH: Amuario Estatistioo J;;!Q Brasil 1978, W. 309, 311,
333; Cynthia He.witt, "Braz Il.t Tn: Peasant Movenent of Pernamtuoo
1961-1964,n in Landsberger ed., Latin AIrerican Peasant Movenents, w.
375-76.
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constituting 68 percent of the Agreste's agricultural workforce. If

these landless were included in an equal redistri.l:ution of cultivable

land, the average size farm wwld be approxinately 4 hectares, just

barely enough to eke out an existence. In the Agreste, then, land

concentration was a problen, tut given that relatively little morey was

spent for agricutural develcpment, popul.atdon density did pose a slight

problen.

In the Sertao, land was highly coocentrated; the average size

agricultural establishIrent was 50 hectares. Seventy percent of all

land is held by only 8 percent of the agricultural enterpises; 53

percent of the enterprises are snallholdings of less than 10

hectares. 31 If all cultivable land were equally distri.b.1ted among all

landless and present landowners, the average size holding woold be over

12 hectares. Since the cultivable land is well suited for subsistence

agriculture, such a distri.b.Jtion woold be sufficient for all peasants

to earn a livelihood except during the worst drought.

Land in the Mata during the period of the peasant movenent was

also highly coocentrated. The average size holding was over 40

hectares and 25 percent of all land was held by ore-half of one percent

of all agricultural enterprises. Seven percent of all enterprises

controlled 90 percent of the land, leaving the ranaining 93 percent of

the agricutlural enterprises with only 10 percent. 32

Population density is highest in the Mai:a, rot if land were

equally distriOOted to every agrarian worker,

the average size holding would be 3.7 hectares. Since
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this land is fertile and there is ample rainfall, such a redistr ib.Jtion

would provide all peasant households with an adequate standard of

living.

In sum then, popul.ati.on pressure in Pernamtuoo was not a problem.

Rather, land scarcity was caused by the inequitable distrib.1tion of

land. Land ooncentration was highest in the Sertao. But it was also

very high in the Mata, where the situation was made worse by the fact

that the landed elite withheld one-third of all cultivable land from

production. Only in the Agreste did popul.atd.on put pressure on the

land. Thus poor peasants had high interest in changing the land tenure

systan in all areas, rot interest was most intense in the Mata. Here,

the injustice of rrany peasants stn:ggling to earn subsistence was

j uxtaposed against the landed elite' s vast holdings, much of which was

simply being withheld from use.

structure .Qf. Production

The structure of production refers to the institutionalized

patterns of econanic exchange that detecnine to whom peasants owe their

surplus, how the surplus is shared, and how it is appropriated. Within

the oontext of state and capitalist expansion, the structure of

production is extranely i.IrlpJrtant in analysing peasant; interest in

oollective actd.on because it detecnines peasant livelihood. During the

period of the peasant movanent, each region of Pernarnbloo had a

different productive structure.

In the Sertao, the classic Latin American hacienda systan

prevai.l.ed, '!be najority of peasants earned their livelihood through
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work arrangements on large estates, which were the precomirant, eeoncnuc

institutions. Characteristics of the Sertao hacienda system were

extreme concentration of land, low lanJ values, a snaIl Feasant

workforce, little invesbnent in improving agriculture, and almost no

modernization. 33 secause of these organizatioral arrangements,

hacienda owners could increase their profits only by squeezing labor

and thus wage pressures in the Sertao were intensified. Fortunately

for poor peasants, however, rrarket expansion in the Sertao was limited.

Moreover, as we shall see, labor mobility and the willingness of Sertao

peasants to migrate, prevented the hacienda from imposing a system of

economic bondage.

In the Agreste, the structure of production was a cross between an

entrepreneurial system and a srrallholding system. There were

significant nUillbers of tenants, and the rrajority of peasants were

landless. Their atrtenpcs to obtain land created a constant pressure on

the snallholders. The snallholders, however, were a fairly large group

and formed an imp::>rtant element of the Agreste's rural eeonony , As

freeholding peasants, they were able to produce suoai.scence crops, some

cash crops, and occassiomlly obtain wage employrrent. Through this

means they managed to hold on to their land.34 s irce market expansion

was not particularly Intense in the area, these peasants formed a

stable element of the Agreste's structure of production which prevented

it from becoming either a rent or entzepreneur ial, capitalist system.

The Hata's structure of production resembled the hacienda system

in some respects: little capital was invested to modernize

agriculture; the elite perpetuated mechanisms of labor bondage; there
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was extrane land concentration; ana unutilized land was atundant.

~"1ei:e w~:i:e, however, two signficant differences: the peasant, population

was quite high and land values were also high. Th:se twists created

considerably greater hardship on poor peasants than a simple hacienda

systan. On the one hand, peasants were subject to the same labor

bondage as the hacienda. But even if they overcame these constraints,

they were still squeezed because a high labcr sUWly kept wages low and

high land values prevented them from wying or renting land.

In sum then, the structure of production in the sereao did not

contriJ:ute signficantly to peasant vulnerability, prinarily because

capitalist develcpment in the area was not Intense, The Agreste

similarly did not have a structure of production that Lncreased

vulnerability • In the Mata, however, the structure of production made

subsistence increasingly difficult for poor peasants and as capitalist

relations intesified their interest in collectively changing the

situation rose.

Patron-Client Bonds

If patronage is paternalistic and is maintained, it can reduce the

vulnerability of rescurce-poor peasants as state and capitalist

develcprnent proceed. But if patronage is exploitative to begin with,

it increases the difficulties of peasant livelioood and Increases

peasant interest in changing the situation.

In the Agreste during the 1950s and 1960s patron-client relations

were not partiallarly paternalistic, rot they were not exploitative.

As state r:olicy was enacted and capitalist relations expanded into the
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Agreste, the snaIl anamt of patronage was reduced and relations

between peasants and others of superior status became more i.IItl;ersonal,

but not exploitative. The changing teons of patroraqe thus had little

effect on peasant interest in the Agreste. 35

In the Sertao, however, patron-client relations were characterized

by continuing paternalism and reduced poor peasants I vulnerability.

For: CAaiUple, although large landholders were beginning to reduce

patronage, they were still expected to provide a plot of land for their

workers, provtde ' than with anergency loans, give than seed for

planting, intervene on their behalf when there was trouble, and

maintain a strong sense of moral dignity and respect. 36 Several

factors seaned to keep this system intact. First, drought struck

everyone, in::luding the patron. Therefore there was a distinct limit

to patronage and this was well understood by peasants, who had standing

plans to migrate when drought was severe. Market forces had only

recently penetrated to the Sertao, especially the most arrid regions,

and there was less pressure on Landownera to eliminate Pi tronage.

Finally and most i.mp:>rtantly, the traditional labor scarcity in the

Sertao created a high demand for peasant workers. Landlords were thus

"careful not to get a reputation among the moracbres that wwld

discourage p:>tential laborers or send their: own moracores in search of

a more reputable patrao , a37

In the Mata, patron client relations were not c~.QJ:;;:.~e!:i~e:U by

protective, paternalistic exchanges. Moreover, since 1950, landlord

peasant relations had deteriorated into iocreasingly exploitative

arrangements. There were exceptions. Hutchinson cites the exanpl,e of
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a traditional plantation where the workers refused to particip:lte in

strikes or disprt.es because the owners took care of the sick and

elderly and generally treated the WC!:' kers as extiended kin. 38

Similarly, Foranan gives the example of another plantation in which the

owners acted as kindly patraos~ providing ecxmanic security and well

being for their workers. 39 Generally, bowever, patrorage in a

paternalistic and protective sense was limited, and histor ically was

never widespread given the early degree of narket penetration and the

mutual suspicion that former slaves and masters held for each other

following the abolition of slavery.40

The state of patron-client relations in the f.1ata is perhaps best

illustrated t¥ the nearly universal institution of cambao, or "free

Labor homage." cambao, initiated follOlVing the abolition of slavery,

was an arranganent wheret¥ the Feasant agreed to work several days on

the landlord's estate in return for a parcel of land. Beginning in the

1950s estate owners began collecting rent, rot the institution was

preserved supposedly so that the tenants could repay the Landl.ord' a

kindness. But it was deeply resented. As Julio stated, "of all of the

demands Imposed on the peasant in the Northeast, we have no doubt in

asserting that the canbao is that which weighs least upon him

materially, rot most touches his honor, which shanes and humiliates

him." 41 Other practices that went along with cambao included: the

constant survei.lance of tenants I:y landlord3, debt peorage where

peasants were kept as prisoners until they worked off their debts, and
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the use of capangas or thugs to intimidate peasants, These practices,

were widespread during the 1950s and 19605, and indicate how peasants

were socially dominated. The relations coul.d not be termed

paternalistic.

But in addition to these custorrary turdens, the peasents I eoonomic

tenns with patrons became progressively worse. As formal contracts

became widespread during the 1950s and 1960s, peasants were sanetirres

hired for a specific job rot released prior to its completion and then

not paid because they had not fulfilled contractual obligations.

Traditional usufruct rights were eliminated. Where land rights were

still respected, peasants were forced to grow cash crops so the

landlord could take a port.Lon, Formerly, if a sharecropper cleared and

destumped a field he was given use of that land for a miniImJIn of

several seasons, rot during the 1950s and 1960s he was evicted after,

or even prior to, the first crop. Landholders increasingly hired

subcontractors who paid peasants well below the mini.man wage, provided

only part time work, and made no provision for slack work periods.

Finally, rent was constantly increasing; in same areas it became nearly

one-half of the land's market value.42 In the Mata, then, the changing

terms of patronage were clearly inequitable and unjust. Peasant

interest in movanent aetivity was increasing.

Communal Relations

Ccmmmal relations can provide peasants with the power and the

interest to act collectively. On the one hand they may give pssants
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organizational cohesion. On the other hand they may enforce relations

that either provide security for poor peasants or may Increase their

vulnerability. Camnunal relations in PernambJa:> since the 1950s vary

greatly depending on the region.

In the Sertao and Agreste there is evidence of past; and continuing

cooperation on a limited basis, rot there are no close-knit commrutdes

or villages as famd in other areas of the world.43 Redistrilutive

mechanisms were thus never prevalent nor were there extensive

mechanisms to ensure domination by a village elite. The lack of

communal solidarity stamred from the fact that many peasants were

individual family producers owning their own snaIl plot or working on a

hacienda. with usufruct rights. Living in distinct nuclear households

rather than communal villages, most peasants were fiercely independent

and tenacioosly defended their own small plot.44 There are exceptions

to this generalization. An::1rade poi.nts out that in sane instances,

labor exchange regularly occurred, esp:cially in the most arrid regions

where cocperation was needed for critical activities like irrigation.45

And Furtaoo argues that many of the tenants and sharecroppers of the

Agreste and Sertao lived in small communities off of the main estate.

The peasancs in these communites had usufruct rights to estate Land,

Cut beginning in the 1940s when these rights were revoked, they

organized protect their livelihood.46 This cooperation, however, was

not based on conununal social interaction tut on the i.mrrediate problem

of land alienation. OOCe land was secured, peasants once again acted

as small property holders, irrlividually keeping to their own plots.
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In the Mata, moradores normally lived in isolation on a plot of

land allowed them by the sugar plantation. Since this land was usually

found on the fringes or at the top of hills, IOOradores were drspersed

allover the estate and did not have any conmu.mal tradition. During

the 1950s and 1960s, the plantations started consolidating and reducing

moradore land, thus forcing peasants to live on snaller holdings in the

same area. By forcing peasants onto plots next to each other, the

plantation owners created a conununity of workers with a new sense of

social organization and solidarity. As FurtaCb explains:47

The extension of areas under cane cultivation had profrundly
significant social and eoonanic effects. The IOOraCbr, in a
relatively short space of tine, was transformed from a snaIl
sharecropper responsdbl,e for producing part of his family's food
requiranents, into a sirrple wage earner. From his confinanent to
an isolated hovel at the tcp of a hill, where his family had
lived without any concept of neighborliness, he was pushed onto
the ed;Je of the road, 00 longer able to plant even an inch of
food•••Thus the moraCbres very soon established community
relations and contacts that facilitated the anergence of Iocal,
leaders. These leaders differed, bJt all worked toward fanenting
an awakening of consciousness of workers I comroon interests.

Traditionally then, no area of PernambJco displayed the communal,

solidarity that wculd give interested peasants the tower to organize.

In the Mata, however, the pressures of s'cate and capitalist develcprrent

were greatest and were bringing the peasants closer together and

increasing their solidarity.

~ Consciousness .Qf. !;bg Pernambucan Peasantry

Consciousness refers to the peasantry's tradition of protest and

resistance. It is a critical elenent of peasant power; Not only does

consciousness provide peasants with a knowledge of their own
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capability, but also it gives them an awareness of the possibility for

change. The Brazilian peasantry, however , is oftal considered to be

lacking in political consciousness and has been accused of being

incapable of p:>litical action. Jan Black, for exanple, claims that,

"except.Inq such sporadic and isolated conspiracies to revolt as the ore

instigated by the now legendary Tiradentes in the l700s, the peasant

class had constituted Brazil's truly silent rnajority."48

This view of Brazilian peasants is a common mi.scorception,

Northeast Brazil and Pernarntuco have a rich tradition and long legacy

of rural protest. wren the Portugese first colonized Brazil and

introduced slavery, both Irrlians and imp:>rted Aft ieans resisted.

Indian uprisings occurred in Pernarnblco from 1500 to the late l800s.

Many of these resistances were led by prophets and rressianic figures

who promised an afterlife free from the Jesuits and Franciscans.

Uprisings v such as the Cristo Alexandra rnovanent in 1857 and the

Vi.rx:inte Cristo in 1884, dananded the expulsion of all merchants and

state officials.49 African slaves attanJ:i:ing to free thanselves from

plantations established quilirnbos, or refuges, in the interior where

they formed their own governments. Palmares, for example, was a

self-sufficient, self-governing town of several thousand. Like many

other qUilimbos through the centuries, it served as a haven for runaway

slaves and even repulsed many attacks before being destroyed.50

Messianic movements were also widespread in the northeast and had

the common theme of allE.'lJiating rural misery. The Sebastianist

movanents, like the Enchanted Kingdom of Pedra Bmita 1838 and the City

of Terrestial Paradise 1896, Ircorporated common folk thanes of a
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better life, a just protector, and sufficient :f.':ocxl for all.5l And the

action of rural peopl.e to their plight is rnanoralized in Euclides da

Cuhna I S classic, Rebellion.in j;;hg Backlands, which describes Antonio

canselheiro I s socialistic society of canuoos, Canudos was composed of

peasanta, criminals, and other rural vagabon::ls, who had the common

ideal of creating an equal society. All who joined, including large

donors, shared an equal quota of the produce. But t¥ 1900 the

visionary society was massacred by military expeditions.52

Further testimony to the tradition and consciousness of prot.est; in

the rural Northeast is social banditry. Jose Brilhante and his son

Jesuino Viriatos are renowned for assulting convoys of the rich and

distri.l:uting the gocxls to poor peasants , Antonio Silvino also took

from the rich and gave to the poor before his capture and p:..mishrrent in

1914. And Lanpiao is a legendary figure who protected the poor of the

Northeast until his death in 1938. Although bandits were often cruel

and treated Landlords and peasants with equal fierocity, they

synbolized resistance to the established social order. Ccns:quently

their romantic irrages as champions of peasants, who stole from the rich

to give to the poor and who killed only in self-defense or just

revenge, is more indicative of Feasant oonsciousness than actual

deed:>.53

There were other significant rnovanents involving peasants. Most of

these rnovanents occurred in the Mata. The Prestes column 1927, joined

together army Li.eutenarrts , peasants , and soldiers who marched through

the interior and distribIted their newspaper "0 Libertaoor" to pesants,

while terrorizing large landholders. In 1935 the Brazilian Ccmmunist
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Party joined with rebellious soldiers to capture PernamOOCX> , s capital

Recife. sporadic action also occurred throughout the 194Os, rot as the

state centralized, far fewer rebellions ooul.d anerge. Then from

1945-1947, the Communist Party of Brazil formed Peasant Leagues in

Pernamtuco, modeled after the highly successful urban trade unions.

When the conmu..mist party was banned in 1948, however, the leaC].les were

destroyed. Several large scale protests occurred after 1948, including

the Revolt of Dena Noca, 1951, the establishnEnt of the Free Territory

of Formoso 1954, and the Guerrilla War of Procatu 1954. Then as a

precursor to the rapid mobilization in the 1960s, the First

Northeastern C<ngress of Agricultural Workers was held in Pernam!:uco in

1954.54 Thus far from being a silent majority, peasants in the

Northeast have a strong tradition of resistance and have actively

engaged in political action.

Suumary .Qf structural Elements .in~ PernanJbucan Peasant Moyement

From the mid-1950s to the early 1960s, state and capitalist

devel.opment; had given the peasants of the Pernamtuco, particularly in

the Mata, sufficient interest and power to initiate cx>llective

political action. Capitalist develcpment had intensified and market

expensaon had reached a new peak. The Mata's peasants were becoming

increasingly vulnerable and subsistence was a constant problan. Tha

state's rural policies had reduced peasant Ircome, failed to

redistriJ:ute land, failed to increase productivity, and created a power

vacuum that virtually invited peasants to sieze power. It was clear

that the prevailing sytan was unjust and inequitable.
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The elanents of the peasant structure in the Mata also mntriblted

to peasant interest and power in mllective action. Poosant interest

was intensified t¥ the predominance of poor pesants in the class

structure, t¥ the inequality in land tenure, t¥ the twisted structure

of production in the Mata, and by exploitative patron relations. Their

};Otential p.Jwer was also evi.denc; ThE: poputatfon of poor and landless

provided an ample support; base; the growing solidarity within the new

communities gave them sane cohes ionr and the peasants had a rich

tradition of protest and thus a consciousness of what could be dore ,

Peasant Mobilization

Thus far we have focussed on the underlying structural corXiitions

that made the Pernarnblcan peasant movanent poaaibl,e, But a movanent is

a dynamic process of mobilization, involving growth and change.

Therefore, in order to adequately analyze the movement, we must nCM

examine how it evolved, Three phases of the mobilization process

must be analyzed: the initial growth of the rnovanent, the state's

reaction, and the rnovenent' s evolution•

.lbg Emergence and Growth .Qf. J;bg Pernarnbucan Peasant Movement

Three conditions are necessary for peasants to iniate a movanent.

They must have sufficient interest in collectively changing the

situation; they must have sufficient power to act; and there must be a

precipitating ircident that serves as a catalyst or focus for action.

In Pernambuco, peasants had sufficient interest. As just described,
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poor peasant vulnerability was increasing and inequality was extrenly

high. The sense of injustice and moral indignation were clear. These

conditions occurred in each region b.1t especia'l.Iy in the Mata.

Peasants had sufficient power, Poor peasants oonstituted the vast

majority of peasants in each region. Moreover, although not well

organized, peasants in the Mata had a tradition of protest and were

develcping a communal solidarity. All that was lacking in the

mid-1950s was some incident with sufficient synrolic focus.

In 1955, the incident occurred. On a snaIl estate, Engenho

Galiliea in the Mata, a group of peasant tenants organized the

Agricultural Society of Planters and cattleraisers of Pernambuoo. The

society was formed to provide tmants with an anergency rent fund and a

J:urial fund, These funds were desperately needed. Tenants were

constantly threatened with eviction since the landowners had

progressively raised annual rent lU'ltil it now stood at one-third the

land's rrarket value. The b.1rial fund was necessary because rrany

families could not afford a coffin and it was humilitating to wry

their kin in the bare earth. such a thought "offended the peasant, who

desired to obtain in death a dignity he had never known in life. "55

Soon after the society's formation, the owners began evicting the

tenants. Threatened with the loss of liveli00od, the peasants sought

legal assistance and were referred to Francisco Juliao.

Juliao was an alternate deputy of the Pernambucan legislature and

a lawyer. He had develcped a reputation for defending the poor and was

troubled by the rural poverty and peasant ab.1se in the Northeast. He

therefore agreed to defend the peasants of Engenho Galiliea. His
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defense took place at two levels. On the ore hand, specific legal

actions were taken to protect the peasants: lawsuits were undertaken

to halt the eviction, the peasant organization was registered as a

legal entity, and various legal maneuvers were begun to gain tine while

expropriation legislation was introduced to the state legislature.

A<Xlitionally, Juliao frequently visited the peasants and brought other

state deputies with him who used their influence as legislators to

prevent the p:>lice from intimidating peasants or siding with the

landlord.56

It should be emphasized that in 1955 the large landholders

controlled the local po.Li.ce and authorities. Not only did they ablse

peasants, l:ut they also actenpced to intimidate Juliao and others who

dared to help peasants. During ore visit, for example, JUliao was

arrested by local p:>lice, despite having p:>li tical inmunity. When the

corrananding p:>lice officer realized what had hem dare, he i.rnnediately

released Juliao tut the peasant rally had to be cancelled. During

another visit he had to flee from landlords' thugs when his state

pol.Lee escort ~steriously disappeared. Ar.d at ore point; several

landowners even hired an assasin to kill Juliao while he attended a

legislative sesaion, Acx::ording to Juliao's account; the gwman was on

the way to carry out the exection when he heard voices telling him not

to kill Juliao. The assasin later confessed, even giving Juliao the

names of his employers.57

Juliao's defense of the peasants, however, went further than local

level action. On a broader level, Juliao's actions were addressed at

the entire Northeast; and he tried to organize peasant leagues
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patterned after the Galiliea organization. To this end he traveled

widely attenpting to mobilize peasants with stirring speeches about

injustice and the need for radical change. For example, one of his

slogans to inspire peasants and pressure the legislature was: "radical

agrarian reform, with the law or with the naases, with flowers or with

blood. "58 Amther popular speech ended with: "I am not thirsty for

blood, I am hunqry for justice. Justice is land, it is a horne, it is

bread, it is school, it is work, it is liberty, and it is peace. "59

Although Juliao and the leagues provided the initial focus for

peasant mobilization, their action symbolized a movenent which was much

more broadbased and reflected the general eorcern over the Northeast's

deplorable rural conditions. Exenplifying the broadbase was the

congress for the Salvation of the Northeast held in 1955. For the

first tire, all strata of society, peasants, tusinessrren, clergy,

FOliticians, labor li7''1.de:rs~ and educators, gathered together to discuss

the Northeast's rural problens,

The Brazilian Camnunist Party (P03) also began organizing peasants

and in 1957 formed the Union of Agricultural Laborers and Workers of

Brazil (UL'rnB) in an attenpt to unite urban and rural workers. Holding

their first meeting in Sao Paulo, the ULTAB invited the peasant leagues

to join their organization. The leagues sent representatives to the

meeting rot did not join because they did not want to lose their own

identity. Nooetheless close af filiations were maintained. The ULTAB

then proceeded on an independent strategy of mobilization. 60 It

emphasized the develcprnent of a natioml organization with centralized

control over local level peasant; units. Using this classical
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organizational approach, the ULTlIB sent ramerous party organizers

throughout the Mata. The organizers were quite successful,

concentrating on the agricultural wage earners and addressing their

concrete concerns. 6l

During this period, roughly 1955-1961, the peasant movanent

reached a stage of organization that was defLrti.tely formal. Tb:!

peasant leagues claimed some 200 organizations throughout the

Northeast, although the Pernarnblcan Mata was their stronghold. In

numbers, t¥ Juliao's own estinate, there were 100,000 league rnanbers,

prinarily living in Pernamb.l<x). By other estinates there were anywhere

from 20-50 ,000.62 And the ECB claimed a networ k of tightly

coordinated organizations throughout the region. Acx::ording to~

~, t¥ 1962 ULTAB associations numbered 500 with over 500,000

membexs, 63 Although these organizations were in most Northeast states,

most rnanbers were located in the Mata of Pernambuco,

The action of the movanent ranged sanewhere between oonfrontation

and conflict. There were organized efforts by the leagues and the

ULTAB to alter existing corrlitions. These efforts ranged from direct

negotiation with landlord3, to introducing agrarian legislation, to

individual confrontations and danonstrations. But there was not

consistent or widespread enough protest and large denonstrations to

assess movenent action as conflict. Most of the action was, in fact,

quite spontaneous and directed at publicizing the peasants plight and

putting increased pressure on the state and landed elite. OVerall much

of the activity was amateurish and might have even been characterized

as humorous, if sore Lncrdents were not so tragic.
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For example, one of the nany student radicals who joined the:

peasant cause was Joel Camara. Camara helped a lea9Je manber who was

being threatened with eviction. His plan was to organize a

self-defense warning systen using firecrackers: OD:! firecracker meant

the landlord's thugs were approaching, two meant the po.lfce or aony was

coming, and so on. As the plan was put into operation, the landlord

sent his thugs to kill Joel rot he hid and threw a cherry bomb at then.

There was a big explosion and the gunmen ran away. Unfortunately for

Joel, he had written down his warning systan and was accused of

fanenting corranunist guerrila warfare and arrested i:¥ the military.64

Then there was Padre Alipio, who Juliao referred to as "the };E!cple's

priest. n The good padre woold turn up OD:! day in Rio, the next in Sao

Paulo, the rext at a rural league meeting, and then in a media

interview. Always Padre Alipi.o wruld make a radical speech, damning

the landlords, condemning the military, and urging the peasants to turn

their hoes in for rifles. The father was arrested numerous times and

eventually defrocked for scandaloos behavior. Because of his

flanboyance, however, he was something of an anbarrassrrent for the

leagues. 65

At the grass-roots level, however, some incidents were more

serious. .roao Teixeira, the leader of OD:! of the leagues, obtained

legal assistance for peasants who were not pard for work or who wanted

to pay an annual rent instead of carnba0. The Landl.orca , unaccustomed

to peasants standing up to than, tried to intimidate than, but two of

their thugs were slashed to death. Shortly after, two thugs ambushed

and killed Teixeira. The two were captured and turned out to be rural
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police 0 66 Although a tragedy, this and similar incidents illustrate

that peasants at the gras~roots were learning alternative tactics,

gaining organizational skills, and fighting back.

The initial era of the peasant movanent ended in 1961, with the

First National Peasants' Ccngress. At this conference, every peasant

organization sent representatives, as did the government, and the

Catholic church. Represented were the various elanents of the left,

ranging from the ULTAB, to the Le:iqlles, to the Maoists, to the

Trotskyites. A schisim became evident during the CCl1gress. The ULTAB

was cornrni.tted to moderate proposals of reform, such as rent reduction

and rural social security. The Leagues, however, represented authentic

agrarian popul.Lsm and were not interested in technical proposals

concerning graduated reform. They demanded irnnediate radical reform

and they carried the Ccngress.67 From this poi.nt; on, any long-term

coordinated agreanent on goals, tactics, and ideology was Iropossdbl,e,

The movanent was struck t¥ internal factionalism, what Page has

referred to as the "oongenital disease of the left. n

1bg ~.E.QJg

As previously discussed, the Brazilian state had coocentrated on

industrialization and did not interfere with rural areas. This left a

power vacuum in rural Pernarnbuoo with the landed elite in oontrol of

local author i ty • By 1956, however, the power of the landed elite had

declined in Pernarnl:uoo just as it had nationally. As a last ditch

effort to retain its control over the rural areas, the landed elite

managed to pass through the Pernarnbucan legislature repressive tax laws
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that severely hanpered every sector except for large landholders.. The

bourgeoisie, the workers, and peasants banned together and held two

general strikes to protest the tax and other repressive measw:es.

These two strikes paralyzed the state and forced the tax laws to be

recinded.68 Then in 1958, an industrialist, Cid Sanpiao was elected

governor. His election was assured because federal election reforms

forced the landed elite to strike from the registration roles, their

200,000 "ghost voters. "69 The local state government apparatus had

been taken over by the bourgeoisie. Although the bourgeoisie was not

in favor of radical agrarian reform, it respected the peasants I new

fOl.!'ul power and eased the repression of peasant organizations. It also

passed the expropriation bill, which gave the land to the peasants of

Engenho Galiliea. Pe;lsants were thus able to operate and organize more

freely.

In 1962, the peasant movenent received an even bigger boost.

Miguel Arraes was elected governor of Pernarnl::uoo, due in large tart to

the support; of the peasant organizations. He was a socialist and

ardent supporcer of both the Leagues and the ULTAB. until the tine of

the coup in 1964, he aided peasant organizations with money and

p:>litical support ,

The rise of the peasant organizations and their growing strength

was not unnoticed by the Brazilian state.. As peasants increased their

pressure on the landed elite and threatened the power balance in the

rural Northeast, the state had to act more decisively, increasing its

concession or coercion. The state responded with increased corcessaon,

The Superintendancy of Agrarian Reform was established, money was given
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directly to the Leagues and the ULTAB, and the Rural Workers Law was

passed. This law recognized peasant laborers rights, such as miruncm

wage, ernploymmt stability, and social security. More significantly,

however, it allowed the state to recognize offica! peasant untons and

channel state funds directly to than.70

The state, of course, was considerably IOOre ~werful than peasants

and could have easily repressed the movement; But there were two

reasons for increased corcesaion, First, 1::¥ neeting SOIre of the

peasants' demands, the state might oocpt peasants. Thus the state

offered officially recognized peasant onions continuing funds if it

joined the Natioml Coofederation of Rural Workers (CONTJIG). This

state organization would then direct rural develcpment and the actions

of the peasants. In essence the state walld bring rural workers and

peasants into the corporate franework of the state. 71 And if this did

not work, the state could give money to various peassnt; organizations

and not to others, there1::¥ causing than to feud among each other for

state fmds.

The second reason is that; the state, although the oomirant; group

in the nation, was at this tine mdergoing a divisive internal crisis.

Joao Goulart, the president, was attempting to maintain the state's

industrialization ~licy and was being squeezed between the bourgeoisie

and the urban workers. In this regard, continued industrialization

required wage restraint so profits could be trade and money

reinvested.72 But the urban working class was dananding higher wages

or at least increases to keep up with rising prices. The urban workers

had been Ircorpcraced into the state apparatus during vargas' era in
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the late 1930s. Their incorporation as official state unions allowed

industrialization to take place smoothly under state control and now,

as a powerful elanent of state power, they could not be taken lightly.

But they and the bourgeoisie could not be satisfied simultaneoosly.73

Goulart was willing to grant sane con::essions to the workers and in an

attanpt to solidify his position over the bourgeoisie, he was trying to

coopt the peasant movanents as a new power base. In essence then, the

state was simply not a monolithic power at the manent and was divided

on how to to react to the peasant movanent.

One last state elanent must be mentaored-e-the U.S. state.

The u.s. govermnent feared another Clba-like takeover in Northeast

Brazil and believed the Leagues and other peasant organizations were

directed from Cuba or the Soviet Union. But the u.s. had less to fear

from direct intervention than from Clba I s example. As Horowitz

explained: "For 1:11.; t:l'lenty-five million peasants of northern Brazil,

the Cuban Revolution potentially represents the pragmatic extension of

agrarian reform through political revolt. Geographical differences,

climatic distinctions, population sizes, count for nothing when

confronted with a singular hemispheric fact: Cuba has achieved agrarian

rationalization, while Brazil has only ratiomlized about its

agricultural dUennas. "74 Thus, to prevent any revolutiomry threat in

Brazil, Caranunist or otherwise, the u.s. used covert ooercion against

the peasant movanent and its allies.

'lWo tactics were enployed. On the on: hand, as will be discussed

in the next section, the u.s. chanre.Led CIA money to moderate

organizations in order to divide and cocpt the peasant movement, On
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the other hand, it used covert tactics against the movanent. Agents

were used to distril:x.1te literature accusfnq the leagues of being

atheistic; leaflets were printed annooncing fictitious rallies and

danonstrations; and thugs were used to start brawls at meetings.75

During the 1962 election campaign for governor of Pernaml:uoo, the CIA

also paid for posters of Miguel Arraes, which showed him praying with

roasary beads before a hemmer and cycle. For the deEPly religious

Northeast, this was a great affront. 76 Ccnsiderable amounts of mon:y

were also given to the Brazilian military to support domestic security.

When the coup occurred in 1964, the u.s. supporced the military through

a covert operation, called operataon Big San. Big San woold supply the

military with huge supplies of weepons and also involved the use of an

aircraft carrier to threaten any disidents.77

Through 1961, then, the peasant movanent was allowed to grow as

the state tried to oocpt; peasants through comesaion, However, a

crisis was approaching as the peasant, movanent grew larger and more

organized and peasants threatened to form a ooalition with urban

workers. And the U.S., influential I:x.1t invisible, woold sUPIX>rt any

repressive reaction by the state.

Evolution g ~ Peasant I·1Ovement

B"1 1961, l:x.1oyed by state corcessfons and initial success

throughout the region, the peasant movenent entered a new phase of

organization and activity • Organizationally, the movenent was already

divided between the ULTl\B and the Leagues. It was further divided by
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the catholic Church, which decided to form its own peasant unions. The

Church's decision was motivated in part by a genuine corcern for the

peasantry's al¥smal conditions, and in tart by its interest in

countering the growing agrarian radicalism with moderate hmranist

reform. Ideologically the, the Church's role in the peasant novanenc,

as defined by a papal encylical, woold be nprinarily reformist and

consiliatory, stressing irnprovanents in living coriiitions for the

salaried worker, cooperation with the federal govermnent, and the

inapplicability of the oorcept of the class struggle. !':78

In mid 1961, the Bishop of Recife, Per narntuco , s capital, appainced

foor priests, i.D=luding Padres Melo and crespo, to organize peaants

through the Church's Pernamubco Rural Orientation Service (SORPE). 79

Their strategy was to form numerous local unions that were state

sanctiored and therefore had the right to strike and the right to

negotiate for peasants in wage di.sputes , To this end, the foor went

into the countryside, preparing parish priests and training peasants to

become union leaders. The OORPE union training anphasized using the

legal systan and initiating dialogues with landowners. The OORPE

unions spread rapidly, because they appealed to peasants who were

frightened by the League's radicalism and opposed to ULTllB's conununist

ideology.80

The catholic unions also spread rapidly because they received

considerable financial support; from the U.S., which realized that the

moderate actaons of OORPE channeled class conflict away from

{Xltentially revolutiomry to reformist objectives. The unions recieved

money directly from the COOperative League of the USA, which received
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its funds from the CIA. SORPE also received support from the American

Institute for Free Labor develcpment, another CIA corduit , This

organization attantped to organize peasant activities around marketing

strategies and cooperatives.81

By 1963, then the organization of the peasant; movanent had become

a complicated maze. The Leagues, ULTAB, SORPE, and various splinter

groups we.r,e all organizing peasants. The organizational situation was

additionally confused 1:¥ the Brazilian state's efforts, U.S. tactics,

and the actions of the Pernamtucan government. Can~tition among the

factions and groups was inevitible. Each group, although having the

aVOiled purpose of improving the peasantry's corxlitions, disagreed on

strategy, tactics, and apprpriate FOlitical action. The ensuing

dissaray of organzational naneuvers underscadably led to confusion and

chaos. As one peasant; explained: "We don't knOil what to do. ore

becomes crazy: one person says we must .P3-Y the landlord, the other says

we must .P3-Y the judje, the third says not to .P3-Y at all because land

reform is coming and everyone will have some land••• It ooes not rnatter

if we .P3-Y rent or work one day a week, rot we'd like to have a

solution. "82

Underlying the di.sput.e on tactics, were significant ideological

differences. The peasant leagues were the most militant and aggressive

organization. Although Juliao was the symbolic leader, the leagues

were often led at the local Level, 1:¥ peasants, who adhered to the

popul.i.st; ideology of land-to-the-tiller. The leagues thus represented

authentic agrarian radicalism and their purpose was to "awaken the

political consciousness of the peasants so that, when the favorable
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historcial conditions walld be at hand, the peasants wand have the

capacity to deteonine their own form of action. n83 The ULTPB, although

closest to the leagues in ideology, was centrally organzied with

leadership in the hands of urban Giellers and agrarian workers. Its

strategy was to lmite urban and agrarian workers to bIild proletarian

solidarity. The organization moreover, was not inclined tCMards

tx>Pulist spontaneous action. '.rheir analysis of existing corrlitions led

them to an incremental strategy of co-existing with the established

order and they considered the League's actions as ninfantile

adventurisn and opportunfsm, "84

The church union, SOREE, was led by progressive fathers and

priests who were appalled by Northeast coriiitions. HCMev€:r, lht:y were

generaJ.ly opposed to the Leagues and ULTAB, and chal.Lenqed their

activities. Padres Crespo and Melo, leaders of s::>RPE, worked within

the traditional social and icl,eologic franework of the Northeast and

rejected arrj notion of radical change or class confrontation. ~~7

pursued traditional goals and organized around corcepts of

conciliation, limited reform, and iocremental gains.8S The state,

through local and state initiatives, tried to coopt the peasants by

providing money and direct assistance to the leagues and ULTAB. It

must again be noted, however, that there was considerable divisiveness

within the Brazilian state. Presida1t Gallart, by trying to bring a

popular peasant movement into the srace frCii1e~7ork, threatened the major

state ideology of rapid industrialization, middle class expansion, and

growth of bourgeoisie agriculture. Arrayed against GOUlart we~e the

wreaucratic apparatus and the military. Although opposed to his
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actions, they were willing for the tine to allow the ~riod of liberal

policies.86 Finally, the U.S. sponsored organizations were

ideologically committed to preventing a Cuba-like takeover by popular

agrarian forces in the Northeast. Although their avowed purpose was

humanitarian, their actual aid strategy was to undermine, contain, and

repress the more radical peasant; organizations.8? The dual purposes of

the US organizations strained their credibility; they "famd themselves

torn betweEn their highly ptblicized hunanitarian reformist goals and

the considerations of US security that were the Lmderlying raison

d' etre of the aid progran. n88

The organizational schisms and differences , however, did not

deter peasant; partici};ation or action. By 1964 in Pernaml:uoo, peasant

menbership in various organizations had reached 280,000.89 Each group,

moreover, tried to outoo the other in initiating dranatic and highly

politicized events. The League sponsored the "Great March to

Brasilia; there were peasant uprisings in Jales, the "peasant war of

Praoo, the confrontation with police in Parana, and armed clashes with

local police in Sape, Parhiba, and BUique.90 On the local Level ,

spontaneous strikes occurred throughout Pernamubco; land invasions took

place; and most significantly, rural workers and smallholding peasants

coordinated their danands for both better working corrlitions and

agrarian reform. Then in Novanber 1963, the ECB called for a general

strike to shutdown all sugar operations. The strike was an unqualified

success as 200,000 workers and peasants p;l.rtici};ated in the strike and

sugar production in the Mata came to a halt.9l This successful strike
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led to a WCNe of spontaneoos action. Clearly, the state had not

coopted the peasant movanent and it was doubtful that anyone controlled

the peasants.

All of this activity indicated that the movanent had reached a

phase of action that was very close to conflict. Even more signifcant

than the activity, however, was the growing radical consciousness of

the peasantry 5 Although peasants already had a tradition of protest,

this tradition was being tied to a broader class consciousness. This

growing radical conscioosness was symbolized best by the peasantry's

learning to read and write. Through various teaching techniques,

particularly Paulo Freire's conscientizaciao, peasant organizations

were helping peasants become literate in 40 hours. Sane proclairred

this the "revolution in 40 hours.92 The Freire technique was highly

criticized as subversive because it taught peasants to read by using

COI1IIOOn elanents in their existence such as poverty, misery, suffering,

and oppression. It was also criticized because sane of the pri.Irers

included radical phrases like, "the vote belongs to the people" and

"Danocracy is a government of the people, by the people, and for the

people.93

Thus by 1964 the peasant movanent appeared to be gro\"ling out of

control and peasants seaned to be moving towards Independent, IX'litical

action.94 If an autonomous peasant movement could be united with urban

workers and other leftist elanents, the coalition could undermine the

state's drive towards modernization and challenge state ideology.

Moreover, a coalition between peasants and workers wwld move Brazil

decisively to the left and jeoparadi.se the bourgeoisie. By mid-1964
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then, anti-GOulart elanents in the state saw a clear choice: military

coup or socialist revolution. The decision was obvious; "the

bourgeoisie gladly exchanged the right to rule for the right to make

money. "95 Thus the military initiated a coup to remove Goolart from

the presidency and purge leftist elanents in the state. The nation had

to be set back on the course of rapid industrialization and capitalist

development.

In the Northeast the military rooved swiftly. Tre foorth army

surrounded Pernarnblco I s capital, Recife, removed the governor from

office, and irrprisoned him. state offices which assisted the peasant

organizations were closed; peasant League and ULTAB officers were

captured; and, despite assurances of military protection, landlords and

local police took vengeance on peasants who had dared to assert; their

rights. The antacdpated peasant revolution never occurred as the

various organizations were in dissarray and not equi.pped to resist

force. '!bus, like all previous peasant rnovanents in the region, the

1964 rnovanent was suppressed.

Epilogue

For the individuals prominent in political activities, retribltion

was quick. Juliao went into hiding but was captured, tortured,

imprisoned, and exiled to Mexico. GOOlart escaped to Uruguay. Paulo

Freirie was irrprisoned and later exiled. Celso Furtado, head of the

state department for rehabilitating the Northeast, also fled into

exile. Many of the peasant leaders were not so Lucky; Sane of
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Juliao's closest associates and other peasants were killed OJ:" jailed,

and their land taken from than. Padre crespo was placed in charge of

all peasant unions, while Padre Melo, who had been more outspoken, was

continually threatened with arrest. The peasant Leagues and ULTAB were

disbanded and SORPE was carefully scrutinized by the military qoverncr ,

Conditions for the peasantry gradually reverted to those

prevailing prior to the creation of active peasant organizations.

Although minimum wage legislation, a 13th month paid bonis, tenants

rights bi.l.Ls, and land reform legislation had become law, the

govermnent would not enforce the laws nor could peasant organizations

pressure landowners into o!::serving than.aS The situation was well

sl.1Il1IIed up l:¥ a peasant's comment about Brazil's motto of "Order and

Progress:" "Every peasant knows the motto means progress for the rich

and order for the rest of us. "96
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CHAPl'ER VII

CDNa.USIDN

Peasant movenents are often viewed as isolated phenomena: far

removed from the more significant };X>litical and develcpIreI1tal issues

confronting a nation. Imeed, unl.ess peasant, };X>litics involves

widespread or intense mobilization, it is hardly noticed. No ore , for

example woold have heard of EngEnho Galiliea if it were not for peasant;

mobilization throughout the Northeast. It wwld have been another

isolated event, viewed separately from the nainstream of natioral

develcpnent.

But, as has been denonstrated, peasant; movenents are not Lsol.ated

independent phenomena 0 They are crucial elements in societal change

and are an integral part of natioral devel<::prrent. In general tenns,

peasant movenents reflect the develcprrent of capitalism, the growth of

the state, the power balance among contending groups in the nation, and

the social transformation of society. In concrete terms, peasant;

movenents reflect agrarian structural change and the essential

};X>litical character of the rural sectcr which denands a voice in

determining nationaJ. events.

In this chapcer I will amplify this theme in two ways. First,

since the preceeding chapcers have viewed peasant; };X>litics as an
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integral part of natioml develcpm:mt, I will appraifE their fimings.

Olafters 2-5 have individually provided components of an overall theory

of peasant };X)litics. But each chapter was based on information and

data from varying countries. 'I'll:! overall franewcrk has been applied

only to Brazil. I will thus briefly review the theory i:¥ presenting an

integrated schematic diagran of the overall roodel, and then critically

examine each component, in light of the more detailed analysis of

Brazil. Secx>nd I will di.scuss the implications of the theory fer

larger develcpmental issues. In this regard, peasant movanents have

imp:>rtant implications fer natioml develcpnent FOlicies such as land

reform, rural develcpment, and agrarian transformation.

OVerview .Qf~ 'lbeory

The overall theory is schematically represented in Figure 7.1.

This diagran is a simplification of the theory, l:ut visually integrates

all components of the model in compact, form. The independent dynamic

for the model are the long waves of world capitalism, whos: periodicity

detecnines the rate of capitalist develcpnent. As capitalist

develcprnent proceeds, the power balance of the nation shifts frem a

dominance i:¥ the traditional landed elite to control i:¥ new groups, the

bourgeoisie and the state, which have access to capital and new methods

of conducting I:usinesa, Depending on the rew power aligrnrents,

particular state and rural I;X>licies are enacted. It should be

emphasdzed that the state plays a key role in the IX>liey making process

as an actor with its own interests. State £Oliey and capitalist
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develcpment then affect peasant societ'j, blt the actual im};acts depend

on the peasant structure which acts as a filter, detennining how narket

forces and state IX>lie::t operate in rural areas. Trere is also a

dynamic interaction in which state and capitalist develqment alter the

peasant structure. Depending on these changes and the specific Impaccs

of state and capitalist develqment, peasants nay beoome interested in

changing the situation. If there is sufficient oollective interest,

peasants initiate movements. Tre shape and evolution of the movenent

depend on whether the state provides eorcesston to peasants, whether it

acts to repress them, or whether it igncres their danands for change.

Ga,pitalist Pevelognent .9!1Q Peasant Society

Capitalist develcpment is central to the discussion of peasant

movanents because it transforms society and in so ooing alters

preexisting institutions and interests. In analyzing such an all

encompassinq force, numerous issues involving the nation are Important.,

HOoNever, two issues are fundanental for the discussion of peasant

IX>litics. First, there is a oontroversy over the very nature of

capitalism. Is it simply the expansdon of the world narket which

generates structural pressure tOoNards continual accumulation? Or is it

a set of social-economic-p:>litical relationships enobodied in a

division of labor between owners and wage-workers? This question is of

more than acadeni,c interest. At its core are issues relating to how

capitalism transforms society and ultinately how can intelligent

changes be made to achieve develcpnent in an equitable manner. seeord
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is the question of capitalism's imfact. Does capitalist develq;ment

lead to Increased i.nq;overishnent or <Des it benefit all by raising

national productivity and accumulation?

In classical Marxian aJla1ysis, capitalism is a mode of production

characterized by a division of labor between the boorgeoisie I ""ho own

the neens of production, and the proletariat who own only their labor

power, The transition to capitalism thus means that peasant society

becomes i.I'x:reasingly divided between boorgeoisie farmers who own land,

and agricultural Laborers who must obtain wage employnent. Wallerstein

interprets capitalism in a different way. He argues that the wcrld

capitalist systan was created in the 16th century when a wcrld narket

was established. Each nation was integrated or forced into this market

and by partici{ating in its productive relations became capitalist. As

the world narket expanded, more and more areas became capitalist.

A major critique of Wallerstein's posdtii.on is that it tries to

explain histor ical develcpnent by rreans of OrE general rrechanism,

narket expansdon, In so doing it igncr es the st:ecific histcr ica1

circumstances and interactions among clas~s which determine various

forms of elite domiration and the unique patns of deve1cpnent. By

concentrating on profit naximization and narket growth, Wallerstein

places at the center of his analysis the exchange and transfer of

capital. In contrast, con:entrating on class relations places the

focus on the specific way in which the transfer occurs. capitalism,

for example, is defined by wage labor and thus focuses on the
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appropriation of surplus value through cash wages and the correspmding

political and social relationships that grow oot of that mode of

awropriation.

Based on the Brazilian case study, narket expmsion provides a

sup:!rficially satisfying explanation of peasant; action. Tha rapid

expansion of the narket following \WIII led to extrene pressures on the

peasantry and i.rx::reasingly exploitative labor arranganents. UFOn

closer examination of s};:ecific circumstances in the Agreste, Sertao,

and Mata, however, narket growth and expansion are not sufficient to

explain the social and polltical phenorena in the Northeast. Tre Mata

had long been integrated into the wa:ld narket, and even played a najar

role in its embryoni,c growth. Mcreover, the wcrld narket had been

through phases of rapid expansion and then exmtraction prior to ~II.

It was thus not simply rapid expansion in the the 1950s that suddenly

led to peasant; acci.cn, More i.mp>rtant was the transformation of labor

from exchange labor, to share cropping, to semi-};:eI:rnanent end

semi-proletarianized moraCbres, and ultinately to pure wage labor. The

interaction and dynamics that accompanied these transitions created the

structural conditions for the peasant, movenents of the 1960s.

At the same tine, however, there is no doubt that narket expansion

placed varying degrees of pressure on each area and influenced the

specific labor farms as well as the intensity of poltical accton, In

the Mata, fa: example, rapid narket growth had a profamd inq:act on

labor relations. In the Agreste and Sertao, the pressures were much

less because narket develqment occurred more slowly. Class change and

the dynamics of class relationships are thus comprehensible partly in
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tenus of the expanding market, In sum, narket expansion and changing

class relationships must be exanined sirnultaneoosly: the narket

provides a general nechanism to explain increased tension, and the

changing class relations provide a detailed analysis of hista: ieal

develcpnent and peasant action.

The second najor issue is whether capitalist develqment improves

rural living standard3 or whether it Leacs to growing i.rnp>veriEhnent.

Evidence can be fwnd for both contentions. Capitalist develc:pIreIlt

does raise income far certain groups, rot on the other hand, it also

Leads to the irnpoverishIrent of others. Tle question is therefore who

benefits and who loses from capitalism. It was asserted in chapter 3

that the winners are those with rescarces, Peasants with sufficient

land, with capital, with information and knowleege, and with sufficient

overall resoorces to take advantage of narket q:>portunities. The

losers are precisely the q:>posite. TOOse without capital or land, the

weak and the old, and generally those who cannot afford to take risks.

In eoonomics this is known as the resoorce enoo\toment theory: Given a

relatively free market, those with resoorces gain, those without

resources lose ground. The problan is thus to redistriOOte productive

assets, so that more equitable develcpm:nt can occur.

The Brazilian case study generally confirms these assertions. But

it also reveals serioos weaknesses in its implications fcx

redistriOOtion. Resource endO\ta1\E..'1t theory cannot adequately explain

how those with' resources advance, while the have nots stagnate. Th=

theory's essential thrust; is that wealth accumulation is a neutral and

apolitical economic process. It asserts that, for whatever reasons
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individuals started off with greater rescurces than others, their

initial head start allCMS them to naintain the gap. The dynamic

mechanism is thus possesaion of assets. The situation in Brazil,

hQWeveI', danonstrates that the rich grow richer not so much because

they poesesa greater economic assets blt because they IOOnqx>lize

};Olitical p:>wer. In the Mata, the only way fO!': the rich to reap great

profits was to keep the noracores wages as ION as pcsaihle, To do this

large and medium landholders restr ieted land use and wwld not rent oot

their surplus land to moraoores or other landless peasanta, Urused

land was simply allONed to remain fallO\o1, thus creating land hunger.

The landless had no choice blt to work for the ION wages sugar owners

were willing to pay.

Landholders did not individually decide to withhJld land from use,

but took explicit };Olitical action to ensure upper class collusion.

The large and medium property holders collectively agreed through a

quota system how much land each wwld withhold from production.

Whenever a landholder tried to rent, his unused land to tenants, his

access to credit and financial sUPPJrt was quickly restricted.

Ad::litionally, the Lendao.lders used thei r power to obtain state sUPPJrt

for restricting laborers mobility. Thus the landholders of Pernambloo

not only took advantage of narket op};Ortunities, rot also took

advantage of peasants; Class power and };Olitic~ domination then are

integral faetexs of capitalist devel.cpnent; in the third world. It is

not sufficient to analyze poverty solely as a problan of resoorce

endowment.
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k ~ .smQ Peasant Society

The IOOdern capitalist state in the third wcrld also plays a key

role in changing peasant society through IX>licies such as land reforan,

taxation, and extenaion of central author ity • T~se p:>licies directly

affect peasant, interest and influence Feasant IX>litical action. In

chapcer 4 I presented a model of state IX>licy naking that had three

basic assertions. First it was argued that the natioml power balance

in third world nations was composed of five rnajcr acccr s, Trese five

are the fcreign bcurgeoisie, representing the MNCs, the natiOl'Bl

bourgeoisie, the landed elite, the peasantry , and the state. Each

group has part.Lcul.ar interests and competes with the others to enact

natioml };X)lices in its interests. However the comI;etition has ore

clear restriction: group strategies nay not threaten the capitalist

framework. This restriction is set by the ooalition of state and

bourgeoisie, which is by far the nation's domimnt alliance, and which

shares a COIIU1lOn Interest; in preserving capitalism. Ao:::epting this

restriction, the groups contend with ore another to dmIinate the

natioml power balance and gain an advantageoos posdt.Ion to form

natioml l;X>licy.

Second, it was argued that the state is an individual actcr in the

power balance. In opp:>sition to this perspectave, some theor ists see

the state either as a neutral decision-rraking arena or the

institutiomlized coercive am of the bourgeoisie. As an irXiividual

act.or , however, the state is composed of the total ooreaucratic
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appa.ratus that carries rot state p>licy--the mil,itary, the justice

system, the educatioml sectcc, the formal planning sectcc, the health

sector, and all other public secta: institutions.

Finally, it was contended that, because the state is an individual

actor, it has its own interests. Tm state's core interest is to

perpetuate itself and extend its power within the capitalist franework.

To this end the state pursues var.ious strategies. the IOOst i.mp:>rtant of

which is modernization. In tems of governance, the state centralizes

operations and adopta ratioml planning and organizatioml techniques.

In terms of the ecxmaI¥, the state supports industrialization in the

urban areas. For the rural secter:, modernization is pursued through

};X)licies such as land reform, subsidization of improved technology, and

construction of rrarket infrastructure. Trese rural };X)licies serve

state interests because they i.rx::rease the taxable surplus and transform

the agriculturaL secter: into a productive elanent of natioml power,

In pursuing these IOlicies the state also attan~s to bring about an

agrarian transformation based on the enarqence and dominance of a rural

middle class who will expand a:mmercial agriculture and support; state

};X)licy interests. Soch· };X)licies have severe implications for poor

peasants and landed elite. As the state proceeds to transform

agriculture, poor peasants are squeezed out and must migrate to urban

areas or become agricultural 'Ilorkers. Tre landed elite must transform

their landholdings into modern capitalist enterpises or lose than.

The Brazilian case study generally substantiates the model, rot

reveals significant shortcomings. To begin with, najar acter:s in the

third world are not limited to the boorgeoisie, state, landed elite,
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and peasantry. The urban war:king class is also a signficant force. In

major cities such as Rio in the Sooth, S~ Paulo in the Center-Sooth,

and Recife in the Northeast, the war:king class played a significant

role. This class put direct pressure on the state through nass

danonstrations; and since it was organized into trade unions, it had a

strong bargaining posdtd.on with the boorgeoisie. Significantly as the

nation became increasingly urbanized, this group grew rapidly until it

was more {X>werful than the landed elite or the peasarrtry , It was

ultinately the urban war: king class that posed the greatest threat to

the state and far:ced the military coup in 1964.

A second significant shortcoming of the model is its mechanistic

treatment of the state. Although the case imicates that the

institutionalized bureaucracy is interested in perpetuating its power

within a capitalist franework, there are always progressive elanents

within the state who support; change. Gallart represented a more

liberal elanent that advocated broader popular p;l.rtici};ation in policy

making and a more leftist felity. Gallart did not have broad support;

within the state and was stopped t¥ a coalition of military and

civilian technocrats who could not tolerate further deviation from the

capitalist fr anewar: k, HCMever, the fact that Gallart did succeed in

initiating change from prescirbed norms indicates the dynamic tension

within the state. It should be anphasized, however, that Goolart IS

tactics were not intended to create a socialist state. His actions

were meant to coopt the peasantry and working class as a fewer base.
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The Brazilian case thus iOOicates that, at tines, power contenders

within the state are willing to trade state reform and corcessdon for

I;X>litical support.,

The final weakness of the model is its prescibing one particular

modernization strategy to the state. The basic state interest is

indeed organizational peq:;etuation and power expanaicn, However there

are numerous strategies through which this can be acoomplished. In

Brazil, fa: example, the IOOdernization strategy does not hinge on a

middle class transformation of agriculture. Rather, the state

virtually igncces the rural sectcc and concentrates on

industrialization. Given the state's disinterest in agrarian reform,

rural I;X>licies are deteoni.red by the balance of power anong interested

parties, provided that those tx>licies do not conflict with state

interests. The najor I;X>int, however, is that state strategies and

I;X>licies cannot simply be ascribed. Strategies sean to evolve from

indigenous ideas, external corcepcs, traditioml thinking about

development, new eoncepcs of developrrent, and practical experience.

For the rural sector this means that a broad range of modemization

strategies is posaibl,e, so long as they do not weaken the state or

threaten the capitalist franewark,

Peasant Movements

State tx>licy and capitalist develqment transform society and

create new };atterns of social, I;X>litiC'.al., and emnanic interaction. As

a result of these changes, nany peasants become increasingly vulnerable
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and are interested in changing the situation. Ore strategy for

changing the situation is p:>ltical action. Before one can eorc.Lude

that peasants will initiate movements at certain le.vels of state and

capitalist development, howe.ver, two factors must be considered.

First, one must examine the specific structural circumstances of the

peasantry, which not only Iredi.ate narket and state p:>licy pressures,

rot also provide peasants with the power to act. In some instances,

for example, peasant institutions, such as patroraqe or communal

welfare, may minimize market; forces and reduce interest in altering the

situation. In another case, the class structure or patt.ern of

production nay inhibit peasants from organizing and thus render than

i.mp:>tent. Second, peasant movements are detemlined in large measure by

the mobilization process. '!be evolution of a movement depends on how

effectively peasants organize, what support; they obtai..n as they

proceed, how quickly they learn appropriate tactics, how they utilize

th.e:i.r resources, and what action the state takes. 'Ihis was the basic

theory of peasant movenents presented in chapter 5. The Brazilian case

largely supportis the model, rot also provides further theoretical

insight which can now be presented.

On the most general le.vel, the theory analyzes peasant movements

by combining structural and mobilization perspectaves of collective

action. The case study clearly supports this integration as neither

structural nor mobilization approach alone can adequately explain the

Pernamb.lcan peasant movement. In the Mata, as the market; expanded

rapidly following ~II and as labor forms shifted towards pure wage

labor, peasant institutions could not respond to subsistence pressures.
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The increased subsistence difficulties raised peasant, interest in

I;Xllitical action. But peasant institutions had never operated well and

there had always been subsistence difficulties. Moreover, peasant

movenents had occurred before and they were never sustained. Different

at this particular tine were the new levels of organization made

pcssibl,e by the shifting power balance within both the nation and the

state. Receiving support; from various politicians, peasants were able

to initiate movanents and work towards increased part.Lctpataon and

organizational capacity. On the other hand, conditions for sustained

mobilization existed in the Agreste and Sertao, but in neither area

were peasant; unions and organizations strong or widespread. It was

only in the Mata, where structral problens were most severe and had the

longest history, that peasant; organization and p:l.rticip:l.tion was

particularly intense. Tre evidence is thus quite clear that the

peasant movanents in Pernamtuoo can be explained only by using both

structural and mobilization perspectives.

There are several specific issues. First, class is extrenely

significant. As was asserted in chapter 5, the mix of peasant; cl.asses

is crucial because each class has different interests and thus

different bases for I;Xllitical action. Snallholders are the first to be

interested in movanent part.i.cdpatdon, rot they 00 not aim at radical

transformation. Landless and poor peasants cannot i.rmediately

partacfpate because the do not have sufficient resources to take risks.

But once active, they are likely to make demands to significantly alter

the existing systan. It was the srrallholders of engenho galiliea, for

example, that first organized and served as symbols of resistance.
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However, once the rnovenent expanded, the landless became the most

active and dynamic partf.cipanta, A further paint; should be nade

concerning class action. Just as poor peasants have interests and

anploy various strategies including J;X>li tical action, rich and middle

peasants also have interests which they try to advance. To capture the

truely dynamic nature of Feasant movanents, it is crucial to analyze

elite interest and in preventing and discouraging poor peasants from

rnobiliz ing.

Population is frequently cited as a rrajor cause of subsistence

pressure and thus of Feasant movanents. Between 1950 and 1900, the

popul.atii.on of Brazil more than doubled as did the population of the

Northeast. But population did not pose a probl.em land hunger was

caused by great inequality in land ownership. There is no question

that the Northeast's problan is inequitable land tenure rather than

overpopulation. However, for a long tine, the problem was perceived as

drought. Even a moderate land reform was not seriously considered

until after peasants forced the political issue of inequality. This

indicates, at least for Brazil, that perceptaons of problems and policy

options are determined as much by J;X>li tical pressure as by honest

analysis.

The structure of agricultural production is also an important

element in analyzing peasant movanents. Northeast Brazill especially

the Mata, presents an almost ideal model of the hacienda syst.an, It

has extremely concentrated landholdings, low levels of technology, a

large servile labor force, and a firmly entrenched elite. It was

initially theorized that; under capitalist expansdon the hacienda systan
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would intensify peasant; interest in political action, rot that peasants

would be relatively p:>werless unless they received external sup£X>rt.

The theory is conafscerrt with the case study. Although peasants had

considerable interest in changing their situation, it was only after

the landed elite declined in power that they were able to mobilize.

'!be case also indicates that the structure of production, al.ore , cannot

explain peasant, action. Other factcrs, such as the role of the state,

the ~cific organization of the peasantry, the changing class and

hor izontal relations are crucial.

Peasants' social relationships anerge from the case as an

increasingly key elanent in analyzing peasant, movanents. In the Mata,

although histor ically there were was an absence of redistr iWtive

mechanisms, Insurence schemes, welfare, or other COIDIlUlal relations,

MoraCbres were finally able to organize because the engenho owrers

forced them to live in close proximity. Tre moracbres formed social

relations throuqh self-help and other cocperative endeavor and this

sense of coIIlIlUJnity enahled them to redirect their efforts to collective

action. It should be emphasized that the cooperative effort was recent

and peasanta did not have a oommunal history. Nmetheless it was the

recently established network of horizontal cocperation that enabled

peasants to mobilize so rapidly. Finally, it should be podrrted out

that patronage, although never strong in the Mata, virtually

di.sappeared under the pressures of narket, expansion. This seans to

further substantiate that patronage is motivated less by altruism than

by peasant; p>wer. If it is profitable and safe, patrons nay rapidly

trade patronage for naked exploitation.
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Mobilization is also extranely i.mp>rtant in detenuining the

charcter and eventual direction of a movanent. ~ case study

illustrates two elanents of roobilization, which are Pirticularly

significant, consciousness and external s~rt. Cmsciousness refers

to the peasants' tradition of p:>litical action and to their knQolledge

of alternatives tactics and strategies. Initially it was contended

that consciousness was an integral part of the peasant; structure.

However, the case study shows that cons:::iousness is more an evolving

process of thought and belief than a definitive element of structure.

Peasants throughout Pernamb.tco possessed a long history of resistance,

but this was not enouqh, Cmciousness had to be unlocked through a

Learninq process that consisted of colcrful spaeches , catchy slogans,

traditioral songs, poems of injustice, a re<Xlgnition of current

injustice, a realization of class solidarity, and ultirrately political

action. It was this process of consciousness raising that made the

peasant movenent so cmincus for the elite.

External s~rt can also play a key role in peasant; movenents.

In the case study, peasants received considerable support; from

progressive p:>liticians, the catholic Church, the Brazilian Camnl.11ist

Party, and the CIA. The resoorces enabled the peasant, movanent to grow

rapidly and effectively and it is likely that the resoorces,

particularly state support; of peasants, enabled the movement to begin.

There is also little doubt; that external leadership helted greatly,

providing the initial organizational and planning knowledge. However

leadership does not sean as crucial as structural factcrs. In the

past, able leaders both peasants and urbanites, had been present l:ut
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were unable to sustain a rnovanent. Moreover there were nunerous up and

coming leaders, particularly among the peasantry who wCllld likely have

provided organizatioral and other skills. LEBaership, however, gave

the peasant movenent its particular character and ensured the

historical timing.

The external leadership, except Jc:r the Lmgues, also guaranteed that

it wCllld take a long tine to develq> a truely autonanous peasant

movenent.

Peasant lok:>venymts. Agrarian Transformation. ,gng~ Develogrent

Ted Gurr claims that sone who study collective action are

interested in understanding violence so that they can either fanent

revolution or prevent it.l To think of peasant movanents in these

teons is to think rarrowly in two senses, In the first sense it is to

imply that peasant movanents are either subversive acts of

Lr reaponsihli.ty or instrt.nnents to be used in violent transformation.

In the seoond sense it is to contend that peasant movanents are

iSOlated };X>ltical phenomena lIlrelated to societal develcpnent. But

peasant movanents are not limited in these wcrjs. In the first place

they are creative acts of };X>ltical will; they can be directed toward:;

revolution or they can be directed toward:; a wide range of actions to

Improve the well-being of peasants. In the seoond place they are

integral elanents of mtioml develcpnent and reflect the

transfocmation of rural society. The analysis has exanined peasant,
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IOOVanents in these broader senses and therefore has significant

implications for agrarian transformation and rural develc:pnent.

For the agrarian sector there is always the possibility of a rapid

capitalist transformation of agriculture. This woold imply a middle

class land reform so that large agricultural enterprises walld produce

alongside a strong rural middle class of nedium sized fanners. This

strategy has been attanp:.ed on Taiwan and is being attanp:.ed in Peru.

For Brazil, however, such a transformation is proceeding slowly and in

fact has not advanced much in the past 30 years. Rather, because of

the growing population and the lack of urban employnent oppcr tundtii.es ,

the peasantry clings to their plots, slowly becoming a

semi-proletariat. TlJ;se peasarrts Co not have enough land to be

self-sufficient, rot neither are they totally dependent on wage

employrrent. Given the coooitions in the wcxld econony , where the

export production in the Third world is largely domirated by Kor~,

Taiwan, Singapore, and Hmg Kmg, industrial urban anploynent is

lmlikely to increase. Peasants are thus forced to cling to their

i.mp:>verished existence, while the elite are likely to protect their

interests.

But this is an extrmely nechanistic view. It is the unilineal

view that each developmental step is necessarily the sequential step

projected by the past one and based largely on the experaence of

Western develcpoent. 2 It endorses the notion of limited possibility

for change within the present capitalist system and elimi.rates the

I;Xlssiblity far innovation and politcal action.
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While I do not claim that najor transformations are likely, the

implication of the study is that alternative rural develqment

strategies are p:>ssible. Tb:!se strategies may be implanented or they

nay slowly gain credibility if there is sufficient FOiltical power

behind them or if they reflect the il'x'UgE!1OUS character of the natd.on,

Although it is not p:>ssible to specul.ate on what might be the s~cific

content; of alternative rural developrrent strategies, it is FOssible to

discuss, what elanents might help it succeed. First, p:>litical power

is an integral ~anent of any develcpna1t strategy, wrn:ther it is

capitalist or socialist develcpnent. Tre first elanent wrold thus be

to openly acknolwege that different groups would try to us: their power

to benefit themselves. One way to deal wit,,'1 this issue wrold be to

have some form of open I;articiI;ation in deci.sdon-nakinq, Although this

might not change anything, less p:>wenul peasants wwld at least be

alerted to the decisions and might have some imtaet on them,

A second elanent of an alternative strategy wwld be to elminiate

subsistence pressures. A floa:: of survival wwld eliminate peasant,

fears that innovating might lead to ruin. This suggestion should be

palatable to those narket theor ists who argue that all individuals are

economic maximizers and the new technology increases productivity. If

that is the case, then a guaranteed Incorre should not hinder any

peasants from innovating and producing surpfuees larger than their

guaranteed subsidy.

A third elanent might be organizing cooperatives or other mutual

benefit groups according to class. Class was an extranely imp:>rtant

elanent and provided cohesion and COImIlOn interest. If cooperatives
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were organized accx>rding to ctase, the targeted peasants might benefit

in an equitable manner without wccrying about more powerful individuals

dictating the tems of benefitd.

A final element woold be to incorporate cx:msciousness within the

strategy. Tre possibility fex change cx>mes aboot only when there is a

reex>gnition of interest and a knowled;e that the interest can be

obtained through action. This further implies that the rural

develcpment strategy woold ultinately be an autonanous one guided by

the peasants themselves. What form that might take is unanswerable..

It might take a truly radical populist form, or if Sa:>tt is accurate

about the hUIlBIl solidarity of a moral eronaI¥, it might take a oomnanal,

form. Whatever content such a strategy might take, it wwld be

possible only through peasant political action.
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